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SUMMARY
A method has been developed for studying parallel 
detritiation reactions. Tritium nmr spectroscopy was 
used in conjunction with standard computing procedures 
to provide a reliable analysis of the kinetic data , 
The technique was applied to a number of simple carbon 
acids, tritiated at two distinct sites in each 
molecule, and also to a group of C (3)-substituted 
camphor derivatives, tritiated only at C(3) but 
possessing unlike tritium atoms as a result of the 
rigid stereochemistry of the camphor skeleton. The 
potential of the method for the case of three or more 
parallel reactions is discussed.
Investigations were made into the problem of
deuteriating adamantane and its derivatives. Various
homogeneous and heterogeneous exchange catalysts were
used,and the varying success of these is reported,
3It has been shown that H nmr spectroscopy is a 
sensitive enough technique to be useful in monitoring 
photochemical tritiations, even when these are low- 
yield reactions. Another asset of this technique is 
the ease of analysis compared with other spectroscopic 
methods. An example exemplifying this was provided 
by the facile identification of the products of gas 
tritiation of a dienone system.
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1,1 INTRODUCTION 
1, 1A Proton Transfers Relating to Carbon,
The transfer of a proton from one atom to another
is one of the simplest reactions which can be studied,
Work has been carried out on the kinetics of proton
transfer reactions for more than fifty years but for
most of that time transfers involving oxygen and nitrogen
were said to be immeasurably fast. Consequently the early
research centred around proton transfer to and from a
small selection of carbon compounds. Since then the advent
of relaxation techniques'*' has completely opened up the
field of fast transfers, and, furthermore, many developments 
2in technique have enabled a fully comprehensive range of 
transfers involving carbon to be investigated. It is with 
the latter area that this work is concerned.
Carbon acids are organic compounds which can lose a 
proton to a base to give a carbanion,(i.e, An ion in 
which a carbon atom bears a formal negative charge.)
Consequently, nearly all carbon compounds are therefore 
potential carbon acids. Interest in carbon acid ionisation 
stems from several reasons. Firstly , many base catalysed 
organic reactions are now known to proceed via proton
transfer from carbon as an elementary step in the mechanism. 
A knowledge of the acid-base properties of carbanions is
-3-
also important in its own right since they can be generated
applications of such information to organic synthesis are 
obvious, especially in the field of organometallic chemistry. 
Secondly, it is often feasible to measure both equilibrium 
constants and rate coefficients for reaction(1,1) , and
accordingly carbon acids have provided data to test several 
fundamental theories. Amongst these should be mentioned 
those pertaining to kinetic isotope effects and to linear 
free energy relationships.
The acidities of carbon acids vary widely. For example,
pentacyanopropene is a stronger acid than perchloric acid , 
whereas methane is so weakly acidic that only very rough
to be at least forty five orders of magnitude weaker than
perchloric acid. Quantitative measures of acidity are usually
derived from reaction (1,2) , which is used to determine
the thermodynamic acidity constant, K , defined in (1.3).a
3
by processes not involving proton transfers. Possible
5
estimates of its acidity have been made ,and these show it
RH + H20 R + H^O + (1 .2 )
Ka
A.R
RH
(1.3)
where A,= activity of i
f.= activity coefficient of il J
and A„ is included as a constant in Ka
The acidity is then expressed as a pK^ (i.e. -log^R^),
Solvents other than water can be used to determine a pKa
but a correction is then necessary , as in equation(1,4),
s
K fR“ fH o0+ fRH (1.4)S * --z>~ * ---
rs- fs+ f R H RH
where K = acid dissociation constant in s o l v e n t ,S, s ’
s r sf\= activity coefficient of i in solvent,S.
Essentially, the terms (f^/ff) are a measure of the free
i, i
energy change involved in transferring one mole of specxes x 
from the standard state in water to the standard state in 
solvent S,
The above definitions refer of course to the equilibrium
acidity. Carbon acids are also compared in terms of their
kinetic acidities, i.e. rates of ionisation with a given
base. The most comprehensive compilations of kinetic
acidities are concerned with the "spontaneous” or water
catalysed reaction( B = H^O in 1,1 ), but extensive data also
exists on the hydroxide ion catalysed reaction, ’ There
2are many different techniques for measuring rates of proton 
transfer and only the most important are summarised here.
In general the methods fall into one or other of two 
categories : (A) direct measurements and (B) measurements
which depend upon there being a rate -determining proton 
transfer step,
(A)Direct :
(i) Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy can be used
-5-
in two main ways for the purpose of proton transfer
measurements. Firstly there is conventional deuterium
exchange and this is covered below. In addition, nmr line 
8broadening has been used for reactions with half-lives
-2down to about 10 seconds. Basically the method depends
upon the long time scale of the "nmr experiment” compared
with other spectroscopic techniques. Thus two distinguishable
protons give two lines in the nmr spectrum if the frequency
at which they exchange is small with respect to the difference
in their chemical shifts. With rapid exchange the lines
move together and eventually merge into one broad line which
sharpens as the exchange rate increases still further.
Similar behaviour is seen if the exchanging proton is
coupled to non-exchanging protons in the same molecule to
produce a multiplet. Here, when the rate of exchange
becomes large compared with the coupling constant the
multiplet collapses. The intermediate line shapes observed
can be related to the exchange rate in either case. Although
used mainly for oxygen and nitrogen acids this method has
been applied to several types of carbon acids such as the
Q
phenylacetylenes,
(ii) If reaction(l.1) occurs on a time scale ^
minutes then sometimes the rate of ionisation can be 
studied conveniently by a conventional technique such as 
following changes in U.V, absorption , conductance or pH,
The ionisation of nitroalkanes as in (1.5) has proved 
particularly amenable to this approach.^1
RCH2N02 + B -■ RCHNO“ + BH+ (1.5)
(iii) Proton transfers with half-lives of the order
of milliseconds have been investigated by stopped flow
12and continuous flow methods. These methods are very
useful for many inorganic reactions and find little
application to carbon acids, Ritchie has successfully studied
proton transfers from weak hydrocarbons to bases in dimethyl
13
sulphoxide by the former technique.
(iv) For extremely rapid transfers some form of relaxation 
method is necessary,^ In these the reactants and products
are allowed to equilibrate and then the system is perturbed
by for example a sudden change in temperature or pressure
(single step perturbation) or an ultrasonic wave(periodic
perturbation). Since most proton transfers from carbon
are relatively slow this method has been little used in this 
Ik sfield.
(B) Indirect:
(i) Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy can be 
used in a more conventional manner to follow isotopic 
exchange rates . Many carbon acids ionise at a rate which 
permits several nmr spectra to be obtained per half-life 
(t^y2 ^/ minutes). In such a case it is often possible to 
measure the rate of change of the integral amplitude of the 
protons in the reaction site with reference to a non-exchanging 
internal standard. There are several drawbacks to this , such 
as the need to have non-overlapping proton signals and the 
possibility of secondary kinetic isotope effects playing a
part. Also ,of course, the low sensitivity of the technique
demands that a moderately concentrated substrate solution be
used. Generally the experimental error quoted is quite large,
about _+ 10%, Nevertheless it is a fairly common method and
15has been employed extensively for ketones,
(ii) Mass spectrometry can also be used to follow isotope
exchange provided that suitable precautions are taken to
ensure that exchange does not occur in the mass spectrometer,
and that primary and/or secondary isotope effects do not
stabilise or destabilise the molecular i o n , W i t h  the advent
of GC-MS commercial instruments this technique has become 
17well favoured, although experimental errors are again quite 
high,
(iii) General base catalysed halogenation of carbon
acids often involves a rate determining proton transfer
from carbon, and this fact has proven to be the basis of
one of the most common and most versatile methods of accurately
l8measuring rates of proton transfer. The relevant reaction 
scheme is shown in (1,6) and (1,7) below,
RH + B S lo--> R" + BH+ (1.6)
R" + X2 fast-> RX + X “ (1.7)
The second reaction , a "scavenging" reaction, is thus
independent of the identity and concentration of X2 (provided
19that it is present in excess), Pedersen and others have 
shown that this is true ,although complications arise when a 
second halogen substitution can occur. The first order 
disappearance of halogen (most commonly bromine) has been
-8-
20 21 followed both potentiometrically and spectrophotometrically,
22and the appearance of halide ion by conductance methods,
(iv) The rate of racemisation of an optically active
carbon acid has been demonstrated to be, in simple cases,
equal to the rate of isotope exchange and to the rate of 
23halogenation. The equality of k , k and le hasrac ,exch hal
constituted the main basis for the enolisation reaction, but
a wide range of values of k /k , has since been observed ° rac exch
24in other systems, Difficulties often arise from small 
specific rotations and low solubilities,
(v) Hydrogen isotope exchange involving deuterium has
been mentioned above in connection with nmr spectroscopy and
mass spectrometry. Over the past 15 years.or so, research into
hydrogen-tritium exchange has moved to the forefront. Tritium
is the radioactive isotope of hydrogen, of mass number 3. It
is a very weak B-emitter(E = 5 . 7  keV) with a half-lifeaverage
25
of 12,3 years, and consequently it is extremely useful in 
the study of proton transfers since it can be detected at 
very low concentrations and undergoes negligible decay over 
the course of normal experiments. Slow reactions can be 
followed by the "initial rate" method which involves ,as the 
name suggests, sampling only the first stages of a reaction,
26up to about 3% completion. More conventional techniques are 
used for reactions with half-lives of the order of minutes to 
days, and even in these cases the use of tritium rather than 
deuterium has certain advantages. Since tritium can be detected 
so easily(see below) tracer quantities can be employed and no 
difficulties arise over lack of solubility in water. Often
-9-
research into hydrogen-deuterium exchange has been hampered 
by the concentration requirements of the nmr and ms methods 
referred to above, and continual recourse has been made to 
mixed solvents such as dioxan/water,
One form of exchange experiment, a protiodetritiation 
(or simply detritiation), is shown in reaction scheme(l.8).
kl + k2
RCT + B -----> RC“ .,,TB ---- > Exchange (1.8)
k-l
This can be followed by measuring the change in radioactivity
of the carbon acid by extracting samples at suitable time
intervals and removing the solvent. Such a method was
27applied to phenylacetylene by Long who also gave a full
kinetic analysis of the situation, showing that the tritium
could either be in the solvent initially or in the substrate. 
The conclusions in both cases are identical. Since trace 
amounts of the carbon acid are used and assuming that k£>> 
the rate expression reduces to :
-d[RCT] = k^[B][RCT] = k[[RCT] (1.9)
dt
■ ' i
where k^ = k^[B]
In terms of radioactivity this is :
- d ( q - 0  = k^C-C^)
dt
- 1where Ct = radioactivity in counts min.
Cos = an infinity correction for residual 
activity.
-10-
This equation integrates to give :
X ° g e
Thus a simple plot of log^Q(Ct- Co.) versus time,t, gives a
line of slope -k^/2,303.
In solvents of low dielectric constant, however, ion
pair formation tends to be important and it is possible
that k 2 < k ^ , in which case equation (l.ll) must be used,
2 8and the reaction is said to involve "internal return” . A
method for calculating the internal return ratio (oc=k ^/k^)
29has been devised.
d[RCT] _ klk2 . [B][RCT] (1.11)
dt k_x + k2
The majority of tritium exchange kinetic studies depend
upon the radioactive assay method known as " liquid
scintillation counting ” , In this the radioactive sample is
dissolved in a liquid scintillator whose function is to
convert,as efficiently as possible, the kinetic energy of a
nuclear particle traversing it into light photons. The
scintillant is usually composed of a solvent and one, two or
even three solutes sometimes known as fluors, These act as
energy sinks for the system , re-emitting the energy as
fluorescence. The solute with the highest fluorescence level
-2is the"primary" solute (ca. 10 M in concentration) and the
-kothers are called "secondary” solutes (ca. 10 M ) , The
solvents of choice are the alkylbenzenes, except when water
miscible systems are required, and various scintillator
30"cocktails" containing dioxan are commonly used.
Fluorescence detection is effected by photocathodes and 
photomultipliers operating a coincidence gating technique
C -Q» o
Cfc — Ceo
k^t (1.10)
-11-
which dramatically reduces noise. Such is the sophistication 
of this method that energy discrimation is possible and a 
liquid scintillation counter can act in effect as a 3-particle 
spectrometer. The difficulties occasionally encountered in 
practice,such as colour quenching and impurity quenching 
(or "chemical"quenching) are more than compensated for by 
the high detection efficiency attainable and the relative 
ease of sample preparation.
Recently another technique has achieved prominence as
an elegant tritium monitoring facility, namely,the technique
31of tritium nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Some 
properties of hydrogen and its isotopes are shown in Table(l.l). 
Clearly tritium is an ideal nucleus for nmr study since it 
has no quadrupole moment(which leads to line broadening) and 
it is actually easier to detect than the proton,Naturally, 
however, its radioactivity(ca. 29OOO Ci/g-atom) hindered 
development of "tnmr" until safe procedures had been evolved 
for handling it. Indeed ,the first paper on high resolution 
tnmr stressed the contamination hazards so convincingly
33
that no further publications on it appeared for seven years. 
Having solved these problems , it soon became apparent that 
the radioactivity of tritium would be a boon ,not a hindrance, 
and the combination of nmr monitoring with liquid scintillation 
techniques would be a powerful tool in the study of many 
aspects of chemistry and also of biochemistry. The latter 
field has made extensive use of tritium as a tracer isotope 
of hydrogen in the study of biosynthesis and metabolic 
pathways. Thus radioactivity makes it easier to measure the
rate of reaction of a tritiated compound and may also aid
in the isolation of any products, but the locating of the
tritium label in either reactant or product is an arduous 
3 5
task usually based on a series of specific degradations 
or derivatisations followed by radiochromatography. Tritium 
nmr spectroscopy on the other hand is a rapid routine 
technique which is also non-destructive. It is capable of 
giving all the usual information obtainable from a 
conventional nmr spectral technique, and sometimes displays
o f.
useful advantages. Briefly , its main features are : 
l.The tritium nucleus has a high sensitivity to detection(ca. 
21% above that of the proton) . Less than 500|lCi of HTO 
can routinely be detected (ca,l4 hours acquisition time) 
using a pulsed Fourier Transform nmr spectrometer operating 
with quadrature detection,
2,Since tritium has a nuclear spin of 1/2,it has no quadrupolar 
moment and can hence give rise to very narrow signals(unlike 
deuterium which has a nuclear spin of unity)
3 .Referencing is easily accomplished by calculating a "ghost"
reference signal from the measured resonance frequency
of internal TMS or DSS.
3
4,Very simple H spectra are obtained because:
(i)^H decoupling is carried out and
(ii)little or no coupling is observed since the tritiated
molecules rarely contain more than one tritium atom.
_ 3 i
5.Since the H and H chemical shifts for a molecule are
usually extremely close there is already available a huge
3body of data on H spectra.
TABLE(1,1) Nuclear properties of hydrogen and its isotopes-^
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1, IB Parallel Isotope Exchange in Carbon Acids
Many Carbon acids contain more than one carbon-hydrogen 
bond. Often such linkages are identical in all respects, 
as for example in acetone, CH^COCH^ , but whenever different 
hydrogen-containing groups are present in a molecule then 
the bonds therein are '_a priori expected to possess different 
properties, Non-equivalence also arises from less obvious 
causes such as the differing stereochemistries imposed on 
protons attached to a methylene group which is part of a 
rigid ring system. Thus in trans-decan-1-one , (I), the
a-methylene protons are fixed in dissimilar environments 
by the rigid trans fusion of the eyelohexane rings. In
ax
eq
recent years high resolution nmr spectroscopy has highlighted
the existence of non-equivalent diastereotopic protons
37
attached to "prochiral" carbon centres. This can be
»
explained by reference to diagram (II), If group R is different 
to group R then obviously the centre is chiral since there 
would be four unlike ligands arranged tetrahedrally around 
the carbon. However when R and R are identical the centre
x
II
r —c— r’ ( id
II
Y
oD
is known as a "prochiral" centre and the exact
relationship of the R groups must be ascertained from 
symmetry considerations. In the trivial case of X = Y the 
R groups are related by a symmetry axis and they are hence 
stereochemically equivalent i.e. homotopic. For prochiral 
centres (X  ^ Y) the molecule should be inspected for a 
molecular symmetry plane bisecting the angle RCR in (II).
If a mirror plane does exist then the R groups are 
enantiotopic and possess equal properties in achiral or 
racemic media. On the other hand the absence of a mirror 
plane indicates that the groups are diastereotopically 
related and have potentially unequal properties even in 
achiral or racemic media. As a general rule then, the paired 
ligands on a prochiral centre in a chiral molecule (which 
by definition has no symmetry plane) are always diastereotopic. 
For example, the methylene protons in (III) are enantiotopic 
whereas those in (IV) are diastereotopic and have potentially
CHy CHy CHC12 (III)
CHy CHy CHBrCl (IV)
anisochronous chemical shifts. Compounds containing the 
sulfinyl group (-SO-) frequently possess diastereotopic
methylene hydrogens. Thus the methylene group in benzyl 
methyl sulphoxide, (V), can give rise to an AB quartet
Ph-CHy SO-CH^ (V)
in the H nmr spectrum. This phenomenon caused some
39confusion in the early literature until it was realised
that the sulphur atom in sulfinyl compounds is usually a
stable tetrahedral centre on the nmr time scale ,
It can be concluded from the above that variations
in the rates of ionisation of carbon acids are to be
expected even in the most simple of compounds. Thus in (V)
there are ten carbon-hydrogen linkages in total, but only
six different types( o- , m~ , and p- hydrogens, the
prochiral methylene hydrogens and the methyl hydrogens). It
is known that benzene protons undergo very slow base
catalysed exchange so the situation simplifies further, and
on this basis only three types of ionisation would in theory
be detectable under normal conditions. Such simplifications
often occur, and the ionisation of a carbon acid tends to
be dominated by proton transfers from groups adjacent to
the most activating group. Research work has therefore been
concerned mainly with very simple systems involving single
proton transfers , although recently parallel isotopic
exchange investigations have been carried out on various
classes of compounds, particularly ketones, steroids and
amino-acids. These studies have made extensive use of mass
spectrometry and nmr spectroscopy , and the potential of
the detritiation technique has been largely ignored.
In 1965 Thomas discovered that isofenchone, (VI)
underwent monodeuteriation when equilibrated in dioxan
40containing NaOD in DgO, Further investigation proved 
that the exo-2-proton was kinetically much more acidic
0
(VI)
than the endo-2-proton, and this result was found to be
true not only for isofenchone but also of many similar
compounds containing the " norbornyl ” or bicyclo[2,2.l]-
heptyl skeletal framework, A great deal of research has
been put into discovering why there is such a ubiquitous
difference in reactivity between the diastereotopic
OC-hydrogens in this system, but the answer is still a
matter of controversy, and the work continues. Invariably
this branch of research has relied heavily on ms methods,
and so the kinetic results obtained have had fairly high
uncertainties, although it could be argued that such is
the usual difference in reactivity that only approximate
rate constants are necessary. Nevertheless it has transpired
that several factors combine to give rise to the observed
4lstereoselectivities , and in view of the sensitivity of
the rates it would seem advisable to have them assigned as
accurately as possible. Other disadvantages arise from the
fact that workers have had to use mixed solvents because of
solubility difficulties. Occasionally the ms monitoring
fails (probably because of exchange within the spectrometer)
for certain compounds, and complicated work-up techniques
42must be devised. The traditional alternative, nmr 
spectroscopy, has not been used because of the complexity
of the spectra obtained from norbornyl compounds. Recently
Lajuneii and Pilbacka have applied a detritiation technique
43to several bicyclo[2.2,l]heptanones -with some success,
A related problem to that of the exo/endo reactivities 
of the norbornyl system is the question of the differing 
axial-equatorial acidities of the OC-protons in rigid 
cyclohexanone rings, This has tremendous relevance to 
conformational analysis , and is an important feature in the 
chemistry of that well-studied group of natural products, 
the steroids. Semi-quantitative data concerning this subject 
was presented by Corey and Sneen in 1956* On the basis of 
enolisation and ketonisation studies they found that the 
6(3 (axial) proton in 3(3-acetoxycholestan-7-one , (VII) ,
AcO
exchanged faster than the 6oc-proton even though the G-10 
methyl group sterically hinders attack on the axial side. 
This led to the suggestion of "stereoelectronic" control 
(of enolisation) which can be defined as 11 that which acts
because of the restriction placed on the geometry of the 
transition state and the location of perturbed electrons 
by the energy-lowering requirement of maximum bonding in 
the transition state; i.e. the requirement of that orientation 
of atoms and groups which provides the most effective
44electron delocalisation," Stated thus it can be viewed
4 5
as a special case of the "Principle of Least Motion",
46and some calculations by Tee have supported this. However,
47contrary evidence in other steroid systems has led Lamaty 
to dispute the existence of stereoelectronic control in these
48cases. Kinetic data is sparse in this area , and work has 
been carried out on simpler model compounds such as the 
decalones. Thus in (I) for,example, deuterium nmr has shown 
that Hax exchanges faster than H , but separate rate
49constants could not be determined.
It is with the enolisation of simple unsymmetrical 
ketones that nmr spectroscopy came into its own as a tool
c a  cr i c p
in following parallel H/D exchanges, ’ ’ although as
has been noted above the need for mixed solvents can lead
53to difficulties. Research has concentrated on the dialkyl
ketones,particularly methyl ethyl ketone, and on the
cycloalkyl ketones. The former subject has proved amenable
to study ,apart from initial disagreements between the
research groups of Warkentin and Rappe, Problems associated
with the latter class ,however, have not been resolved.
Recently a detritiation technique has been applied to a
54 5 5number of simple unsymmetrical ketones by Salomaa, ’
His methods are similar to those presented here but suffer 
from the serious drawback that the position and extent of 
tritium labelling are not known with any confidence.
The importance of simultaneous isotope exchange to
r/T rn
biochemistry has been demonstrated by Cooper ’ and 
58Johnson , These workers have examined the action of various 
enzymes such as the transaminases on the simpler amino-acids. 
It has been discovered that their mode of action usually 
involves labilisation of the 0C- and |3-protons in the amino- 
acids, and with the aid of pulsed FT proton nmr their exchang 
can be followed , although as usual isotope effects complicat 
the analysis.In several cases large differences in exchange 
rates were found for diastereotopic 3-protons,
The main objective of this work was to assess the 
potentiality of the multiple detritiation technique, as 
enhanced by tritium nmr spectroscopy, in investigating the 
range of kinetic acidities within a molecule. In order to 
facilitate such an analysis it was necessary to utilise a 
computing procedure , and this forms the subject of the next 
section.
1, 1 C Optimisation Techniques
Computing techniques have often been used in chemistry
to facilitate the solution of practical problems which would
be intractable by other means. These have usually ,however,
been restricted to the analysis of a somewhat narrow range
of problems,namely, those of a spectrophotometric or
potentiometric nature. Many easily available computer
programs have been devised to deal with such analyses. They
tend to be complex and can be modified only by those who
possess a fair knowledge of programming methods. Obviously
this is an inconvenience if a program has been tailor-made
for a specific job, but can be adapted or expanded to deal
with another. Such a situation often occurs in kinetic studies
where,for example, one attempts to describe sets of data in
terms of the best possible model. In this case it is now
feasible to write a general program which can be transformed
to the desired job-program by making only minimal alterations
to the main body of logic. This flexibility is Ydue to the
existence of a large number of professionally written
59computing "packages" which are designed to treat data as
generally as possible by leaving it to the user to suit his
own ends by supplying the input and output subroutines of
the core program. In this manner a sophisticated analysis 
of the data can be carried out by those with little computing
experience.
With the advent of high speed computers it became possible
to develop more fully a powerful branch of mathematics known
6o
as "optimisation" , This is concerned with systems which are
-22-
describable in terms of* a number of parameters, The problem 
then is how to find out with the least effort how to adjust 
these parameters such that some criterion is obeyed. In 
industry for example the criterion might be that a certain 
process should be designed so that its cost-effectiveness 
is maximised. In science we often are involved with sampled
data in which the system is a function not only of controlled
parameters but also of one or more independent variables, 
most commonly ,time, For such cases ., the usual criterion
is the "least squares error " criterion.
The basic optimisation procedure is written as a 
minimisation of a scalar quantity, 'Ef, which is a function
of 'n1 parameters ?x_ 1 ....'x 1 ,I n
minimiise E = f(x,,x2, . , .x ) (1.12)
If a maximised function is required, the same procedure can 
be followed since
maximum f(x) = -minimum[-f(x)] (1 ,13)
The function ’f ' referred to is the "objective" function whose
value is the quantity to be minimised , The value of 'E'
which is the lowest obtainable over all values of the vector
x defined in (1,14) is known as the "global" minimum.
x.
x =
X n
(1.14)
It is not generally possible,however, to state whether or 
not any given minimum in a local area of search is the global
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minimum (or one of several ) , and thus the result of an
optimisation procedure is best termed a "local” minimum.
In the case of sampled data the objective function 
takes on a series of values at specific values of the 
independent variables. The ' E f value hence becomes a vector 
whose elements are errors at the individual sample points,
All these elements must be minimised in a suitable sense 
simultaneously, and in order to apply the techniques of 
optimisation we must combine them into a scalar quantity. 
Equation(1,13) then becomes
E = g[ f(x,t1),f(x,t2 ),...f(x,tm ) ] (1.15)
where t, , t0 . , . t are vectors of the values of 1 ’ 2 m
the independent variables at the fm ’ sample points
and fg' is the error criterion function.
If ’ g ’ is the least squares criterion then after incorporating 
the independent variables into the function 'f' of x we 
arrive at :-
m
V  - 2minimise E = 7 [ w^f^Cx) ] (l.l6)
1
where w^ . are the weights or"penalties" of the
individual points.
Broadly speaking, multivariate optimisation is carried
out in one of two ways. Those methods which use function
evaluation only are called "search " methods , while those
which require infomation about the derivatives of the objective
function are known as "gradient" methods,Well developed
examples of these procedures , the "simplex" technique and 
the "Gauss-Newton" technique , are explained in section(l,5),
Choice of Parameters:
Computer programs which make extensive use of matrices
are prone to failure through "ill-conditioning" i.e. having
matrix elements which vary over such a wide range that they
render inoperative the normal mathematical procedures. This
can be avoided by "normalising" all the parameters to fall
within similar ranges. As a convenient detritiation parameter
we chose (N - N,)/(N - N ) where fN . f is the count at timeo t o » x
'i1, It can be seen that this will therefore increase from 
zero to unity as the detritiation progresses. Similarly, in 
"OPTG" (the main program used in this work) where up to seven 
parameters can be optimised, it proved most satisfactory to 
optimise "dummy" variables 'AK(I)’ as scaling factors for 
the mole fractions and rate constants,(See Appendix).
The error criterion chosen was the least squares function 
’S' defined below.
N NtP o (1.17)obs N No 00
n
S (1.18)
x
where n is the number of data points,
P , in (1 ,18) is obtained as follows cax
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3If N , = number of H atoms at the more acidic site, ' A fa 1
3N.^  = number of H atoms at the less acidic site, 'Bf
k = rate constant for detritiation from 'A' a
k. = rate constant for detritiation from 'B' b
then at time't' the total tritium remaining, (N -N,), iso t
given by :
No - Nt = < V o  - Na + (V o  - Nb (1.19)
3where (N.) is the amount of H at ’ i ’ when t=0 1 o '
Substituting for and we have :
No - Nt = (V o C 1 - e_kat 3 + (Nb)cC 1 - e - V  ]
Dividing through by (N -N^), and writing fx ? for the mole 
3
fraction of H at the more acidic site leads to :
V N t /  -k t -k_tP -, =   = x (1-e a ) + (l-x) (1-e b ) (1 ,20)
C a l
N -N o °°
It is clear that equation (1,20) can easily be extended to 
cover detritiation from three sites . The result is given 
below,
pcal= xa (l”e k&t) + xfe(l-e kbt) + (l-xa-xt )(l-e”kct)
...(1 .21)
where 1 C* is a third site containing tritium.
1.2 EXPERIMENTAL
1,2A Materials
Carbon dioxide-free sodium hydroxide solutions were 
used in all kinetic runs , and were prepared by the addition of 
de-ionised , distilled water to standard BDH NaOH ampoules.
The water had been boiled out for about 30 minutes beforehand 
and then stored under a soda-lime trap. Standardisation was 
carried out with potassium hydrogen phthalate solution,
4,4-Dimethylpentan-2-one (methyl neopentyl ketone,
(CH^) * CH^'CO•CH^ ) was obtained from Aldrich and distilled 
before use, B.Pt. 125°C at 760mm Hg,(Lit,^^ 122-124°C at 730mm.) 
Nmr spectroscopy was used to confirm the structure and purity 
of this ketone. All the compounds were subjected to this 
check as a matter of routine,
3-Methylbutan-2-one (methyl isopropyl ketone,(CH^)^CHCOCH^) 
was obtained from BDH . It was dried over anhydrous sodium 
sulphate then distilled. B.Pt.94.5°C (Lit,^ 94,0-94.5°C).
A gift of dehydroepiandrosterone , (VIII), was received 
from The Radiochemical Centre,Amersham .
rn-Dinitrobenzene was obtained from BDH and tritiated prior 
to TLC purification as detailed in section(l,2b),
3*-Methoxypropan-2-one (methoxyacetone, CH..O* CH * CO • CH.. )
j £ j
from Aldrich (99%) was dried over anhydrous Na^SO^ and then 
distilled. B,Pt.7^ mrn ll4°C( Lit.63 B ,Pt.732mm ll4°C).
A sample of benzyl methyl sulphoxide(Ph*CH^-SO•CH^) 
was kindly supplied by Professor Buncel of Queen’s University, 
Canada, Recrystallisation from ethanol with petroleum ether 
as non-solvent gave a white crystalline solid, M.Pt, 56°C, 
(Lit.64 56°C).
A.R, Dioxan was distilled from LiAlH^ to remove water 
and peroxides,B .Pt. 101°C( Lit,63 101,3°C ),
A.R, Dimethyl sulphoxide was distilled from CaH^ at 
atmospheric pressure. B.Pt. l88°C ( Lit,63 190°C),
Both the above solvents were stored over Linde type 4X 
molecular sieve,
1.2B Methods of Tritiation
The compounds investigated in this study cover a wide
range of reactivities and consequently a variety of techniques
had to be employed.
The two simple ketones methyl neopentyl ketone(MNK) and
methyl isopropyl ketone(MIPK) were first tritiated in a normal
base catalysed exchange, i.e. Tritiated water was added to a
solution of the ketone in dioxan containing a pellet of NaOH,
3
Inspection of their H nmr showed however that a reasonable
distribution of the label had not been achieved due to large
differences in kinetic acidities between the methyl and
methylene or methine protons. Accordingly , advantage was
taken of the homogeneous catalyst tris(triphenylphosphine)-
ruthenium dichloride , Ru(PPh^)^Cl^, This substance promotes
rapid exchange of the OC-protons in alcohols and ketones to
produce statistically labelled products in a short reaction 
66time. The following procedure was used for MIPK :- 
RuCPPh^^Cl^ (33mg) was added to MIPK(4.0ml) contained in a 
5 ml thick-walled glass ampoule (IX). Tritiated water , (lO|il, 
500 mCi) was syringed in , and the brown colloid was frozen 
in liquid nitrogen. The end of the tube was temporarily
. 17m o .d HEAVY DUTY GLASS WALL 
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sealed with a serum cap and the ampoule evacuated with the 
aid of a syringe needle attached to a vacuum line. After 
being then sealed in a flame the ampoule was immersed in an 
oil bath,thermostatted at 200°C , for one hour. At the end 
of this period the resulting straw-coloured solution was 
allowed to cool down before being extracted into ether/water 
(30:30 ml). A further ether extract (30 ml) of the aqueous 
layer was taken , and the yellow organic phase was dried over 
anhydrous Na^SO^ , The ether was later stripped off in a 
rotary evaporator, and the residue distilled , The 93-95°0
A
fraction was collected(744mm Hg),
A similar procedure was followed for MNK, In both cases 
over 90% incorporation of label occurred.
Methoxyacetone was tritiated by standing the ketone 
(6 ml) over a pellet of NaOH in the presence of HTO ( 50 |lT,
250 mCi) at ambient temperature. Within l4 hours over 95% 
incorporation had taken place and the ketone was added to 
aqueous 0.2M HCl solution (15 ml) and extracted into ether 
(3 x 20 ml). Once dried , the ether was removed in a rotary 
evaporator, and the residue distilled at atmospheric pressure, 
the fraction between 114.5° and 115.5°0 being collected,
Dehydroepiandrosterone(60 mg) was dissolved in dioxan 
containing HTO (10 |il,500 mCi) and one NaOH pellet. The 
solution was thermostatted at 80°C for a day, then cooled 
and treated with chloroform(25 ml) and dilute acetic acid 
(25 ml)to extract the steroid. Labile tritium was removed 
by the addition of methanol followed by freeze drying.
Benzyl methyl sulphoxide( 40 mg) was dissolved in 
dimethyl sulphoxide(DMSO, 1,0 ml) which had been freshly
dried with anhydrous CaSO^ , HTO(8 [il,400 mCi) and aqueous 
25% tetramethylammonium hydroxide solution(4 fll) were syringed 
in , and the solution stood at room temperature for several 
hours. Methanol(5 ml) was added and the resulting solution 
was then freeze dried. This procedure was repeated twice more, 
m-Dinitrobenzene(100 mg) was dissolved in hexamethyl- 
phosphoramide (HMPA ,0 , 7 ml) in an ampoule, and HTO (20 [il, lOOmCi) 
and sodium methoxide solution(50 |il,4M) were added. The 
ampoule was sealed and thermostatted at 37»5°C for 20 hours.
The reaction mixture was then quenched with aqueous 1M HC1
solution , and the organics extracted with benzene, TLC
purification showed that there were several products, but
m-dinitrobenzene was easily isolated [ R^ . = 0,5 on silica gel
using benzene-carbon tetrachloride (2 :1) as solvent].
The specific activity of each tritiated compound was
measured by dissolving a known quantity in liquid scintillant,
and then making successive dilutions until a suitable count
could be obtained. An approximate correction for the chemical
quench was made by the use of the external standard channels 
6*7ratio method . The scintillation counter , a Beckman LS100, 
was calibrated so that a zero-quench , commercial argon-
saturated tritium sample possessed a quench ratio, R , of
unity. The specific activity was then given by :
CPM/60 10~3 M.D
SA (mCi/mM) = -------------  x   (1,22)
3,7xl07 R.E w
where CPM = counts min ^
R = quench ratio
M = molecular weight of compound 
D = dilution factor 
w = weight of sample(mg)
3E = counting efficiency for H (ca.50%)
Table(1,2) summarises the tritiation conditions for the above 
compounds.
With the aid of the specific activity information suitable 
nmr samples were made up according to the criteria laid down
in chapter 4 . Both proton and tritium nmr spectra were 
recorded from the same sample (contained in either a 5mm 
(470|al) or a 3mm(70(j.l) microcell obtained from the Wilmad 
corporation). Generally ,the tritiated compound was stored 
by dissolving it in dioxan containing some anhydrous Na^SO^ 
Decomposition was retarded by keeping the dioxan solutions 
at 5-10°C , but for long term storage ,however , the dioxan
I
was replaced by benzene contaminated by a trace of ethanol. 
TABLE(l,2) Details of Tritiation Conditions
Compound Solvent Catalyst
Temp.
/ °c
Approx. Specific 
Activity /mCi mM ^
Methoxyacetone Neat NaOH(s) 20 8
Methyl Isopropyl 
Ketone Neat Ru(PPh3)3Cl2 200 14
Methyl Neopentyl 
Ketone Neat Ru(PPh3)3Cl2 200 * 8
Dinitrobenzene HMPA NaOMe 38 10
Benzyl Methyl 
Suphoxide DMSO NMe^OH 20 15
Dehydroepiandro-
sterone
Dioxan NaOH(s) 80 -
1.2 C Detritiation Procedures
An account of the standard experimental procedure used 
in a conventional protiodetritiation is described below.
This is followed by a brief summary of the small modifications 
to the technique which are necessary for a satisfactory 
analysis of a multiple-detritiation experiment.
Carbonate-free sodium hydroxide solution(lOO ml) of 
known molarity was made up as detailed above, and transferred 
to a round-bottomed flask thermostatted at 25,0± 0,05°C in a 
water bath, A dioxan solution of the tritiated substrate 
(10-50(11) was added and dispersed into the aqueous NaOH 
solution by vigorously shaking the flask for a few seconds. 
Aliquots(5ml) were periodically pipetted out of the reaction 
solution and quenched in tubes containing a mixture of aqueous 
0,2M hydrochloric acid (10ml) and liquid scintillator(10ml), 
This latter substance was prepared by dissolving 2,5-diphenyl- 
oxazole(3.5 g 1 "**) in toluene. After shaking the quench 
mixtures and allowing them to stand and separate out, the 
toluene layers were pipetted off and dried over anhydrous 
Na^SO^, At this stage the quantitative transfer of the 
toluene was not of any importance . Finally, about ten 5.0ml 
samples of the dried scintillant were withdrawn and placed 
into "minitubes", plastic vials suitable for liquid 
scintillation counting. The counting was performed on a 
Beckman LS100 counter , with counts of up to 350,000 cpm 
being obtained. Counting was continued for long enough to 
ensure standard deviations of 0,2-1,0% , The reaction was
followed for over two half-lives in this manner, and an 
aliquot was taken at the end of ten half-lives to obtain 
the infinity correction. The remaining solution was titrated 
against standardised potassium hydrogen phthalate solution 
to determine the hydroxide ion concentration , and so check 
that sources of error such as absorption of atmospheric CO^ 
had not led to variation in the catalyst concentration .As a 
general practice the run was repeated using a three to ten­
fold different concentration of NaOH,
The results of a typical mono-detritiation are shown in 
Table(l,3), The substrate is p-chlorobenzylidene acetone,
Cl• •  CH=CH*CO•CH^ , tritiated at the methyl position by a 
method analogous to that used for methoxyacetone, A plot 
of the data is given in Figure(1 ,1) ,
TABLE(1,3) Detritiation data for [ CH^- ^H]-p-chlorobenzylidene 
acetone at 25°C(±0.1) in O.O9OOM NaOH solution.
TIME 
/ min.
COUNT
(Nt)
Ln(N.-Nj t °°
10,0 53410 10.867
15.0 46600 10.727
20,0 42000 10.621
25.0 36585 10.480
30.0 32535 10.359
35.2 29350 10.252
45 .0 23210 10.008
59.0 17900 9.735
80.0 10000 9.107
Very few alterations to the above technique are required to
enable parallel detritiations to be followed with a high
degree of accuracy. Firstly, from equation (1.1?) it can
be seen that every sample count,N^_, leads to the calculation
of a detritiation parameter, P ^ g » which incorporates values
for the initial and final activities, N and N , respectively.o CD
In other words the values of Nq and have great weight 
attached to them in the subsequent calculations , and it is 
therefore advisable to make several determinations of them. 
Usually, three reaction samples were taken to get a reliable 
infinity value, whereas the Nq value was arrived at by an 
extrapolation procedure. After rapidly adding the labelled 
substrate to the hydroxide solution , the flask was agitated 
briskly for about 15 seconds and the first sample withdrawn 
within 30 seconds of the addition. Another four or five 
samples were then taken at suitable time intervals in order 
to cover the first 5% of the total reaction. In this way an 
accurate measurement of the initial activity was obtained and, 
moreover , the possibility of a fast reaction being missed 
was reduced , As a further consequence of the curve-fitting 
nature of the experiment it was necessary to take a good deal 
more samples than were considered satisfactory for a "mono- 
detritiation” , A figure of 20 to 30 (not including the Nq 
and N determinations ) was found best. These were chosen soCD
as to follow the reaction to over 90% completion , such 
coverage being a vital requirement when studying similar 
parallel detritiations. In the case of fairly dissimilar 
parallel reactions the reaction times were often of the order
of 10 to 20 hours , and under such conditions the titration 
at the end of the experiment assumes even greater importance 
Table(1.4) comprises a complete set of data on a typical 
double-detritiation , namely , that of MIPK tritiated in the 
methyl and a-methylene positions. The detritiation curve is 
shown in Figure(1 ,2 ) ,
TABLE (1.4) Detritiation data f or [oc-^H]-3-niethylbutan-2-one 
(MIPK) at 25.00°±0.05°C in 0,245'M NaOH solution
TIME
/hr.
ACTIVITY 
/ cpm
TIME
/hr.
ACTIVITY
/cpm
0 . 0 0 8 2 7 2 6 0 0 1 .  200 7 8 7 0 0
0 . 0 2 5 2 6 4 4 3 0 1 . 4 0 0 6 57 3 0
0 . 0 4 2 2 5 3 6 7 0 1 , 6 6 2 5 6 0 0 0
0 . 0 6 7 2 4 7 8 2 0 2 . 0 0 0 4 7 0 1 0
0 . 1 0 0 2 4 0 2 5 0 2 . 3 5 0 4 2 8 1 0
0 . 1 5 0 2 2 3 9 5 0 2 . 7 0 0 3 8 5 6 0
0 . 2 0 0 2 0 7 5 5 0 3 . 1 0 0 3 5 0 70
0 . 2 5 5 1 9 7 0 0 0 3 . 5 0 0 3 2 3 0 0
0 , 3 0 0 182 5 1 0 4 . 0 0 0 2 9 8 2 0
0 . 3 5 0 172 520 4 , 5 0 0 2 8 0 5 0
o , 4 o o i 6 4 o i o 5 . 2 0 0 2 5 7 70
0 . 4 5 0 1 5 6 0 8 0 5 . 9 0 0 2 3 2 0 0
0 . 5 0 0 1 4 4 3 7 0 7 . 0 0 0 201 0 0
0 . 5 5 0 1 3 8 2 3 0 7 . 8 0 0 1 8 6 0 0
0 . 6 0 4 1 3 0 3 0 0 8 . 8 5 0 16170
0 , 6 5 0 1 2 2 7 7 0 9 .  850 1 4 8 10
0 . 7 0 0 1 1 8 0 5 0 2 9 . 6 0 0 3 960
0 . 8 0 0 1 0 7 3 3 0 9 4 , 5 0 0 2950
0 . 9 0 0 9 6 6 2 0 9 5 . 5 0 0 2 9 6 O
1 . 0 0 4 8 5 7 0 0
Nq = 273000 (extrapolated from first seven points)
OPTG analysis : x = 0,8l± 0,01
(CH3) = 1.66± 0.01 hr"1 
lCp (CH2) = 0 ,154 ± 0 , 006 hr”1
Sum of squares per point = 1.9 x 10”^
In order to find out whether or not this approach could 
be extended to more complicated systems some experiments were 
carried out using the above technique on solutions containing 
three detritiating species , These were obtained by appropriate 
mixing of standard solutions of tritiated MNK (two sites of 
label) and p-dimethylaminoacetophenone tritiated in the methyl 
OC to the carbonyl group. The former compound was prepared 
as detailed above , while the latter was received from 
K.T.Walkin of the University of Surrey, A 70/30 mixture of 
MNK to amine was chosen , this being calculated to contain 
about 50% of methyl tritiated MNK and 20% of methylene 
tritiated MNK from the double detritiation results . Thus,the 
relevant rate constants were known from separate experiments 
and the relative proportions from the counts of the standard 
solutions. However , these proportions were only calculated 
approximately since this procedure entailed making the 
assumption that the "standard” solutions were quenched to the 
same extent , For colourless , dilute solutions possessing 
similar quench ratios ,R(see above), this is a valid 
assumption,
1,2D Treatment of detritiation data
Results from the kinetic runs were subjected to one or 
more of the following analyses
(i) The simplest and most empirical treatment was to attempt 
a graphical analysis. Thus in Figure(1,2) it is clear that
the slower rate constant is immediately accessible from 
the slope of the linear portion of the curve. The non-linear 
part can then be corrected for the presence of a slower 
parallel detritiation by a back-extrapolation, Mathematically, 
if 'A1 and 'B' are two sites of label , then  ^ with the 
usual symbols :
at -kA  . at® aTA -k.t , XJB -k„t■ N, = N, + N, = N e A + N e Bt t t o o
Hence, ' a -k t B -k.t
LOG N. = LOG [ N e  A + N e  T3 ] e t  e o o
For large’t' , when k^<k^ , this is approximately :
LOG N, .= LOG [ NBe_kBt] e t e o
i.e. LOG N, = LOG NB - k^t ( 1 , 2 3 )e t e o B
BOnce k^ and N have been determined , k A can be evaluated B o V A
from equation(1 .2 4 ),
LOG (N. - N® ) = LOG rr4 - k.t ( 1 . 2 4 )e t t e o A
This method has several disadvantages. Firstly it is tedious 
to carry out when the data is extensive, and secondly it 
becomes difficult to extrapolate back when the ratio of k^ to 
kg falls below about 6 ,0, even with an equal distribution of 
tritium between the two forms , Furthermore , when more than 
two species are present , these disadvantages make the analysis 
very difficult for reasonably large ratios , and untenable 
for the smaller values.
(ii) The first computer treatment simply involved the 
generation of a (10 x 10 x 10) matrix containing the sums of 
squares of residuals as defined in ■ .equation('1. 18) . Initial 
estimates of up to three variables were incremented ten times, 
and for each set of parameters, [ x] , the sum of squares ,S,
was evaluated , The matrix was then inspected by eye to locate 
an area , [ x n^^n 1 containing minimum values of S, and the
whole process was repeated with smaller incremental steps 
spanning [ x ^ ±n .
Such a process suffers from similar disadvantages to the 
graphical method in that the "manual" inspection of the error 
surface is tedious, and very difficult for small ratios of k^ 
to kg since the surface is likely to contain many shallow 
valleys or dips,
(iii) A more sophisticated program was developed which used 
the simplex routine (described in the appendix) in order to 
minimise the sum of squares automatically , It was written 
in Basic, and as is usual with this language it was used in 
an interactive manner at a visual display unit,
(iv) The program of choice was "OPTG" (see appendix) , written
in Fortran IV , and most suitable for the ICL 1900 series
computers. Essentially it was based on a Gauss-Newton
optimisation method , with the incorporation of the Marquardt
70parameter and Powell’s approximation to the gradient. Not 
only were its convergence properties attractive but also the 
structure of the program allowed facile alterations to be made 
on the input, output and function optimisation stages , 
Furthermore variance and covariance data were estimated from 
equations(1,25) and (1.26),
COVAR X . , X . =   . H. . (1.26)
where S = sum of squares at the solution X
M = number of data points
N = number of parameters
T -1H = (2C C) ...see appendix
The capabilities of OPTG were investigated by using it 
to analyse test data synthesised by another program - Perfect
data for double detritiations with varying rate constant ratios
was generated for the case of x= 0,5 .This was then converted
into"randomised" data with a standard deviation of 0.02 , and
a normal distribution , by simply multiplying each count by
a random number possessing a normal distribution centred about 
71zero. The resulting data provided a much more realistic
model since it possessed a non-ideal error surface.
Little thermodynamic data is available on the ketones
studied here , and it was thus decided to perform some semi-
empirical LCAO ,T Self Consistent Field ,f molecular
calculations on them , The particular approach chosen , due 
72to Dewar , was based on "modified intermediate neglect of
differential overlap" , and the actual program used was known 
73as MINDO/3 , Standard bond lengths and bond angles were 
7k
used , and important dihedral angles were optimised.
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FIGURE(1.1)
Detritiation plot of ln(N,-N ) against time fort oo °
p-chlorobenzylidene acetone at 25 , 0*+0 , 05°C in 0.0900M 
NaOH solution.
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FIGURE(1.2)
Detritiation plot of ln(N,-N ) against time for
t GO
[a-3H]-MIPK at 25 , 0°± 0 . 05°C in 0.2545M NaOH solution
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1,3 RESULTS
In order to appreciate the problems involved in multiple
detritiations , a number of computer-produced plots were
obtained. These were derived by substituting for x , k anda
k^ in equation (1 ,20), Figure(l.3s) covers a wide selection
of parameter values whereas Figure(1 ,3b) • shows the situation
for low ratios of k to k, . but uses the same scale.a b ’
The operation of OPTG was tested with computer-synthesised
imperfect data as detailed in section (l,2d). Tabled,5)
contains a representative set of optimisation results. The 
same data was reprocessed with parameter'x1 as a known constant, 
thereby simplifying the optimisation problem, and these results 
are listed in Table(1,6),
For systems involving more than three variables it is 
difficult to say a priori how well an optimisation will proceed 
and what reliance may be placed on the final answer. The 
analysis of course depends on the relative ease with which 
the minimum sum of squares can be located , A plot of the 
sum of squares versus the parameter values will generate the 
so-called "error-surface" , and according to how shallow and 
"bumpy" this is , the analysis will be fast or slow , reliable 
or unreliable. Figure(1,4) shows two error maps generated 
from perfect data (produced as stated in section(1 ,2d), but 
without the randomisation procedure). Naturally , these are 
not full maps since four dimensions would be needed for a 
complete representation. Rather, they give a useful
qualitative picture of the behaviour of the partial 
derivatives in the neighbourhood of the minimum.
TABLE(1.5) 3-Parameter analysis of computer-synthesised 
imperfect data(N = 30, O' = 0,02) by OPTG
Ratio Starting Estimates8 Theoretical Values*3
COptimisation Values
k  / k ,a b k a k b
X ka kb k a kb
X
1.2 0.280 0.220 o.4oo o. 300 0.250 0.278 -0.046 0.998
(0 .005) (0.142) (0.031)
1.5 0.400 .. .. 0.375 .. 0.315 0.081 0.974
(0.017) (0 .0 6 1) (0 .132)
2.0 0.550 .. .. 0.500 . . 0.433 0.196 0.740
(O.O29) (0.043)
inCOCl
O
3.0 0.700 .. .. 0.750 .. 0.675 0,220 0.598 .
(0.039) (0 .020) (0 .090)
h •5 0 . 920 .. .. 1.125 » 1.039 0.230 0.546
(0.046) (0 .011) (0.033)
a. Arbitrary units
b. For x = 0,5
c. Standard deviations in brackets. The least squares sum of squares per point
- 5 -5varies randomly from 5.02 x 10 to 5.40 x 10 for each set of results,
Proton and triton nmr spectra were obtained for each 
compound, and the relevant information is contained in 
Table(l,7). Most of the actual spectra recorded are shown in 
Figures(l.5) to (1,9) . In each case the tritium nmr spectrum
was obtained from the same sample as the proton nmr spectrum 
and so the same comments about conditions are applicable. 
However, the tritium nmr signals were almost all singlets
[continued P.(t3]
TABLE(1.7) Details of nmr spectra obtained on the 
Bruker WH9O FT Spectrometer.
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TABLE(1.6) 2-Parameter analysis of computer-synthesised 
imperfect data(N = 30,6” = 0,02) by OPTG
Ra lio Starting Estimates3 Theoretical Values^ cOptimisation Values
k /k. a b ka *b
X ka k b ka kb
X
3 .2 0.280 0.220 fixed 
a t 
O'. 500
0 . 300 o ro vn O 0.298 . 
(0.017)
0.252
(0.014)
fixed .'i 1 
0.500
1.5 0. 400 0.200 •• • 0.375 0.371
(0.008)
0.253
(0.006)
2.0 0. 550 0. 220 •• 0. 500 •• 0 . 501 
(0 .007)
0. 249 
(0 .003)
••
3.0 0.700 •• •• 0.750 - 0.750
(0 .007)
0.250
(0.003)
••
4 .0 0. 920 1.125 1 • 119 
(0 .016)
0.250
(0.002)
a. Arbitrary units
b. For x = 0.5
c. Standard deviations in brackets. The sum of squares per point for each run
varies randomly from 5.538 x 10 to 5.07 x 10
since the spectral accumulations were generally carried out 
under conditions of broad band proton decoupling.
The results of the detritiation studies on these compounds
are given in Table(1.8) , and an example of an actual
detitiation curve , that of benzyl methyl sulphoxide , is 
shown in Figured, 10) , based on the data of T a b l e d . 9). All
the compounds , save methoxyacetone and dehydroepiandrosterone, 
gave kinetic plots which were significantly curved, and hence 
for these graphical analysis was used to provide a further 
check on the operation of the programs. Thus, for example, 
the benzyl methyl sulphoxide run of Figure(1.10) can be
corrected for the presence of a second, slower detritiation as
TABLE(1.8) Detritiation rate constants3 at 25.0°C(±0,05°) in 
aqueous NaOH solution.
Compound 103ka 103kb
/A,-1 -1 /M s
k /k. a b Xa
(nmr)
Xa
(kinetic)
MNK 2.08 9.zt7xlO-2 22.0 0.73 0.7^
MIPK 1.83 1,68xlO_1 11,0 0.81 0,82
BMS ^7.8 3.63 13.2 - 0,66
m-DNB 5.62 2,53xlO~3 2220 0.93 0.95
MA 5.86b 
0.25
- 1.0 O .63 - ;
DEAC 1.5lb - 1.0 0.50
a. Uncertainties are ± 3% unless otherwise stated, - 
(Mean sums of squares per point are l,0-l,5x 10 )
b. Subjected to linear regression analysis,(Correlation 
coefficients better than 0 ,999),
c. i,e, Dehydroepiandrosterone,
in Figure(1,11) and Table(1 ,10), Such results agreed well 
with the OPTG analyses , and it is these latter which are 
annotated here.
Table(1 ,11) shows the results from a "triple" detritiation 
run involving MNK and p-dimethylaminoacetophenone, as detailed 
in section (1,2c), The curve, similar in appearance to that 
of Figure(1 .10), was analysed in two ways, one entailing a 
complete optimisation of all parameters , and one which 
assumed values for x& ,x^ and xcfrom nmr data(although here 
these values were obtained by mixing standard solutions),The
TABLE (1,9) Detritiation data for [oc-3H] -benzyl methyl
sulphoxide in 0 ,1000M NaOH solution at 25 , (?=fcO , 05°C
TIME 
/ min,
ACTIVITY 
/ cpm
TIME 
/ min,
ACTIVITY 
/ cpm
° . 5 149040 16,0 40420
1.0 136550 20,0 37530
1.5 124190 DO H 34020
2.0 114700 28.0 31340
3 ’° 96930 32,0 28710
3.5 89190 37.0 26160
4,0 86200 42.0 236OO
4 . 5 ' 79380 47.0 21070
6.0 68180 50.0 20010
7.0 63480 55.0 18000
8,0 57640 60.0 15990
10,0 52300 65.O 14880
12,0 47500 75.0 12480
i4.o 44630 85.0 10090
CD i64o
analysis is shown in Table(1,12),
MINDO/3 results for a number of ketones and their enols 
are displayed in Table(1,13), AHf refers to the heat of 
formation at 25°C in the standard state.
TABLE(1,10) Data of Table(l,9) corrected for the presence of 
a slower detritiating species.
TIME
/min.
N  islow
(=(l-x)Noe"kbt)
ln(N,-N' -N ) 
t  slow CD
0.5 53965 11.445
1.0 53380 11.309
1.5 52800 11.153
2,0 52230 11.016
3.0 51100 10,696
3.5 50550 10.519
4,0 50000 10,451
4.5 49460 10.250
6.0 47870 9.836
7.0 46840 9.616
8.0 45830 9.227
10.0 43870 8,823
Note : Over three half-lives of the faster detritiating 
speciesare followed in the above table.
TABLE (1 ,11) Detritiation data for a mixture of [ot- H]
  — ----  3
and [a- H]-p-dimethylaminoacetophenone at
25.0°C(± 0,05°) in 0.2490M NaOH solution.
TIME
/hr.
ACTIVITY
/cpm
TIME
/hr.
ACTIVITY
/cpm
0.008 307620 O .967 134270
0.025 305070 1.083 125120
0.041 293870 1.167 120560
0.058 28936O 1.333 108050
0,075 287780 1,417 104220
0.113 270900 1.500 9995O
0.142 266740 1.667 92510
0.175 256820 1.925 83850
0.217 249020 2,200 75480
0.250 239520 2.550 68120
0.283 231810 3.750 53520
0.317 223070 4.400 47920
0.367 21552O 5.000 44270
0.417 207360 5.600 41470
0.467 193100 6,400 38120
O .517 187030 7.250 35610
0.583 176850 8.200 32940
O.65O 167480 9.200 29980
0.717 158680 10.533 26890
0.808 148300 CD 1550
0.883 140920
MNK
TABLE(1.12) A "triple" detritiation analysis for a mixture 
of 3 tritiated species having known rate ratios 
(25.0°C) of 1.0:7.1:22.0 .Data from Table(1.11).
Parameter
Theoretical Optimisation value
or
literature
value
5-Parametera 3-Parameter
X a 0.50 0.43 (0.50 input)
(Me-3H of 
MNK)
Xb
(Me-3H of 0.30 0.38 (0,30 input)
amine)
X c 0.20 O .19 (0,20 input)
(CH2-3H of
MNK)
ka 2 .08xl0"3 C 2 ,12xl0-3 
(±10°/»)
1 .98xlO"3 
(±l°/o)
6 .70x10“^ d 8.4ixiO
-47 .62x10
(±33%) (± 2%)
kc 9.43xlO”5 c 9 .11xlO-5
(± 18%)
9.58xlO"5
(±2.5°/°)
-5a. Sum of squares per point = 1,928 x 10
_c
b. Sum of squares per point = 1,985 x 10
c. This work,(Units in M ^s
d. Reference 75.
TABLE (1,13) MINDO/3 AH^ . values (Kcal mol for a number of 
ketones and their enols
KETO form ENOL 1 ENOL 2a
COMPOUND R 1
^.CH-CO-CH 
R ^
R ^ C H  h 
Nc = q  
ho' h
R 1 OH
2'C=:(l
R CH3
Acetone 
(R1=R2 =H)
-50.0 -40.9 -
Methoxy-
acetone -81.3 -73.6 -74.7
(r L o c h 
r 2=h  )
Methyl
Ethyl
Ketone
-52.8 -41.5 -49.3
(R*=CH,, 
R =H)
Methyl
Isopropyl
Ketone
-50.1 -39.4 -49.7
(r 1=r 2=c h  )
Methyl
Neopentyl
Ketone
(R1=tBu,
-31.5 -28.6 -27.1 '
R2=H)
a. The isomer with the hydroxy group cis to the larger R
group was taken, (The trans isomer was found in several 
cases to be ca,1 Kcal mol  ^higher in energy).
detritiation) against time for various parameter ranges.
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FIGURE(1.11)
Replot of Figure(1,10) corrected for the 
presence of a second detritiating species.
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1.4 DISCUSSION
Inspection of the plots shown in FigureCl. 3') leads to
several qualitative conclusions concerning parallel double
detritiations. As might have been expected , when the ratio
of rate constants is unity no information about the pattern
of labelling can be derived . The greater the ratio the more
distinctive the detritiation plot , but comparison of diagrams
’A' and’B 1 of the figure suggests that it will be difficult
to distinguish between cases with average values of 'x* , and
low rate ratios , and cases where the tritium is located
mainly at one site , even though the rate ratio may be high.
It is instructive to look more closely at how the "goodness
of fit " criterion , the sum of squared residuals, varies with
changes in the three parameters x, k and k, . Thus , fora D
example , differentiation of equation(1.l8 ) with respect to 
x gives :-
iL(s)
bx
The term in P , vanishes because it derives from measured obs
data points . Ignoring the summation sign for the sake of 
simplicity , and substituting for Pca]_ 1 we arrive at
This formidable expression reduces drastically when the rate
ratio k /k, tends to unity , and it can be seen that when k, a b J ’ b
is replaced by k in (l.27) the following is truea
Lim. 6S
dx
0
kb
= 0 (1.28)
In other words , our error criterion becomes less and less
sensitive to changes in parameter fx' when the rate constants
gradually near one another. This is also demonstrated
graphically in Figure(1.4) by the variation in the steepness
at which changes in x (with known k and k, ) causes 'Sf toa d
approach its minimum (zero in the ideal case)- i.e. when k^
is near k^ the curve is very flat. Similar expressions can be
derived for the variation of S with k and k, but usefula b
simplification does not occur. These are given below for 
completeness.
= 2xte ^ ( l - x e  ka^-e ^b^+xe kb^)- 2P (xte ka^)
dk obsa
(1.29)
= e kb^[2t( l-x)+2xt (x-l)e ka^] - 2t(l-x)^e ^kb^
6kb
-2te"kbtP _ (1—x )obs
(1.30)
The above comments are exemplified by the data in
Table(1.5) which contains 3-parameter OPTG analyses of
computer synthesised runs . For ratios of 2.0 and below the
analysis is obviously unreliable , except for the values
ascribed to the faster rate constant.k . This is true ina
spite of the satisfactory sums of squared residuals per point 
which were obtained , and so the question arises : how may the 
accuracy of the answers be judged? Firstly , of course, some 
values are clearly impossible , as for example the small 
negative rate constant given for k^ in the first row of the 
table. Note that this valu6 also has an extremely large 
estimated standard deviation associated with it , but the 
corresponding value of x (0 .998) is by the same token a 
supposedly good value since its <r is only about 3% • This 
latter observation was often made whenever x took a value near 
to the extremes of its range i.e. zero or unity. From this it 
can be concluded that an analysis can be said to be sensible 
if (i) all the parameters are positive (ii) all the standard 
deviations of any optimised parameters are reasonably small 
( ± 15%,say) • The sum of squared residuals is only a very 
rough guide . As an acid test it is advisable to restart the 
optimisation with different initial estimates as a check.
The 2-parameter analyses given in Table(l.6 ) were carried 
out on the same set of data as used in Table(1.5) , but with 
a known value of x . Clearly the situation here is very 
different , since even with the lowest rate ratios sensible 
answers result, and these compare favourably with the 
theoretical values • Reference to Figure(l.3) explains why
this improvement occurs . Effectively a knowledge of the 
correct value for 'x' places the analysis in the right region 
of the error surface and so prevents , for example, confusion 
between curves fb ’ and 'c* in diagrams A and B of the figure. 
Thus it is evident that experimental measurement of the mole 
fractions of tritium present is a tremendous aid to analysis. 
When the rate ratio is low , less than 2.0 , say, then sensible 
answers can be obtained from a 2-parameter analysis. For 
higher rate ratios , 3-parameter analyses can be performed 
safely , and the kinetic value of x compared with the measured 
value • If they agree then obviously the results can be treated 
with some confidence • The "safety " aspect is worth 
emphasising since it has been found that even apparently good 
straight lines can be successfully split up into plausible 
parallel detritiations • This is particularly true for reactions 
which are followed to over 95% completion . Without an infinity 
correction even single site detritiations generally exhibit 
marked curvature towards the later stages of the reaction.
Rarely can the infinity correction be so accurate*as to 
exactly counterbalance this effect. The question of errors is 
another point for consideration.
There are two types of uncertainty connected with the 
measurement of any count fN^ . 1 . Obviously there will be a
term arising from experimental errors such as inaccurate 
pipetting and the like. In addition , the reproducibility of 
the count is also important , and this is a function of sample 
stability and the efficiency of the liquid scintillation 
counter • In the present work , reproducibility was found to
be better than ± 1% throughout the rims , and like the 
independent variable ,time, it can therefore be neglected. 
Reference to equation(1.17) shows that ’N ' and 'N * occur in
^  o  CD
every calculation during the analysis,and consequently the
overall error is strongly influenced by these (see appendix).
In order to keep errors down to reasonable values it is hence
important to (i) obtain low infinities (ii) get accurate
values for N . It will be noticed that in OPTG absolute o
differences are optimised , so that the data points around 
^obs2" have greatest weight . The alternative was to
define P , as obs
Nt ' N cal
P . = (1.31)obs
and I
Nt
p2 (1.32) 
obs
in which case the end data points have greater': weight. In 
view of the above comments on infinity corrections the former 
course was taken.
The compounds studied in this work were chosen as 
representative examples of molecules possessing a range of 
hydrogens , two or more of which have similar but distinct 
kinetic acidities. m-Dinitrobenzene is expected to have two 
fairly similar types of proton , attached to C(2) and C(4/6). 
Interest in this system was aroused some years ago when 
extensive investigations into the formation of Meisenheimer 
complexes such as (Xf' were begun. Studies of proton transfers
from aromatic nitro compounds were carried out in order to
OCH
0
NO
ensure that the typical colours observed were not in any way 
due to simple carbanion formation. Several groups of workers 
dealt with m-dinitrobenzene , looking at its deuteriation or
7 ^  7 7
tritiation in various media ’ , usually CH^OD/CH^ONa . •
General agreement was eventually reached as to the non­
involvement of its conjugate base in colour formation, but it 
was also concluded that no evidence could be found for the
exchange of the protons at 0(4) and C(6 ). In fact it was nott
7 o
until 1972 that Bellobono measured kjj for these protons by 
an I.R. technique. As can be seen in Table(l.8 ) the protons 
at C (4/6 ) are actually more than three orders of magnitude 
less acidic than that at C(2 ) , and consequently exchange 
experiments have to be very sensitive to enable a full analysis 
to be made. A conventional detritiation of labelled m-dinitro­
benzene could easily be performed , and to a very good 
approximation the results could be treated as arising from two 
consecutive reaction - i.e. no corrections would be necessary. 
However , unless a specifically tritiated sample were used , 
it would be difficult to confidently ascribe the very slow 
detritiation as that due to the 0(4) triton since it is likely 
to be present only as a small percentage of the [2- H]-m- 
dinitrobenzene. Here ,then, is a good example of the necessity
3for a H assay in a case where the rates are very different.
At the other end of the scale we have methoxyacetone and
dehydroepiandrosterone which both possess oc-hydrogens of
very similar kinetic acidities . The former compound was the
17 51subject of much study in the late 1960!s 1 , and it was
found that the rate of exchange of the methyl group was 
greater than that of the methylene group(under most conditions) 
This was an unexpected observation since the double bond in 
enol(Xl) below is surely stabilised by the methoxy substituent 
and hence is energetically favoured over enol(XIl). With OH
CH.O. .OH
3 ; c = c  ( X I )
/  \
H CH
CH_0•CH_ H
'N'C=C (XXI)
HO
catalyst, however, the rates were surprisingly reversed , and 
51Hine for example quotes a rate ratio of 1.33 for 
dedeuteriation . Salomaa's value of 1.6 for detritiation is 
probably too high and should be viewed with caution since it 
involves a 3-parameter analysis with a low rate ratio. The 
question arises as to whether or not it is valid to assume 
that the rate ratio for deprotonation is equal to that for 
dedeuteriation and detritiation . It can be shown (see 
appendix IV ) that for a hydrogen isotope fi f the rate ratio 
relating to two sites TA* and fB f is given by
k1a -(E -E )/RT - (6E -6E, )/RT e a b . e a b (1-33)
activation energy for the reaction at ’A 1 
~ .. at fB»
isotope effect on
M — E,b
Now for proton transfers proceeding through simple one- 
channel mechanisms , involving similar transition states, it 
very likely that the isotope effects will be the same or 
extremely close • The second term in (l.33) is thus is 
approximately unity , and the rate ratio should be identical 
to that for protium.
In the case of dehydroepiandrosterone , inspection of 
molecular models show that the OC-hydrogens at C(l6 ) subtend 
the same angle at the carbonyl group • Any stereoelectronic 
contributions to the kinetic acidities are therefore equal , 
and differences in the rates of proton transfer from C(l6 ) can 
be ascribed to stereochemical factors . The models also show 
that the angular methyl group at.C(l3) is more likely to 
interfere with the ionisation of the (3-proton than is the 
methylene C(l2) with the ionisation of the CX-proton. (The C(l9) 
centre is ca-3-5^ away from the (3-proton centre). However the 
results here demonstrate that the effect is fairly small- In 
spite of the presence of the methyl group the C(l6 ) protons 
are still both quite open to attack . Clearly when the base 
is of small dimensions(as is OH ) then , for this system , 
steric difficulties diminish.
where E = a
Eb =
6E = a
6Eb =
The other two ketones studied , MIPK and MNK , were both 
found to possess oc-hydrogens with healthy rate differences . 
For the former compound the ionisation of the methine proton 
is expected to be influenced by two conflicting factors - 
the methyl groups stabilising the enol double bond by hyper- 
conjugation and so lowering its energy , and these same groups 
sterically hindering the approach of base . The value of 11.0 
for the rate ratio points to the importance of the steric 
effect , a not unreasonable result since the methyls are 
attached directly to the reaction site. An even larger value 
of 22.0 was found for MNK however , and in view of Salomaa's 
value of 2.45 for this compound some amplification is called 
for. Table(l.l4) collates the values obtained for MIPK and 
MNK by several groups of workers.
TABLE(l.l4) Rate constants for the deprotonation and the 
detritiation of methyl isopropyl ketone and 
methyl neopentyl ketone.
COMPOUND TEMP.
/°c
SOLVENT SYSTEM ’°3 kCH3
/M-V»
'°3 kCH,
/M-V1
103 kCH 
/M"1s" 1
RATE RATIO REFERENCE
MIPK 32.0 0 D in Dioxan- 
D20 (2:1)
86.1 6 . 7 3 12.8 52
25.0 OH" in H2 0 1.80 0. 195 9 . 0 55
25.0 OH" in H 2 0 1.83 0.168 11.0 This work
MNK 32.0 0 D in Dioxan- 
D20^(2:l)
5 3 . 5 2 . 7 7 19.2 52
2 5 . 0 OH" in H 2 0 2.2*» 0 .9 1^ 2 . ^ 5 55 |
25.0 OH" in H 2 0 2.08 0 .09 ^ 7 22.0 This work
Equation(1.33) above makes no allowance for solvent isotope 
effects , but a similar analysis leads to the conclusion that 
in the absence of differential isotope effects the rate ratio 
should remain the same . For MIPK the data in Table(l.l4) 
certainly supports this , but as regards MNK the value of 2.45 
is anomalous • Here , then ,. is a good example of where a 3“ 
parameter' analysis has led to erroneous conclusions . 
Presumably the large difference in reactivities of the methyl 
and methylene hydrogens resulted in mainly methyl tritiation, 
and ,as indicated earlier, the case with large Tx f and large 
rate ratio has been confused with that involving average fx' 
and small rate ratio .
The small magnitude of the detritiation rate constant for
3
CH^- H in MNK almost certainly arises from steric factors,
but the effect is larger than anticipated . Figure(1.12) is
a Hammett plot of the logarithms of the methylene rates against
Taft cr* values for the attached substituents (taken from
reference 55 except for the MNK value ). MNK clearly falls well
off the correlation line • However, a similar plot using the
steric substituent constant fE s ’ in place of <T* (see reference
84) , shown in Figure(1.13) , suggests that MNK is behaving
as expected in a reaction dominated by steric control.
It was suggested above that one of the possible enols from
methoxyacetone is expected to be quite energetically favoured
relative to the other. The data in Table(l.13) shows rather
-1
surprisingly that the two enols are less than 1.0 Kcal mol 
72apart. Dewar quotes uncertainties of about ±6 Kcal in the 
calculation of absolute values for the heat of formation , but
the calculated relative differences between two very similar
79structures is probably a much more accurate figure. It can
confidently be stated therefore that the possible enols formed
from methoxyacetone are close in energy , and this is in
concordance with the similar rates of detritiation from the
oc-positions. However, the same reasoning applied to MNTC leads
to an incorrect conclusion, and this is due to two factors.
Firstly, the A  values pertain to the gaseous state , and
solvation effects are ignored, and, secondly, steric hindrance
on either side side of the carbonyl is assumed to be identical
or small. Obviously, then, _a priori assessment of the
stabilities of the enols is not a productive exercise as far
as base catalysed exchange of ketones (in aqueous media) is
concerned , since other influences are certainly of equal ,if
not greater , importance. Although enols were considered here
a few MINDO/3 calculations were carried out on the corresponding
enolate anions (since the end product of enolisation is the
*t8anion if the pH of the medium is 11 or greater), and the 
differences in heats of formations were found to be about the 
same.
The benzyl methyl sulphoxide results are compared in 
Table (1.15) with those obtained by Buncel^ and Fraser^ . 
Buncel's ratio is in good agreement with that obtained herein, 
whereas Fraser’s is rather low, although it must be remembered 
that this in part is probably due to a secondary isotope effect 
on the faster rate constant. To obtain these rates Fraser 
devised several procedures leading to highly stereoselectively
TABLE(l.l5) The kinetic acidities of the diastereotopic 
methylene protons of Ph-CH^’SOCH^ in aqueous 
NaOH solution.
TEMP.
/°c •
RATES , kjH- A C 1 - 1s
REFERENCE
i = V
k k. a b k,/k* a b
o
i = “H
k k a b k /kw a b ka
i = 3H 
kb k /kwa b
1 5 . 0 0 . 5 9  O.Oh3 13.7 8 o a
2 9 . 8 0 . 0 9 0 2  0 . 0 0 9 0 8 9 . 9 0 O . O 6 5 O . O O 6 5 3 9 . 9 5 8 i b
3 0 . 0 0 . 076*1 0 . 0 0 6 2 5 1 2 . 2 This workc
1 5 . 0 0 . 0 1 7 7 0 . 0 0 1 2 * 1 i*i. 3 This work°
a. Buncel’svalues have been adjusted by a factor of 10 to correct an apparent error in the 
paper.
b. The k_^  values were measured for the deuteriated compound whereas values derive from the 
protium form. Secondary isotope effects could thus be present.
c. From an Arrhenius analysis presented in chapter 2 .
labelled samples of the sulphoxide. The rates were thus
measured individually, but no doubt contain contributions
from each diastereoisomer. Thus k is a little smaller thana
it should be , k^ a little larger. The absolute structures
82of the isomers were first assigned by Wolfe in 1966, but
O o
these were reversed by Baldwin a few years later. The first 
exchange is therefore as indicated in (XIII) below.
0 0
H
CH
Ph
OH /HTO
H
CH
Ph
(XIII)
(S)-Benzyl methyl sulphoxide pro R in S -[^H]-isomer
The situation as regards three parallel detritiations
is hopeful. Percentage deviations from the theoretical
values and those obtained by 5- and 3-parameter analyses are
shown in Table (l.l6 ). It is gratifying to see that even with
fairly close rate ratios a sensible analysis is possible:
[ k /k. = 3.1, k,/k = 7.1]. Clearly the middle rate constanta b  ’ b c  J
is the most difficult to extract and the one which is most
TABLE(l.l6 ) Relative errors from the "triple” detritiation 
data of Table(1.12).
Parameter
E% = 
5-Parameter
Vopt ^theor. ^ 10n%; 
Vtheor.
3-Parameter
k 1.9
CO«
a
kb 25.5 13.7
k 3-4 1.6c
X 14.0a
*b 26.7 -
X Ol » Oc
a. V = value
influenced by changes in any of the other parameters. Bearing 
in mind, however, that the input fx f values in the 3-parameter 
analysis were fairly approximate , the resultant optimisations
lends considerable support to the view that the analysis of
triple detritiation data can be carried out with precision,
3provided H nmr 'x1 values are available. This proviso 
assumes even greater importance than for the double detritiation 
case since as a general rule the more parameters in the rate 
equation the easier it is to get a fit to any curve, and 
furthermore the differences between fits diminishes.
In conclusion, then, it can be said that the combination
3
of H nmr spectroscopy and liquid scintillation counting is
a powerful tool in the study of the kinetics of ionisation
of carbon acids. The latter technique has been found essential
in measuring rates of triton transfer directly and accurately,
but so far attention has centred on a limited range of
substrates, namely those possessing only one type of easily
distinguishable hydrogen. Relatively few excursions have been
made into the kinetics of parallel multiple exchange, and often
these have been somewhat approximate(due to "difficult" mass
spectral work up, secondary isotope effects in nmr,etc.) or
have been based on unsafe curve fitting. This work has looked
at several classes of carbon acids containing more than one
type of distinguishable hydrogen and covering a wide range of
kinetic acidities. It has been demonstrated that a knowledge
of the exact distribution of label in a molecule is always
useful and occasionally absolutely essential for a proper
3analysis to be made. H nmr has proved a quick and non­
destructive means of obtaining the required data, and it also, 
of course, ensures that the end product of any tritiation 
procedure contains no unexpected sites of labelling. Possible
applications of the method have been mentioned above but it 
is worthwhile pointing out that there are several interesting 
biochemical applications.For example, enzymes are the subject 
of intensive research, and it is known that due to the 
secondary and tertiary structuring of these very complex 
organic molecules in solution, the same carbon acid(e.g. hist 
idine)can find itself in different environments and thus 
possessing different properties. Detritiation studies on a 
suitably labelled enzyme in various media would lend some 
insight into the significance of this phenomenon.
FIGURE(1.12)
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b. Values are from reference 55 except for MNK
where the results of this work are given - see 
Table(1.l4).
Plot of Log k,p 2 against the steric 
Log k ,^ 2 substituent constant , Eg , for R ’CH^'COCH^
0
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Me 0.00 -2.893
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APPENDIX (II) Optimisation Methods
Search methods : These test the value of 'E* near to an
estimate of the solution. From the results generated a 
direction of search (in which the minimum is expected to lie) 
is indicated. A "linear" search (i.e. single variable) in the 
direction specified is then performed or , alternatively , 
a fixed step is taken along it. This process is made iterative 
and continues until a search criterion is satisfied. A well- 
known application of this type is embodied in the "Simplex"
. 8 5 ,86,87method. ’ 1
A regular simplex in N dimensions is a polyhedron with 
(N+l) vertices equidistant from one another. Thus for a 2- 
dimensional(i. e. 2 variable) search problem the simplex is 
an equilateral triangle made up from three observation points, 
each corresponding to a given pair of coordinates and a value 
of the objective function. (See below).
..D• \/ N
/ ' V
B
Now, it can be shown that the best direction to take lies on 
the line joining the centre of the simplex to the centre of 
the face opposite to the vertex giving the highest fE f value. 
In the diagram the point 'B* possesses the largest E value of 
the three observations • A new point fD f , the reflection of 
B through AC, is therefore generated to give a new simplex ACD 
which is nearer the minimum. This process is continued until 
oscillations about the minimum occur, when the size of the 
simplex is reduced until the search criterion is attained.
Generalisation to N dimensions is mathematically straight­
forward albeit difficult to visualise. Extensions to the 
basic simplex search include the incorporation of a linear 
search in the direction of the reflected vertex, and the 
possibility of expansion of the simplex in addition to contraction
Gradient methods : These are based on the multidimensional
Taylor expansion. In matrix form this is :
f (x + A x ) = f (x ) + gTAx + 0. 5AxT •H -Ax + (1.3*0
where T
s =
transpose of a matrix
vector of the changes in the parameter 
values, [Ax1 A x 2 .... A x  ] 
the "Jacobian gradient vector”
[ df/dx^ df/dx^ .... df/6x_]^n
ndH = the 'n x ii ’ symmetric matrix of 2 order 
partial derivatives , the "Hessian” matrix
. 2 , x 2 
d f/dx1 6 f/dx16x2 d f/dx.dx 1 n
d2f/dx 6x d2f/dx 6x0..... d2f/dx2 n 1 n 2 n
The second and third terms on the R.H.S. of (1.3*0 are scalar 
corrections to the function value at x which approximates 
that at (x + Ax) • i.e. f(x+Ax) — E + AE.
Optimisation methods which make use only of the second 
term to calculate E are known as first order methods. Naturally 
if second order derivatives are included the method is termed 
a second order method.
Writing (1.3^0 in coordinate foirni, for points near the 
minimum we arrive at :
n n
f(x . ) —  f(x) +\ 6f(x) A x • + 1mxn ) ------  l —
dx. 2i
A x£ Af(x)
6x .Ax .
A x j
Differentiating with respect to A x . for each 'j',and setting
J
the result to zero gives:
n
+ \  Ax. 62f(x) = 0 j= 1,2....n
A x . Z _  6x . Ax
J ± 1 J
In matrix form this can be seen to be :
g = -H.Ax
i.e. Ax = -H 1.g
This equation is fundamental to all second order
solutions to the minimisation problem. When it is used
directly to generate successive movements,Ax, towards the
minimum from an initial value x , the method is called theo ’
generalised "Newton-Raphson" method (or just Newton's method) 
Computation and inversion of the Hessian matrix is tedious 
however, and it is more efficient to utilise a positive 
definite approximation to it.
When sampled data is being considered it is usual to 
apply curve fitting by least squares . Essentially this 
minimises the error between sample points on the graphs of 
two functions of an independent variable,' t '. The errors 
of fit or"residuals" at a series of 'm' data points are 
normally the differences between the function values at the 
points. In equation(1•l6 ) f^Cx) represents a component of 
the total error 'E*. Defining a vector-valued function, 'F', 
by : -
FT = [f.(x) fp(x) ....f (x) ]l d, m
then
E fT. f (1.38)
Each function f(x) will be affected by a change in any 
parameter and it is therefore convenient to define a matrix,C 
which gives the individual variations due to changes in all 
the parameters.
(1.36)
(1.3.7 )
df1/dx1
dt2/dxZ
bf /dx. m 1
bf./bx 1 n
df /dx m n
(1.39)
Now, from (l.l6 ) m
6E/dx.i 2[fk (x)]6fk (x)/bx^ (l.4o)
k=l
thus :
6E/6x^
•
•
•
#
6E/dxn
= 2
6f1/6x1
1 n
. • • . cVf /bx. f . (x)m 1 1• •
• .
• .
•.•. 6f /bx f (x)m n m
i.e. g = 2C^. f (1.41)
Another partial differentiation of (l.4o), assuming f^ have 
continuous second order derivatives, gives :
m m
d^E/dx^&Xj = 2 ^  &[fk (x)]. 6[fk (x)] + 2^  fk (x ) . b^ [fv (x ) ]
6x. bx . 
J
bx. bx . 
*  J
k
m
2 \ 6[fk (x)]. 6[fk (x)]
bx. bx.
k~ 1 0
This approximates the Hessian as :
H —  2CT .C (1.42)
Substituting for the Jacobian and the Hessian in the Newton- 
Raphson equation we have as a final result :
-84-
A x (1.43)
The resulting procedure is termed the”Gauss-Newton" method.
3n other words , equation(1.43) gives the least squares 
increment for the minimisation of the sums of squares of the 
m functions f^(x) .... fm (x) of n parameters. Termination can 
be recognised by an almost constant value of E being generated.
Two important modifications to the basic Gauss-Newton 
method are widely used :-
(i) The first derivatives can be approximated by standard
88
difference formulae , or alternatively they can be estimated.
(ii) A rapid convergence to the minimum from an original
89 90estimate far from the optimum can be obtained by replacing ’
(1.43) with :
(1.44)
where I = the!n x n 1 identity matrix or a positive
definite "scaling" matrix.
X = an adjustable parameter controlling the
iteration, sometimes called the Marquardt 
parameter. Thus as X — >od , A x  tends to the 
"steepest descent" increment, while as X— >0 , 
A x  becomes the standard Gauss-Newton 
increment.
APPENDIX (III) Error analysis of *P . * (see 1.17)----------------------   J obs
Writing the errors involved as 5P - , 6N , 6N , andobs ’ o ’ gd ’
6N^ . , then the square of the most probable error in p0^s is 
given b y :
(6P^ = )2 ]2 + [(dP . /dN )6NJ2 + [(6P . /6N, )6N ]‘obs obs o o obs 00 cd obs t t
....see reference 91
Now, dP , /6N = (N,-N )/(N -N )2’ obs o t oo o 00
6P , / m  = (N -N, )/(N -N )2
o b s  CD O t O QD
8P , /6N, =-(N -N ) 1obs t O CD
Taking as typical examples, 6N /N =2% and N ^  0 .01N then
■ ^  ’ o o CD o
(i) at t=0 , 6P _ — £2 6N /N ~  3%’ obs 0 0
(ii) at t= 00, 5P. —  J25N /N =J2 x 0.015N /N <C 1% even for1 obs gd o GO CD
large &N /N
00 GO
APPENDIX (IV)
Consider simple proton transfer from two sites ' A ’ and 
•Bf in a molecule. The rate constants are given by the 
Arrhenius equation as
. . -E /RTk = A.e aa
, , . -E./RTand k, = A.e bb
where E^ and E^ are the activation energies, and the fA f
factors are assumed to be the same for each process.
Thus, k /k. = e"(Ea_Eb )/RT (1.45)a d
If an isotope of hydrogen’ i 1 replaces the protons at ’A' and’B 1, 
then the new rate constants are:-
k1 = A. e-(Ea+ A E a )/RT
a
.i . -(E + A e )/RTk. = A . e  b b b
where again the pre-exponential factors are taken as 
equal, and
Ae = isotope effect at 'A'
cl
A E b = .. .. at 'B»
Hence, k V k J  = e“ (Ea_Eb )/RT - ( A e  -Ae,)/RT ,’ a b  . e  a b  (1.46)
For similar transition states , A e — A e and the equationa d
simplifies to:
k aA b = V kb (l-47)
This is likely to break down when (i) one of the two sites is 
a strained ring , so that the isotope effect is not dominated 
by zero-point energy differences ; (ii) one of the two sites 
contains protons which undergo extensive proton tunnelling.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
The bicyclic monoterpenoid,"camphor" has been known
and used since ancient times. It is found in nature as the 
( + )- and (-)-forms and sometimes as the racemate, depending 
on its source. Traditionally, camphor was extracted from a 
number of trees found only in the Far East, the most common 
being the "Laurus Camphora" of Japan and Formosa. Although 
extraction is still a commercial proposition , most of the
1world’s supply is now produced synthetically from turpentine.
The uses of this chemical are many and diverse, ranging from
0 (I)
such obscure practices as incense burning in Shinto shrines to 
the more mundane western world procedures such as the 
production of celluloid and smokeless powder. Throughout the 
ages, however, camphor has been revered everywhere as a 
medicine of wide applicability. Perhaps its best known use is 
as a respiratory stimulant, and this is probably related to 
its unusual volatility- it sublimes on standing even though it 
has a high melting point(179°C)• Camphor has also been used 
as a carminative, rubefacient and to some extent as an analeptic 
the administration being performed orally, externally, or 
subcutaneously. The action of camphor here depends on it being 
a convulsant poison and a counter-irritant, and it is not
generally known that, for example, a single tablespoonful of 
camphorated oil (in mistake for castor oil) can prove fatal
Naturally in recent years attention has turned towards 
more complex derivatives of camphor for use in the pharmaceu-
4 5-tical trade, mainly as central nervous system stimulators. ’ 
Nowadays it is considered essential for a variety of reasons 
to embark on detailed metabolism studies before marketing any 
new drug, and this often involves making labelled derivatives 
of it. It is important, therefore, to gain some insight into 
the stability and properties of such labelled compounds before 
submitting them to the complex world of the living system.
This work is concerned with the kinetic stability of camphor 
derivatives which are tritiated at the C(3) position.
Investigations into the hydrogen/deuterium exchange 
reactions of compounds containing the bicyclo[2.2.l]heptan-2- 
one nucleus were sparked off in 1965 by the discovery by
■ g
Thomas and Willhalm that mild deuteriation of isofenchone,(II), 
and camphor led to monosubstitution only. It was further 
shown by the nmr spectra of the LiAlH^ reduction product (known 
to be endo-) that exo-specificity was occurring. For
to small children 3
(II)
isofenchone, this at the time was considered reasonable, but 
for camphor with its C(7) syn methyl group this result was
7surprising. Thomas later demonstrated that carvonecamphor
behaved similarly. Other workers entered the field, and
8reached the same conclusions. It was at first claimed that
the ketone dehydronorcamphor,(III), did not show exo-
9 10specificity, but this was soon discredited. 1
(III)
Exo-specificity is well known in the solvolysis of 
11norbomyl compounds and it is possible that similar factors 
are involved, although of course carbocations are the 
intermediates in this case, and some controversy has raged for
several years on whether or not these are ’’classical” or
^est
16
12 13 l4 15"bridged". 1 ’ 1 There is also some evidence to sugg
that the norbomyl radical exhibits "mild" stereoselectivity,
Further confimation of the accessibility of the exo-
17face of norbomyl compounds was provided by Brown in 1970- 
He studied ^-elimination in exo-norbomyl and 7,7-dimethyl- 
exo-norbomy 1 tosylates , (IV) , under conditions of minimum 
solvolysis. In both cases he observed that a predominantly 
exo-cis elimination occurred, indicating that preferentially
(a) R = H
(b) R = Me
OTs (IV)
the exo-3 hydrogen was removed. He thus suggested that for 
reagents of modest steric requirements, the endo-6 position 
is sterically much more demanding than the syn-7 methyl .
Later results, discussed below, demonstrate that while this
viewpoint is reasonable it is by no means complete, and it is
more accurate to say that within the group of* bicyclic
heptanones the variation in exo/endo selectivity , and the
absolute differences in rates for each compound result from
the simultaneous interplay of several factors. Identification
10of these factors was carried out mainly by Tidwell , and later 
l8by Werstiuk . They were concerned in particular with steric
phenomena such as angle strain("I-strairfO, non-bonded
repulsion("F-strain") and torsional strain, and with electrical
phenomena such as homoconjugation(homoallylic and homoenolic),
inductive effects and hybridisation effects. Tidwell has
argued convincingly for the predominance of "I” and "Flf strains
19 20in determining the reactivities of bicyclic ketones. ’
Consider compounds (V) to (VII). !0' = angle in parent hydrocarbon.
(VII)
o110
(VI)
o
100.5
k 0.08 715 (exo) 51011 — ■
(relative) 1 (endo) -
2Decreasing '01 is expected to make the formation of an sp 
centre in the transition state more difficult. Hence in (VI), 
kexo-3 >  k^ of (V), both positions being adjacent to one-carbon 
bridges. Similarly, in (VII), ^3^  ^ en(j0 3 (.VI). The
comparable rate for the exo-position of (VI) with that of (VII) 
can reasonably be attributed to the presence of a one-carbon 
bridge in the former, as opposed to a two-carbon bridge. If
hybridisation factors were at all important then decreasing ’ 0 1
would lead to an increase in the 's’ character of the carbon-
21hydrogen bonds, and hence an.increase in acidity . The 
conclusion then would be that (V) should exchange the fastest, 
contrary to observation. Stereoelectronic control was ruled 
out by similar reasoning. The importance of torsional strain 
was investigated by looking at the change in ^eX0/^en(j0 when
a bridgehead methyl group was substituted at C (k ). This was
22 , 
predicted to result in an increase in the ratio(by a maximum
23
factor of 2 ) but almost no variation in the ratio was seen.
That dehydronorcamphor,(III), and benzodehydronorcamphor,(VIII),
10
possess similar ratios to norcamphor is an indication that
(VIII)
the presence of the 3 «6-endo protons is not necessary to
explain the greater steric hindrance on the endo- face. Werstiuk 
l8provided confirmatory evidence on the lack of torsional
effects, and showed in addition that homoallylic effects were
small whereas homoenolic effects tended to be large, and had
a greater influence on the endo-deprotonation rate. He later
showed that the endo-hydrogen underwent exchange through two
l8
pathways (although Tidwell had actually given the full 
mechanism earlier). Thus, in Scheme(l) below for the H/D 
exchange of camphor, the exo- H intermediate, ’Dl, can isomerise 
to the epimer,!C*  ^ and so provide another pathway for endo-
(A) 0
.H
i H
SCHEME(1)
(B)
(C)
(E)
I
exchange, resulting in an apparent increase in ^ ^ • Analysis
revealed that as regards dedeuteriation the rate constant for
endo- exchange was expected to be little changed(because of
conflicting isotope effects) whereas the exo-rate constant
was expected to be susceptible to a full isotope effect of
20about 5 (as determined for example by Tidwell ). The large
difference in selectivity , depending on the direction of
exchange, was thus explained. The same general theory was
25shown to apply to acid-catalysed enolisations , and from a 
consideration of the correlation between the rates of acid- 
catalysed bromination and the rates of base-catalysed 
isomerisation - of the analogous endocyclic alkenes it was
further concluded that bond angle strain effects and ketone
basicity were important. However, for base-catalysed
enolisation this treatment resulted in the conclusion that
torsional strain effects were large, and obviously this is
discordant with the above observations concerning bridgehead
substitution. It was therefore suggested that the small rate
variations arising from torsional effects differences were
swamped by the much larger inductive effect of a bridgehead
methyl substituent^^.
Linear correlations of logk against logk , for the® exo 1=5 endo
26exchange of 2-norbornanones were shown to have a slope of
about 1.7, which implied that the exo process was the more
sensitive to substituent effects since the endo process was
stabilised by greater delocalisation of negative charge to the
carbonyl oxygen. This is analogous to the " electron demand"
12tenet of carbocation chemistry . Support for this viewpoint
was provided by the much lower slope (ca. l.l) obtained from a
27'series of ^-substituted camphors. Here the steric environment
of both exo and endo hydrogens is similar, and hence the degree
of charge transfer is likely to differ only slightly in the
transition states. Moreover, it was demonstrated,in the case
28of the 2,5-diones , that the endo proton transfer at 0 (3) was 
assisted to a greater degree than the corresponding exo transfer 
by homoenolic 1,3-conjugation (although the absolute exo-rate 
was enhanced more than the endo due to the inductive effect). 
Again,this is consistent with greater charge delocalisation for 
the endo process.
To sum up then , it can be said that, broadly speaking,the 
kinetic acidity of the OC-hydrogens in bicyclic ketones is
controlled mainly by steric environment and bond angle strain
differences in going from ground states to transition states,
but within any given class of compounds several factors, often
conflicting, play important parts in determining the individual
rates. Thus as regards the bicyclo[2.2.l]heptyl system
homoenolic stabilisation aids k , more than k , whereas ^ endo exo ■
k is much more susceptible to inductive effect changes, exo . ■ r °
Torsional effects seem to be overshadowed, as are hybridisation
factors. Finally, it must be remembered that the endo-
deprotonation can take place via two pathways, although for
the simple norbomyl system relatively small errors (< 20/6) in
26
the selectivity calculations occur.
Scheme(2) shows the full mechanism for the detritiation
3 29of [3- H]-camphor in water. It has been shown that if steady
.OH
(N)
-2
H
SCHEME(2 )
. 1U3^, 1 ^ . 3  
OH*
(H)
state approximations are made for the concentrations of the 
enolate ions and the exo-tritiated ketone, then the detritiation 
rate, ^en(j0i given by :
-1
k endo kn + k lCl " k-l(k-l + k-2) 1 (2.1)
k k (2.2)exo x
The ratio k /k is the intrinsic selectivity and can he obtained n x J
from (2.3)* However, for camphor these equations must be
much smaller than in the norbomyl analogues, and hence it 
is possibly inappropriate to make a steady state approximation 
for either of the tritiated isomers.
The basis of this is that there is some critical structure , 
the "activated complex" or more commonly the "transition 
state", which must be attained in passing from reactants to 
products. This complex is viewed as a normal chemical entity 
except that one of its vibrations, that representing motion 
along the reaction coordinate, has been lost. A fundamental 
hypothesis is that there is a thermodynamic equilibrium 
between the reactants and the transition state, and with this 
premise it is possible to mathematically relate experimentally 
determined quantities to various characteristic properties
regarded as quite approximate since the k exo/ken(jo ratio is
.(2.3)
Generally simple reactions in solution are considered in
30terms of the "Absolute Reaction Rate " theory of Eyring.
associated with the transition state. The activation energy,
E , is obtained from (2.4), the integrated form of which is a
32well known as the Arrhenius equation , given in (2.5 )- It
E a
2
din k * (2.4)
dT RT
where k = rate constant
T = absolute temperature
-E /RT . .
= A. ■ e a (2.5)
33can be shown that for reactions in solution:
AH* E - RT (2.6)a
and
A = e.( tkT/h ). e ^ S /RT (2.7)
where AH* = enthalpy of activation 
AS* = entropy of activation 
Ik = Boltzman's constant 
h = Planck f s constant
Yet another index of transition state behaviour arises
34from the work of Bronsted and Pedersen on the decomposition 
of nitramide. They found that the reaction rates were related 
to the base strength of the catalyst used by equation (2.8).
kB = 6B (1/KBH+)P (2'8)
(3 and are constants dependent upon the solvent, 
reaction and the temperature.
A similar equation,(2.9), was found to hold for acid catalysed 
reactions
kA = SA(V “ (2*9)
where K. = acid dissociation constant of A A
a and are constants analogous to (3 and G^.
These equations were found to be applicable to many reactions 
and thus gained general acceptance and the designation 
"Bronsted Relationships". Over limited acid strength ranges 
with similar catalysts G, a and (3 are 'good' constants at 
constant temperature, but different catalyst types often lead 
to different lines, and study over a wide pK range tends to 
result in curvature of the Bronsted plots (log k against pK).
At first the value of (3 (or oc) was thought to always lie 
between zero and unity, and thus an indication of the extent 
of proton transfer in the transition state. The case of a 
strong acid which undergoes diffusion controlled ionisation 
would be an example of the first limit((3 = 0 ) since the base 
strength of the catalyst would have no influence on the rate 
of ionisation. At the other extreme, with a weak acid, changes 
in the base strength should be reflected by a concomitant 
change in catalytic coefficient ({3 = l). It was therefore
o r
suggested that (3 = 0 corresponds to a reactant-like (early) 
transition state and |3 = 1 to a product-like (late) transition
state. Disconcertingly, however, values of (3 have been
o/T o n  •
measured which are negative or greater than unity 1 , but
these are fairly rare, and Marcus's theory of proton transfer
o  O
offers an explanation for this. Nevertheless, some caution 
must be used when interpreting (3 values.
It is interesting to note that the Bronsted relation was 
the first discovered example of a "linear free energy relation­
ship" (LFER). From the logarithmic form of (2.8) it can be
deduced that , for a change from base 'B' to 'B* ' :
logkg - logkg, = P (log Kg - logKg„) (2.10)
— A G*/r tRemembering that kg is proportional to e , and Kg to
e A G o/RT , this can be seen to be of the form :
5 AG* = 3 5AGq (2.11)
i.e. 3 = --A G , a result derivable from
^ ^  Go the Marcus theory.
In general terms,
5 A  G^ = 3 5GP + (l-3)SGR (2.12)
where GP = free energy of products 
G = free energy of reactants
This is the same result that occurs by making the assumption
that the transition state is intermediate between the products
3 9 \and reactants in all properties (Leffler's Principle ), and 
is the basis of all LFER's.
2.2 EXPERIMENTAL
A. Materials
The parent compound of those listed below is camphor, 
otherwise known as 1,7,7-trimethylboman-2-one , 2-oxoboraane 
or 1,7,7-trimethylbicyclo[2.2.l]heptan-2-one. The last 
mentioned name now has IUPAC approval but the more familiar 
alternative, camphor, is adopted herein. Diagram(lX) shows 
the stereochemistry of 3-substituted derivatives of camphor.
(IX)
8 9 8 9
Me
Me
Me
10
Me
The ,X* groups used in this work were : , CHO , CN , Br ,
CO Et and H. Samples of the first three were received as a &
gift from Dr.M.Saljoughian (University of Surrey) and details 
of their purification are given below. The compounds with 
X=H and Br were obtained commercially, and that with XirCO^Et 
was prepared from the corresponding acid. Nmr spectra were 
recorded for all the compounds and are discussed in section(2. 
Except where indicated all spectra were obtained on a Bruker 
WH90 FT spectrometer operating at 90*02 MHz for H and 96.02
o
MHz for H. Samples were made up in either 5mm(470pil) or 
3mm(70|ll) microcells as detailed in chapter h. '
(i) N 02
3-Nitrocamphor was recrystallised from ethanol.
Melting point 101°C (Lit. 102°C).^
_ i
I.R. - Carbonyl stretch at 1770 cm.
Mass spectrum - M+ at 197*
TLC showed one spot only.[Developer- petroleum ether, 
100-120°C; ethyl acetate; acetic acid (15:4:1). U.V. 
and iodine stain visualisation. R^ . = 0.50 on silica gel].
(ii) CHO
3-Formylcamphor (camphoraldehyde) was recrystallised 
from low boiling petroleum ether to give white crystals 
with melting point 80°C (Lit. 8l°C)^
TLC showed one spot only.[Developer- petroleum ether, 
100-120°C; methyl ethyl ketone ; (9 •* 1) ; iodine stain
visualisation. R^ = O.33 on silica gel].
Mass spectrum- M+ - 180.
(iii)CN
3-Cyanocamphor was recrystallised from benzene to give
crystals of melting point 127°C (Lit. 127-128°C)
— 1I.R. - This showed a sharp peak at 2240 cm , typical 
of the C=N stretch.
TLC- as for 3-formylcamphor, but with R^ . = 0.35*
(iv) Br
3-Bromocamphor was obtained commercially (Aldrich).
Melting point 76-78°C.(Lit. 77°C for endo- , 78°C for exo-). 
TLC - as for 3-formylcamphor, but with R^ = 0.57*
(v) , C02Et
3-Carbethoxycamphor was prepared by the esterification of 
the corresponding carboxylic acid (ex Aldrich) under mild
4 1 4 2conditions ’ . Camphor-3-carboxylic acid(5 »0g) and
N^N-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide(5•8g) , DCC, were 
dissolved in dioxan(60ml), diethyl ether(120 ml) and 
ethanol(2.5 ml). The solution was stirred at ambient 
temperature for 24 hours during which time a precipitate 
of dicyclohexylurea was thrown down. Dilute acetic acid 
(2 ml) was then added to remove excess DCC before 
filtration. The filtrate was subsequently washed with
RC02H + C2H5OH + (c6h 11N )2C “ ^ RC02C2H5 + (C6H 11NH)2C°
aqueous NaHCO^ solution (4%, 50 nil) to remove acid . After 
drying the organic layer over anhydrous Na^SO^ the bulk 
of the solvent was driven off by rotatory evaporation. 
Distillation (85-90°C 06mmHg ) gave a yeu ow viscous 
liquid (mass spectrum - M+ of 224).
TLC gave two spots [ Developer- petroleum ether, 100- 
120°C; ethyl acetate; acetic acid; (15:4:2); R^'s of 0.54 
and O.63 on silica gel, M + 224 for each].
(vi) H
(±)-Camphor was obtained from Aldrich( MMAR" quality). 
Melting point 176-8°C (Lit. 178°C)^?
4.
Mass spectrum - M ✓ of 152.
TLC gave one spot only. [As for 3“Tomiylcamphor, but with 
Rf = O.60].
GLC showed it to be 99.7%° pure. [Carbowax 1540 at 110°C].
2.2 B Tritiation methods
After some preliminary deuteriation work on camphor 
and bromocamphor the above set of camphors were tritiated by 
base catalysed exchange procedures similar to those outlined 
in the preceding chapter; In all cases the label appeared 
in the 3-position.
Several attempts to prepare highly active camphor were 
made using the NaOH-catalysed reaction in dioxan. The most 
successful is described below.
Camphor ( l. Og) was dissolved in dioxan (2. 5 ml) containing 
a pellet of sodium hydroxide. HTO( 25 P-l, 125 mCi) was syringed 
in and the reaction vessel thermostatted at 85°C for 10 hours. 
Subsequently, the solution was filtered to remove solid 
catalyst and then dilute hydrochloric acid was added as a non­
solvent. The precipitated camphor was filtered off, washed 
with a little water, then dried at the pump before being stood
over silica gel in a desiccator. The activity of the product: 
— 1(2 mCi g ) was sufficient for kinetic studies but provided no 
3H nmr spectrum. By contrast, the use of a highly basic 
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medium proved to be both convenient and effective. Here, 
camphor(0.25 g) was dissolved in 1.0 ml of dimethyl sulphoxide 
(CH^SOCH^ ,DMS0) which had been freshly dried over anhydrous 
calcium sulphate. To this solution was added HT0(5lll, 250mCi) 
and 25% tetramethylammonium hydroxide solution(4 [11 ) , and 
the reaction mixture was then stood at room temperature for 
5 minutes before sampling. A 2 [11 aliquot was taken and 
dropped (with a Drummond micro-capillary) into a test-tube
containing 0.01MHC1 solution and liquid scintillant (10 ml, 
toluene based as described in chapter 1 ). A sample (5 ml) 
of the dried scintillant was counted. This procedure was 
repeated several times at 10 minute intervals , and it became 
clear that the equilibration must have occurred within minutes 
of making up the reaction mixture, since the counts did not 
increase. Thus the DMSO solution was quenched after 45 
minutes by running it into dilute hydrochloric acid solution 
(O.lM, 50ml ). The camphor was extracted into pentane 
(2 x20ml ) which was then dried over anhydrous magnesium 
sulphate. Rotary evaporation of the pentane yielded active 
camphor(140 mCi). TLC analysis was used to check the purity 
of the product before making up an nmr sample.
3-Bromocamphor was also tritiated by using the above 
techniques in an analogous manner, although at ambient 
temperatures in both cases. The same isolation procedures 
were carried out, and similar comments apply except that for 
this compound both the fDMS0f method and the 'dioxan1 method 
were entirely satisfactory.
In the case of 3-formylcamphor neither of the two
3
techniques afforded material active enough to give a\ H nmr 
spectrum, although for kinetic studies the labelling was 
quite adequate. The tritiated compound was compared with 
the starting material by TLC - this was a standard practice 
for all the compounds studied. It was found that very old 
samples of this camphor changed from white to a very pale 
yellow colour and this coincided with the appearance of
another TLC spot. However, no signs of* this were noted in 
the fresh material.
3-Cyanocamphor was easily labelled by the DMSO method. 
Quantities were the same as listed above for camphor itself, 
except that only lOOmg of the cyano derivative were used, and 
double the amount of HTO. The reaction was quenched after 
20 minutes with aqueous 0.1 M HC1 solution(80 ml ) followed 
by extraction into ether(80 + 40ml). Pentane, the solvent of 
choice since it takes up very little DMSO, could not be used 
here because of the insolubility of the cyanocamphor in it. 
After drying over anhydrous Na^SO^ the ether was removed by 
rotary evaporation to leave a highly active product(120 mCi).
3-Carb ethoxy camphor ( 180 |11) was tritiated in DMSO as 
described above for camphor. Again, equilibration occurred 
within 5 minutes. The usual work-up was carried out except 
that the resulting liquid residue was taken up in d^-acetone. 
About 50mCi were incorporated.
For the tritiation of 3-nitrocamphor an unusual procedure 
was adopted. This compound is known to be a strong acid
44(pK= 3*54) and thus the exchange experiment had to avoid 
using any base, even water, in the work-up, so as to prevent 
facile back-exchange. Nitrocamphor(0.1 g ) was therefore 
dissolved in dry dioxan containing no catalyst. HT0(l0|ll, 
50mCi) was syringed into the solution which was then stood at 
room temperature for 5 hours to ensure equilibration. At the 
end of this time the solution was frozen and the solvent 
freeze dried off. The residue was redissolved in fresh dioxan 
and the freeze drying repeated. This was carried out three
more times in order to completely eliminate water from the 
product, which was found to contain about 2 mCi of tritium.
Several attempts were made to tritiate a camphor with, a 
nitroso groupCNO-) in the 3-position, but almost no incorpor­
ation of label occurred, even with the DMSO method. It seems 
likely therefore that 3-isonitrosocamphor exists totally in 
the oximino form (see below) where the active hydrogen is 
completely labile.
Details of the tritiation procedures and the. specific
activities achieved are summarised in Table(2.l). Except
where stated the tritiated water used was highly active,
- 1about 50 Ci ml,
TABLE(2.l) Tritiation conditions and Specific Activities,(S.A.) 
for [3-^H]-3-X-Camphors.
X Reaction
Medium
Catalyst Temperature
/°c
Approximate 
S. A.
/mCi ml ^
H Dioxan NaOH(s) 85 0.5 *(Low SA HTO)
DMSO NMe4OH(aq) 20 85
Br Dioxan NaOH(s) 20 75
DMSO NMe^OHUq) 20 13*
CHO Dioxan NaOH(s) 20 2
DMSO NMe^OHCaq) 20 1
CN DMSO NMe4OH(aq) 20 200
CO^Et DMSO NMe4OH(aq) 20 65
N02 Dioxan (none) 25 Zj. *
2.2 C Kinetic Investigations
Each tritiated compound was first tested in a weak 
sodium hydroxide solution at room temperature in order to 
discover whether or not a detritiation rate could be measured. 
This was found to be the case for three of the c a m p h o r s (X=H, 
CHO,Br) although elevated temperatures were necessary for 
the first two. Cyanocamphor and nitrocamphor turned out to 
have such labile hydrogens that water catalysis was observed 
and measured - the hydroxide catalysed rate was too fast to 
follow by the normal detritiation technique. The remaining 
compound, 3-carbethoxycamphor, also proved to be rapidly 
detritiated by hydroxide ion, but water catalysis was not 
detected. The acetate ion catalysed detritiation was therefore 
followed.
In general, the technique used was that described in the 
previous chapter. Thus, for example, 3-bromocamphor in 
dioxan(40 pi) was syringed into aqueous O.O^OOMNaOH solution 
(100 ml) thermostatted at 15«0±0.1°C . Twenty four 3»0m l 
aliquots in total were pipetted out at intervals and the 
radioactivity determined in the usual way. At the end of 
the run the hydroxide solution was titrated against standard 
potassium hydrogen phthalate solution to check its molarity.
The results were then treated both graphically and by use of 
OPTG. At least three such runs were carried out for each 
compound. In the case of 3-nitrocamphor it was demonstrated 
that it was unreasonable to analyse the data in terms of 
parallel detritiations. Accordingly, for this compound alone, 
it was sufficient to take samples for three half-lives and to
base the calculations on about a dozen points instead of 
double that number.
the known density change of water between the two temperatures
by rapidly withdrawing aliquots from the reaction mixture, 
cooling them, then titrating against standard acid solution.
Runs involving camphor itself proved to give somewhat 
variable results. One possible cause for this was that the 
constant opening and closing of the 250 ml round-bottomed 
reaction vessel during sampling was leading to loss of the 
highly volatile camphor. Several runs were thus carried out 
at a slightly lower temperature(70°C) and using a 20ml 
cylindrical reaction vessel fitted with a tap(diagram XX). 
This was designed to give a much smaller ’’dead space” and to
enable samples to be taken with the minimum of disturbance 
to the solution. Temperature control should also be more 
accurate. Thus, for example, camphor in dioxan ( 125 111 ) wras
in the above apparatus (immersed to just below the tap). After 
allowing the camphor to equilibrate for one hour the 
detritiation was initiated by the addition of 0.5 ml of lM
For the runs at 85°C a 3% correction to the observed 
NaOH molarity at 20°C was made. This is in accordance with
2 0  3 8^  3 |i c
(d = 0.998 g cm , d  ^ = O.969 g cm ) and was confirmed
20 mm (XI)
<---  8.5 cm. -
syringed into water (8.0 ml) thermostatted at 70.0°C(± 0. 1°)
NaOH solution at 70°C. 100 |ll Samples were taken with a 500J11
Hamilton syringe fitted with a long needle. These were then 
subjected to liquid scintillation counting in the usual 
manner. The NaOH solution was standardised at the end of 
the run. A check was also made on the total activity (HTO +
3
H-camphor) in the solution by periodically counting 0.1 ml 
aliquots dissolved in a water miscible scintillant, MNE 250”.
In addition to this it was found that the slower rate 
constant could be determined directly, since the camphor was 
so highly active. This meant that a solution of camphor 
could be made up containing so much activity that even after 
5 half-lives a useful count could be obtained from an aliquot 
of it. A solution of camphor in dioxan(200 pi, ten times the 
usual quantity) was therefore injected into aqueous 0.0480M 
NaOH solution (100 ml), thermostatted at 85 . 0°C (± 0. 1° ) .
Sampling was begun after 11.5 hours (at which time less than 
3% of the exo- H isomer should remain, based on a rate ratio 
of 2.0), and a total of ten aliquots were taken over a poiod 
of 12 hours. A good linear first order rate plot was obtained. 
A similar experiment with nitrocamphor detected no significant 
second detritiating species.
Finally, some further investigations were made into the 
behaviour of 3-nitrocamphor as a carbon acid: (i) the
temperature dependence of the water catalysed detritiation 
rate (in 0.01MHC1 solution) was studied over the range 5°C ~ 
25°C in order to determine the enthalpies and entropies of 
activation. A standard Arrhenius analysis was performed as 
outlined in section(2.1). For the Sake of comparison, a 
similar investigation was carried out into the hydroxide
o
catalysed detritiation of [CH^- H]-benzyl methyl sulphoxide 
[obtained as in section(1.2)]. (ii) A number of carboxylic 
acids were used to study the detritiation of nitrocamphor 
catalysed by carboxylate anions, and a Bronsted plot was 
constructed. The buffer solutions were made up either by 
mixing the acid and corresponding salt or by partially 
neutralising the acid with standardised CO_-free NaOH solution. 
Four acids were chosen:- acetic, chloroacetic, dichloroacetic 
and benzoic acids. AnalaR quality acetic acid , sodium 
acetate trihydrate and benzoic acid were used. S.L.R. chloro­
acetic acid was recrystallised from CCl^ and stored over ^2^5 
before use, and dichloroacetic acid was dried over anhydrous 
MgSO^ , then vacuum distilled(l63°C at 420 mm Hg; Lit. l44°C
at 164 mm, 194°C at 760 mm H g ) ^  The Henderson-Hasselbalch 
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equation (described in Appendix I ) was needed to calculate
the buffer compositions appropriate to getting at least 50%
of maximum buffer capacity and a pH low enough to enable
hydroxide concentration to be ignored . The theoretical pH
was checked against the pH measured by a digital glass
electrode "Corning 113 " pH meter. Agreement was good in all
cases except for dichloroacetic acid which gave an observed
pH about 0.15 units below the calculated value. Since the
pH meter was satisfactorily calibrated from pH 4.008 (O.O^M
potassium hydrogen phthalate solution) down to pH 1.68 (O.O5 M
potassium hydrogen tetroxalate solution)^ at 25°C this
difference.was ascribed to the use of an inaccurate K valuea
(1.48)^ for this acid. An alternative value(1.37)^  gave 
much better agreement. It was found essential to use the
the full Henderson equation only for the two strongest 
acids, chloroacetic and dichloroacetic. The experimental 
anion concentrations for these two acids were corrected a 
indicated in Appendix(l). All runs were performed at 5-0 
( 0.1°) in the presence of enough potassium chloride to 
bring the total ionic strength up to 0.2 M
2.3 RESULTS
1The H nmr spectrum of camphor is shown in Figure(2.l).
The first eight peaks centred around 2.36 can be assigned to
the 3-exo-proton since they integrate to one proton and give
the expected pattern of splitting, although the individual
peak intensities are not first order. The analysis is
shown in (XII) below. J is the geminal coupling constant,gem
2Jrh? arising from interaction with the 3-endo-proton, and its 
value of l8.0 Hz is near to the top end of the possible
i<— —  j —  n
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range for couplings. J represents the vicinal
rlrl V
coupling to the bridgehead proton at C(4), and has an 
approximate value of 4.5 Hz. Molecular models of camphor 
predict a dihedral angle of about 30° between the bridge­
head hydrogen and the 3-exo-hydrogen, and about 80° for the 
corresponding 3-endo-hydrogen. Use of the well-established
48Karplus rule leads to the conclusion that coupling between 
the bridgehead proton and 3-exo-proton should always be 
appreciable(ca.5 Hz) while that between the bridgehead and 
the endo-proton should be very small (0-0. 5 Hz). This is
therefore a useful guide to the stereochemistry of C(3 )- 
substituted camphors. The smallest coupling in (XII),
, (ca. 2.5 Hz) refers to a long range interaction ,
Lq
probably arising from "W" coupling with the 5-exo-proton.
As regards the remainder of the spectrum(Figure 2.l),
analysis is very difficult in the region 1.0-2.0 ppm due
to the overlapping of signals and the extensive coupling
occurring within the system. Assignment of the 3-endo-
hydrogen is thus not easy. Figure(2.2 ) shows the gradual
disappearance of the 2.3 6 multiplet of camphor when the
ketone is progressively deuteriated in dioxan containing
D^O/NaOD. Some simplification of the aliphatic region
signals does occur but analysis is still awkward. By
3comparison the H nmr spectrum of tritiated camphor ,
shown in Figure(2.1),is simple and leads to the unambiguous
conclusion that the 'hidden' endo-signal is at I.816. This
50is m  good agreement with an analysis by Demarco using
a 220 MHz spectrometer.
Similar comments apply to the case of 3-bromocamphor
[see Figure(2.3)] except that the presence of the bromine at
C(3) has caused the bridgehead signal to separate out from
the rest. The doublet at 4.5 6 has a coupling of 5*0Hz
(and 1.5 Hz fine splitting) and it is clear that the Karplus
rule is not unduly perturbed by the introduction of an
electronegative group, at least , for this system. Hence,
since the signal integrates to one proton , the compound is
3-endo-bromocamphor. Tritiation in dioxan containing HTO/
3
NaOH gave rise to a compound with one main peak in its H
nmr spectrum, and a very much smaller peak to high field of 
this (ca.2$> of total integral). In order to increase the 
percentage of the second peak a DMSO tritiation was carried 
out, and this gave a product whose tritium nmr is given in 
Figure(2.4). A four-fold increase in the percentage of the 
smaller peak has been achieved, and its chemical shift is the 
same as a similar singlet in the proton nmr spectrum. It
must therefore be due to the 3-exo-bromocamphor isomer, 
formed by endo-attack on the enolate anion.
3The H nmr spectrum of 3-carbethoxycamphor[Figure(2.5)3
was acquired without the usual broad-band proton decoupling 
3
so that the couplings could be confirmed. For this
1
camphor it is obvious from the H nmr spectrum that significant
quantities of both exo and endo isomers are present. Thus
two types of bridgehead proton can be seen, and the quartet
and triplet of the ethyl group are slightly shifted upfield
for the exo-carbethoxy compound, probably due to interaction
with the syn-methyl group.
Figure (-2.6 ) shows the H nmr spectrum of 3-cyanocamphor.
3
In the case of nitrocamphor the H nmr spectrum produced 
after a 60 hour acquisition time consisted of a single peak 
at 5.11 ppm, but the signal-to-noise ratio was low and a 
second peak could be hidden.Theoretically, enough activity 
was present in the nmr sample to ensure a good spectrum.
That this did not occur is indicative of the fact that a 
large percentage of a-nitro-ketone is in the aci-form at 25°C 
in CDCl^ (see XIII).
NO I x H\ (XIII)
z cr  2
h v
For comparison, CX-nitro-acetophenone, PhCOCH^NO^ , is
know^^to be 10% in the aci- form in toluene . A broad
signal is expected from the hydroxyl proton, and this
3
would easily be overwhelmed in a H nmr produced from a
low activity compound. Nevertheless, the corresponding
H nmr spectrum does indeed contain a doublet (J=5»5Hz) at
5.16. There is no sign of an upfield singlet deriving
from the 3-exo-nitrocamphor« and so we can conclude that the
compound is at least 95% in the endo-form. This is contrary
to Lowry's original assignment of this ketone as the exo-
or OC'-form on the basis of optical rotations , and is in
agreement with Bell's analysis.
3No H nmr spectrum was obtained for 3-Formylcamphor, 
but the proton spectrum[Figure(2.7)3 is very interesting 
since it reveals that in CDCl^ the substance exists about 
55% in the tautomeric form,(XIV) -hence its original name 
'oxymethylenecamphor' (after Claisen). The alternative
C = 0   ^ C =0.
•C— CHO ^ C^. ^ 0  (XIV)
H \
tautomer } i,e, the aldo-enol form,would create great strain
in the rigid norborayl skeleton, and is thus not likely 
to be present to any significant extent* The signal at 
10*15 6 can be assigned to the hydrogen-bonded enolic 
proton, and the nearby doublet at 9.76 must arise from 
the aldehydic proton of the free exo and endo isomers of 
the aldehyde. The expected vinylic proton peak occurs 
at 6*7 5 .
Table(2.2 ) summarises the points of interest arising 
from the nmr analyses. It is instructive to note that 
the chemical shift of the 3-endo-hydrogen is always 0*3 - 
0.6 ppm up-field of the 3-exo-hydrogen. a useful aid in 
assignment.
TABLE(2.2) Nmr data on [3-3H]-3-X-Camphors in CDCl^ at 25°C
clChemical shift Mole fraction 3 T
X 3-exo-^H
6
/ppm
3-endo-
5
/ppm
of 3-3Hexo
Db
/ppm
H H 1 
H-3-exo- 
H 1 = 4-aH
H 2. 32 1.81 0.53 0.51 4.5 Hz
CO Et 3.25 2.91 0.71 0.34 4.9 Hz 
(JHT=4'7)
CN 3.34 2. 92 O.83 0.42 4.5 Hz
Br 4.52 3-95 0.93 0.59 5 .0 Hz
3 O to 5.11 - - - ■5.5 Hz
a. In ppm from TMS. The chemical shift of the protio form 
was 0.01-0.04 ppm downfield of the triton shift.
b. D = 6 - 6 .exo endo
Examples of actual detritiation curves are shown in 
Figure(2.8), based on the data in Tables(2.3) and (2.4).
TABLE(2.3 ) Detritiation data for [3“^H]-Camphor in 0.0480M 
NaOH solution at 85.0°C (±0.1°).
TIME
/ h r
COUNT 
/ cpm
TIME
/ h r
COUNT
/cpm
0.025 333900 3.50 91700
0.20 29858O 3.85 82030
0.40 281750 4.25 7375O
0.50 270520 4.60 67820
0.60 254580 5-00 60320
0.80 232600 5.40 52170
1.00 222990 5.80 44670
1.20 207800 6.20 37040
1.42 192310 6.60 36580
1 • 60 178340 7.10 30773
1.80 I6765O 7.50 27636
2.00 151470 8.10 24470
2.25 142540 8.70 20550
2.50 132530 9.25 18270
2.75 120940 10.40 14170
3.00 109590 GO 2050
3.25 101740
Note : a. Extent of reaction followed = 96%
TABLE(2,(t) Detritiation data for [3-^H]-3-Bromocamphor
in 0.0250MNa0H solution at 15.0°C (±0.05°).
TIME
/min.
COUNT 
/ cpm
TIME
/min.
COUNT
/cpm
0.5 193170 30.0 14720
2.0 157400 35.0 12280
3.5 132260 40.0 11400
5.0 106170 48.0 9750
6.5 84330 56.0 8840
8.0 75660 64.0 7640
9.5 64380 72.0 6890
11.0 54110 80.0 6350
12.5 46930 91.0 5300
14.3 39540 100.0 5040
l6.0 33090 110.0 4370
18.0 27340 120.0 3880
22.0 21310 GO 540
26.0 17280
The 0PT6 results were occasionally checked by use of 
a program which produced plots of the data points and the 
best-fit line derived from the optimised values. Examples 
of this are displayed in Figure(2.9), the bottom diagram 
referring to the run tabulated for bromocamphor above, the 
top diagram referring to a camphor run not annotated here. 
The ordinate in each case is the extent of detritiation 
parameter,P, and the abscissa is the time axis.
As was stated in section(2.2) the detritiation of 
camphor itself received particular attention because the 
curve was very shallow. Figure(2.10) shows the result 
of an extended run based on the data in Table(2.5) • Since 
sampling was begun after many half-lives the data should be 
dominated by 1 knd the good straight line obtained is 
evidence for this. Runs performed at 70°C in the small
TABLE(2.5) Detritiation data for [3-^H]-Camphor in 0.0480M 
NaOH solution at 85.0°C (± 0.1°C).
TIMEa
/hr.
COUNT
/cpm
TIME
/hr.
COUNT 
/ cpm
0.00 164090 6.10 32110
1.05 123130 7.05 25920
2. 15 88330 8.10 19160
3.00 74090 11.75 8510
4.00 52330 00 2040
4.95 32110
a. Timing was started 11.5 hours after addition 
to reaction mixture.
tap-fitted reaction vessel proved to give excellent 
reproducible optimisations. Table(2.6 ) brings all this
information together. Bearing in mind the fact that the
tritium nmr value for fx f [Table(2.2)] is 0.53 it is
apparent that ffcherresults at 70° are reasonable while those
at 85° are subject to much larger uncertainties, possibly
TABLE(2.6) Rate constants for the detritiation of [3-^H]- 
Camphor at 85°C and at 70°C, in aqueous NaOH 
solution.
TEMP.
/°C
410 ka
1 - 1  /M s
410 kb
/Af-1 -1 /M s
X k /k a b
85.O 32.0a 15.0 0.35-0.49 2.1
(3.0) (1.5)
85.0b - 15 ' 7 - - .
70.0 8.4o 4. 20 O • Ul 0 2.0
(0 .20) (0 .10)
a. Standard deviations in brackets.
b. Extended run.
arising from problems mentioned in the experimental section. 
For the other camphors, however, three or four runs were 
generally sufficient for satisfactory analyses. The 
relevant details are given below in Table(2.7)•
Since it was not known whether or not a small amount 
of endo-tritiated nitrocamphor was present in the tritiated 
sample, an extended run was carried out, analogous to that 
descibed for camphor. The result was that after ten half- 
lives a count of 18000 cpm was obtained. However, the 
infinity was very high, about 15000 cpm, so the conclusion 
is that there is less than 1% of a slowly detritiating
TABLE(2.7) Rates of detritiation* of [3-^H]- 3-X-Camphors
in aqueous media.
X TEMP.
/°c
BASE k a
/M"*s"1
’‘b 
/M"^s"1
X
(nmr)
X
(kinetic)
ka/kb
H _ 70.0 OH" 8.4 x 10"* 4.2 x 10"* 0.53 . 0.50 2.0
CHO 85.0 OH" 2.25 x 10”3 2.08 x 10"* 0.49 10.8
Br 15.0 OH" 9.25 x 10"2 7.83 x 10"3 0.93 0.92 11.8
CN 15.0 H20a 4.70 x 10"7 4.70 x 10"7 O .83 - i.ob
C02Et 15.0 Ac • 5.03 x 10"* 5.03 x 10"* 0.71 - . 1.0b
N02
15.0
&o
CM
X
3.42 x 10"5 - - -
• Standard deviations of 3.0%
a. 0 .0 1 MHydrochloric acid solutions.
b. Typical correlation coefficients were o.9995 - 0.9998 .
impurity in the sample. This of course does not rule 
out the possibility of the presence of some endo-tritiated 
nitrocamphor which detritiates at an equal rate to the exo- 
isomer.
The value for the detritiation rate of nitrocamphor 
given in Table(2.7) refers to a 0.01Mhydrochloric acid 
solution. However, runs were also carried out in 0.10M 
and 0.0026M HC1 solutions to see if there was any significant 
salt effect over this concentration range. Within 
experimental error no such effect was observed. The results 
of runs carried out over the temperature range 5-0° to 25*0°C 
in 0.01 M HC1 solution are shown in Table (2.8) , and the 
corresponding Arrhenius plot (logk against l/T) is given in
in Figure(2.1l) . For the sake of comparison a similar 
study on tritiated benzyl methyl gulphoxide(see chapter l)
3TABLE(2.8) Arrhenius data for [exo-3- H]-Nitrocamphor in 
0.01 M HC1 solution.
TEMP** 103/T 4 T 10 k. 1
5 T
1° V In + 12
/°c /K'1 /s"1 /M-1s ~1
5.0 3-595 7.70 ± 0.2
b
1. 38 0.812
10.0 3.532 12.1 ± 0.3 2. 18 1.265
15.0 3.470 19.0 ± 0.6 3.42 1.717
20.0 3.4h 29.1 ± 0.2 5.24 2.143
25.0 3.354 46.1 i  0.5 8.29 2.602
a. i 0.05°C
b. k2 = ^/[HgO]
gave the results shown in Table(2,9) * Both sets of data
were subjected to a standard activation parameter analysis
using the equations states in section(2.1), The calculated
values for the activation energy,E , and the entropy andact
enthalpy of activation at 25°C are displayed in Table(2,10).
The experiments involving the carboxylate buffers were 
all performed at a temperature of 5.0°C (i0,05°) and at an 
ionic strength of 0.2M. The water catalysed rate was first 
redetermined at this temperature with an ionic strength of
[continued P.130]
TABLE(2.9) Arrhenius data for [CH -benzyl methyl
sulphoxide in aqueous NaOII solution.
TEMP,
/°c
103/T 103 kx
/ a f - l  - 1  /M s
In X
/ 0/o
k /k a b
17.0 3.446 21.9 -3.821 65 ' 13.8
1.58 -6.450
25.0 3.354 '17.8 -3.042 66 H 00 • to
3.63 -5.618
30,. 0 3.299 76.4 -2.571 65 12. 2
6.25 -5.076
TABLE(2,10) Activation parameters for the detritiation
3of [CH - II]-benzyl methyl sulphoxide and 
3[3-exo- H] -nitrocamphor.
Compound
Frequency
Factor
10“6 A
E  +  act
/Kcal mol"1
< 5
/cal K ^ m o l "1
AH25 
/Kcal mol 1
BMSa 1.31xl03
O
*
r
-H -9.70 16.4
1.77xl05 18.7 -9.10 H CO « H
O
0 2.78 14.4 -30.9 13.8
a, i.e. Benzyl methyl sulphoxide.
b, Rates expressed in M ^s 1.'
c, i.e. 3-Nitrocamphor.
0.2M, but was found to be within experimental error of the
-4 -1previous value of 7.7 x 10 s , The data from a series 
of acetate-catalysed detritiations is presented in Table(2,ll) 
and a plot of the first order rate constant against acetate 
ion concentration is shown in Figure(2.13)• This gives a 
water-catalysed rate of 7.4 x 10"’^t in reasonable
agreement with the expected value. The second order rate 
is given by :-
k2 = (kQbs - k”2°)/[0Ac_] (2.13)
TABLE(2.11) Detritiation data for [~3-exo- Hi-3-nitrocamphor 
at 5°C in acetate buffers(1=0.2M)
[0Ac“]
/M
[HOAc]
/M
pH 10k kx 
/s"1
0.0100 0.0416 3.98 28.0
0.0100 0.0132 4.46 27.3
0.0170 0.0661 4.03 41.7
O.O3OO 0.1250 3.97 69.8
0.0300 0.0396 4.47 70.0
Having proved that the water-catalysed rate was well- 
determined and that no hydroxide catalysis could be detected 
(below pH 5) , two or three runs were sufficient for each of
the other buffer systems. The results are collated in 
Table(2 ,12) below.
TABLE(2.12) Rates of detritiation of [3-exo-^H]-3-nitro-
camphor in various buffers at 5°C .(I = 0.2M)
Catalyst ApK io3k2 a log k2/q
1 
CM
ooo
-0.92 205 -0.989
C1CH2C02 +0,98 21.0 -1.98
C12CHC02 +2.47 2.40
1 M
'
• \D to
PhCO- -0.36 130 -1.91
a to o +5.10 1 .38xlO”2 -5.16
a. In M ^s ^ , to ± 3%
53In the above table ApK is given by equation(2.14), 
where !q* is the number of equivalent sites of possible 
proton attachment, and fp f is the number of equivalent 
proton sites.
ApK = pKnitrocamphor - P K ^  + log q/p (2.14)
For this series of buffers, p=l, q=2, so that this becomes: 
•*»
ApK = 3.54 - pKAH + log 2 (2.15)
The hydroxide ion is taken as having q=2 , so that for 
water ApK is 5.1 (i.e. 3.5^-(-1.7^)-log3+log2). A Bronsted 
plot of logkj/q against ApK is given in Figure (2,14) .
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Examples of computer fits to experimental 
detritiation data.
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2.4 DISCUSSION
3The rate constants for the detritiation of [3- H]- 
camphor at 70°C gave an apparent selectivity ratio of 2.0 
for exo to endo deprotonation. This value can be treated
with some confidence because of the excellent agreement 
between kinetic and nmr results for the mole fractions of 
the two species present. Table(2.13) compares our data
TABLE(2.13) Detritiation rate constants for [3-^H]-camphor
i n  a q u e o u s  N a O H  s o l u t i o n s .
T E M P .
410 k
a
/tu- 1 -1 / M  s
410 k
b
/Xf-1 -1 
/ M  s
V k b
R e f e r e n c e
55,0 3.45 1.04 3-3 29
65.0 6.94
co•CM 2. 4 29
75.0 15.0 6.26 2.4 29
85.O 36.9 13.6 2.7 29
70.0 00 • 0 4.20 2.0 T h i s  w o r k
29
w i t h  t h a t  o b t a i n e d  b y  L a j u n e n  , a n d  i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  h e
f i n d s  a s l i g h t l y  l a r g e r  r a t i o  t h a n  t h a t  d e t e r m i n e d  h e r e .  It
i s  i n t e r e s t i n g  t o  s e e  t h a t  a l t h o u g h  h i s  r a t e  c o n s t a n t s  a r e
thought to be within 0 .5-1.0% the k /k , ratios varyexo endo
n o n - u n i f o r m l y . E v i d e n t l y  t h e  e r r o r s  a r e  l a r g e r  t h a n  
a n t i c i p a t e d .  A n  A r r h e n i u s  i n t e r p o l a t i o n  o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  
s h o w s  t h a t  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  i s  m a i n l y  d u e  t o  d i f f e r i n g  e x o -
rates (k?0 = 1.12 x 10“  ^M”1s“1 k^° = 4.l8 x 10~*^ M“ 1) .exo 1 endo
There are two possible explanations which must be considered.
Firstly, reference to Scheme(2) shows that the detritiation
process is not a simple one, and hence it can give rise to
anomalous temperature dependence. However, as equation(2.2)
indicates, the temperature of the exo detritiation will be
dominated by that for k^, and thus will be normal. Furthermore
Lajunen obtains reasonable Arrhenius plots(correlation
coefficient >0.99) for both processes. The second
explanation is that there is a difference in the experimental
procedures used. As was mentioned in section(2.2), it was
thought that the large uncertainties originally obtained in
this work for camphor derived from loss of ketone into the
vapour phase. This would tend to give an initial fast
apparent detritiation rate. Another factor to take into
5kaccount was hydration, but literature results indicated
that camphor would not be hydrated to any significant extent,
and moreover, hydration equilibrium would be reached within
a minute or so,at elevated temperatures. The technique
devised in this work, whereby camphor was pre-equilibrated
prior to the addition of the catalyst(NaOH), led to
satisfactory runs which were reproducible, and this tends to
confirm that the second explanation is correct.
The value of 2.0 for k /k , at 70°C can be comparedexo endo
with the "direct exchange" ratio (H-»D) of about 20 at
o 23 2k
25 C. 1 It is also of the same order of magnitude as
k^ /k^ _ for the dedeuteriation^ (2 .0 ) of camphor butexo endo r
these values refer to mixed solvent systems and it is not 
feasible to apply equation(2.3) in this connection.
An interesting correlation between kinetic acidity
and ketone structure is given in Appendix(II). It is
based on the MINDO/3 calculat ions described in chapter 1 ,
and includes camphor.
As regards the remaining camphors it is apparent that
a Hammett plot cannot be constructed because of the
variation in catalyst. However, it is immediately obvious
on inspection of Table(2.6 ) that the order of rates is in
the order expected on the basis of the C-H activating
'55ability of the 3-substituent . One exception to this 
can be noted- the case where the substituent is the formyl
56group. CTj. (nmr) for CHO is only a little less than that
for Br (0.A4,0.31 respectively), and yet the exo and endo
detritiation rates are lower than those for camphor itself.
This anomalous result is possibly the product of hydration
phenomena. Thus while simple ketones are known to be
little hydrated in aqueous solution , simple aldehydes
(especially those with electron withdrawing groups near the
5 4carbonyl function) are known to be extensively hydrated.
The situation with camphoraldehyde is further complicated 
since the vsample solution used is dioxan containing several 
tritiated tautomers of the substrate. Scheme(3) shows the 
reaction pathway proposed for the endo-tritiated isomer.
It is assumed that the hydroxymethylene form is less 
important in water because of the tendency for water to 
displace equilibria involving intramolecular enol bonding, 
and also because the hydrated aldehyde is likely to be the 
more favoured form. The mechanism is also oversimplified
SCHEME(3)
in
dioxan
H
H 2°
V
\.
Mf
CHO
H
+ ISOMER 
(hydrated)
CHO
T
CHO
T
K
CH(OH)
CHO
to some extent since the gem-diol will be slightly ionised 
in aqueous hydroxide solution, but this does not alter the 
general conclusions. These hinge on the hypothesis that 
the tritiated gem-diol will not undergo detritiation at 
any significant rate, especially if it is in the anionic 
form. Since the hydration equilibrium is set up rapidly 
the fraction of free aldehyde will be given by fK^ 1 where 
this is the dehydration equilibrium constant for the diol. 
Hence, the observed rate constant is given by:
obs (2.16)
If K ,«1 then the results obtained are reasonable, and to d ’
confirm the above mechanism it would be necessary to carry 
out U.V. or polarographic experiments of the type described
54by Bell to determine the exact value of this constant.
It is interesting to see that a rate ratio of 11.0 is 
obtained for this system, though whether this originates 
from steric effects on the deprotonation process or on the 
dehydration equilibrium is difficult to say. Hammett 
constants for the ’CHCOH)^ group are not available but are 
not likely to be vastly different from those of 'CH^OH*
56which are usually very small(e.g. <Tj.(nmr) ~ 0. 01) . In
such a situation then it is to be expected that steric 
factors will outweigh the inductive effect factors , and 
so the above hypothesis seems well founded.
The exchange diagram for the other C (3)-substituted 
camphors is a lot simpler than those previously encountered. 
Scheme(4) takes tritiated bromocamphor as an example.
Clearly there is now no possibility of isomerisation between 
the tritiated isomers , and so the measured selectivity 
ratio derives from simple rate constants (this is not
v 26
necessarily the case for the corresponding deuteriation) .
However, unlike [3- H]-camphor itself, there is now the 
added complication that it is feasible to have large ground
state differences between the isomers. This will be
determined by the position of equilibrium of 'C 1 and ' D f
SCHEME(4)
Br
(C)
(A)
k
- 1
(B)
Br
vk
kx - OH
(E)
Br
OH
.Br
T
-  2
Br
(D)
in Scheme(4), assuming that tritium substitution will not 
affect it. Thus.
K
k k 
-1 2
k k - 1 -2
[ endo] 
[ exo ]
(2.17)
For camphor, by the principle of microreversibility, the 
ratio of ketonisation rates is identical to the ratio of
- J.-je*-
For bromocamphor, if it is assumed that the tritiation
procedure resulted in an equilibrium mixture, then the
kinetic analyses indicate that 92% of the compound is in
the endo-form. This is in excellent agreement with Lowry's 
57work and leads to K = 92/8 = 11.5 • Now, as explained
T Tabove, the detritiation rate ratio (k^/k^) is equal to the
'direct exchange' rate ratio(k^/k^), and has been found(see
Table(2.7),) to be about 11.0 , contrary to Bell's supposition
44that it would be close to unity. Hence, the actual ratio
of exo to endo attack on the enolate ion 'E' is given by
1 K(k^/k^)' ^ 127, a large value but understandable on the
basis of an appreciable interaction between the exo-bromine
58and the syn-methyl group.
Similar considerations apply to the other substituted 
camphors studied here, but the equilibrium corrections are 
not known. Nevertheless, since detritiation ratios of 
unity were obtained for the cyano and carbethoxy substrates, 
and significant amounts of the endo-tritiated isomers were 
proven to be present, it can be said that these corrections 
will be small. For these camphors the activating influence 
of the substituent smothers steric effects.
The detritiation of 3-nitrocamphor was studied in some 
detail. A Bronsted treatment (carboxylate ion catalysis) 
gave a |3 value of O .58 for a range of about 4 pK units 
(correlation coefficient =0 .996, with the omission of the 
point for water catalysis). This compares with Bell's 
value of 0.40 over a much wider range for the protio and
deuterio forms, though he does make the point that his 
slopes cannot be truly parallel since a variation in isotope 
effect is observed along the series. Combining his rate 
constant for bromination of nitrocamphor with the detritiation 
rate determined here leads to an isotope effect of 10.6 for 
kn/kf at 25°C. Thus the (3 exponent determined here 
indicates a fairly symmetrical transition state, with
respect to proton transfer(cf. (3 = 0.65for the ionisation of
5 9 6 0ethyl nitroacetate , and (3 = 0 .6? for nitromethane ), and
the tritium isotope effect corroborates this (cf. a k^/k^ of
-  6112.1 for p-nitroacetophenone reacting with OH ) . It can
therefore be concluded that nitrocamphor is behaving as an 
entirely normal carbon acid, neither displaying detectable 
tunnelling effects nor abnormal Bronsted behaviour^.
The entropies of activation obtained for nitrocamphor 
water-catalysed exchange and benzyl methyl sulphoxide OH - 
catalysed exchange are typical for reactions of this class. 
Although it has been stated that " the entropy criterion 
must be excercised with caution and preferably in conjunction 
with other criteria" as regards series of simple reactions 
it is possible to make certain generalisations about expected 
entropy changes. Usually a simple analysis in terms of 
translational and rotational entropies is sufficient 
(vibrational entropy contributions tend to be very small).
Thus in the case of proton transfers the following classes
In class(a) we have two neutral molecules giving rise 
to two heavily solvated ions. AS* will therefore be 
dominated by the loss of translational entropy of the 
solvent,since the transition state will be intermediate 
between reactants and products and thus is expected to 
approximate to a solvated ion-pair. Large negative AS* 
values are hence predicted for all such cases not involving 
extremely reactant-like (early) transition states. In 
class(b)where one of the reactants is an ion it is not so 
easy to predict the solvation of the transition state because 
the solvation of the ion B will depend heavily on the nature 
of B. Nevertheless it can be said that in general a 
smaller negative AS* is expected. Class(c) is actually 
the reverse of (a) and by a similar argument it can be seen 
that a positive AS* should result. Table(2.14) collects 
together literature data on this subject.On the whole, the 
above generalisations are satisfactorily followed, the 
major exception being the trifluoro derivative of benzoyl- 
acetone which is probably behaving rather like an ion in 
that it is strongly solvated- the tendency for fluoro 
ketones to form hydrates is well documented.
TABLE(2.14) AS* for a number of simple proton transfer 
reactions.
CLASS REACTANT AS*
/cal K ^mol
REFERENCE
(a) Ethyl 2-oxocyclopentane- 
carboxylate
-38 64
Benzoylacetone -3.3 65
Malononitrile -22 66
t-Butylmalononitrile -21 66
Nitrocamphor -31 This work
Benzoyltrifluoroacetone -12 65
Acetylacetonea -34 72
'(b) Nitroethane -15 67
Acetone -21 68
1,4-Dicyanobut-2-ene -12 69
Acetophenone .-19 61
Benzyl methyl sulphoxide -9.5b This work
(c) Adenine +7 70
Guanine + 10 71
a. Enolisation.
b. Mean value fpr the two diastereotopic sites.
APPENDIX (i) : The Henderson-Hasselbalch Equation
The pH of a buffer made up from 'C ’ moles of an acid
a 46
HA, and 10^ * moles of its salt, NaA, is given by:-
c + [ i r ]  -  [OH']
pH = pKa + log -- — ---------
C - [H+] + [OH ] a
where P^a = the apparent acid dissociation constant 
of HA at the ionic strength considered.
Below pH 7, [OH ]<S^ [H+] and thus this simplifies to :
c „  + C H + ]
pH = pK^ + log ___ ■
Ca - [ H+]
This indicates that the true concentration of the salt, 
[NaA], is obtained by adding a pH correction term to 
i.e. [antilog(pH)]/f^ , where f^ is the activity
coefficient of hydrogen ion at ionic strength 'i*. 
However, under certain conditions this correction can be 
neglected, and further simplification occurs to give:-
pH = pKa + log(Cb/Ca )
Such an equation applies, for example, to buffers of
acetic or benzoic acids in the pH range 4 to 10 provided
that C,^ . 0.01M. b
APPENDIX (II) Correlation of ketone reactivities with
electronic parameters.
Full MINDO/3 calculations were carried out on acetone, 
methoxyacetone, methyl ethyl ketone, methyl isopropyl 
ketone and methyl neopentyl ketone. Attempts were then 
made using conventional regression analysis to correlate
the rates of detritiation of the methyl groups with various
. *
MO parameters .(Salomaa’s rate constants were taken, apart
from that for methyl neopentyl ketone where the value
determined here was used.) The parameters tried were
^ * \ t \ JdOMO DEMO _HOMO J _LEMO- ,^  (n = l to y , ’ ^n ’ and E where the
subscripts refer to atoms around the carbonyl function as
in : -
o1 
I o
1 3
- C  C 3h 3
HOMO’ 1 refers to the net charge at atom ’n 1 , 1 1 is the
orbital coefficient in the highest occupied MO, 1 1 that
.. , , , HOMO LEMO,m  the lowest empty MO. !E 1 and 'E 1 are the
energies of these two orbitals.
A correlation between logk^ and and was
found(99% level of significance). In order to test this
out further, an average value for the (X-detritiation of
o 29
camphor was estimated (for 25 C) from Lajunen’s data.
In spite of the fact that steric effects must to some
extent be present (since methylene group results have been
introduced) an excellent correlation with the same parameters
*See chapter 1
was again found when the camphor data was incorporated.
COMPOUND Q2
L^EMOE
/eV
logkT
(25°C)
Acetone 0.548 2.044 -2.66
Methoxy- 
. acetone
0.507 0.721 -2.23
MIPKa 0.53^ 1.270 -2.74
MNK 0.532 1.236 -2.68
MEK 0.536 l. 243 -2.86
Camphor 0.545 -0.500 -4.84
a. See text for codes.
The correlation equation was :
logkT = 0.92 ELEMO- 40<^ + 17*4
This gave an F value of 1111, indicating a 99*9% level of
significance. The multiple correlation coefficient was 0.999,
, , , . ^ „LEM0and no correlation was found between and E
Standard error of estimate = 0.04
.. .. coefficient = 1.35
ELEMO =  0.02
- A - j y -
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
3.1A General
The history of isotopic hydrogen exchange experiments
dates back to shortly after the discovery of deuterium in
1932 by Urey^. The existence of the hydrogen-3 isotope,
2tritium, was reported in 193 ,^ but its radioactivity was 
not discovered until 1939. It soon became commercially 
available and the scope of hydrogen exchange studies was 
greatly increased. Since then a good deal of work has 
been done on finding ways and means of introducing deuterium 
or tritium into different classes of organic molecules,and 
papers on both the theoretical and practical aspects have 
appeared in many diverse journals. As was mentioned 
earlier, the importance of such labelled compounds stems,at 
least in part, from their use in elucidating the reaction 
mechanisms of both chemical and biological systems . A 
good example of the latter is provided by the use of 
labelled derivatives in the pharmaceutical industry, where 
it is common to place a deuteriated or tritiated drug in a 
biologically active environment, and then to embark on 
either metabolite or pharmacokinetic studies.
Work in the present chapter is concerned with the 
problem of incorporating label into the complex, very stable, 
alicyclic structure composed of three fused chair-form 
cyclohexane rings, and known trivially as ’adamantane1,(I), 
Adamantane itself was isolated in 1933, but interest in it
and its derivatives was not aroused until 1964 when it was 
discovered that 1-adamantanamine hydrochloride (amantadine 
or "Symmetrel”) displayed antiviral activity towards certain
(I)
influenza strains . A large number of other therapeutic
effects have since been ascribed to adamantane compounds
and, interestingly, it has also turned out that the activity
of known drugs is often enhanced by the inclusion of the
5
adamantyl moiety f a feature possibly of the lipophilic 
nature of the hydrocarbon skeleton helping drug transport 
across membranes. In addition to its pharmacological uses, 
the adamantane nucleus has proved an exacting "testing- 
ground" in physical organic chemistry for theories of 
solvolysis and substituent effects since its stereochemistry 
is nearly ideal - not only is it an extremely rigid system 
but also no complications from elimination reactions or 
backside solvent participation can arise ,
As stated above the labelling methods are many and 
diverse, and only two types were dealt with here- namely, 
exchange catalysed by homogeneous or heterogeneous transition 
metal catalysts. However, a brief summary will be given of 
other techniques which have been used for tritiation or 
deuteriation :
■7
(i) The method of "recoil labelling "necessitates neutron 
bombardment of a mixture of the substrate and a lithium
salt for several days. Energetic recoil tritons from
the Li(n,a) reaction replace protium in the substrate,
but naturally radiation damage is very high and the
subsequent purification difficult,
8(ii)The Wilzbach method simply involves the exposure of
the finely divided substrate to tritium gas(l-10Ci )
for 3-20 days at room temperature, A wide variety of
organic compounds have been thus labelled , but again
radiation damage occurs, though not nearly so extensively
as in the recoil method. Reaction times can be reduced
(at the cost of more by-products) by the use of an
electric discharge or U.V. radiation.
(iii)Strong carbon acids such as the nitroalkanes,|3-diketones
9and p-disulphones can be labelled merely by treatment
with 0^0 or HTO . Weaker acids(pK 12-25) require the
presence of hydroxide ion as a catalyst"^, while very
weak carbon acids can only be exchanged in highly basic 
11media such as the alcohol alkoxide solutions (the
order of basicity is OH in < OMe” in MeOH < 0Et"~ in
EtOH) or dipolar aprotic solvents (e.g. DMSO) containing 
OH ion.
12(iv)Reduction methods includes the use of T or D with a 
Group VIII metal for the hydrogenation of carbon-carbon 
double bonds, and of deuteriated or tritiated metal 
hydrides for that of compounds containing carbonyl 
or imine functions. A related reaction , the 
replacement of halogen by hydrogen , is often accomplished 
with palladium and T or D .
(v) Strongly acid solutions such as SbF_/HS0o , CFoC0oH
5 J 3 £
and 8MHC1 solutions have been used to label a wide 
variety of hydrocarbons, (e,g, methane'*'^, cycloalkenes^^ 
and aromatics^^) .
(vi)Lewis acids such as SbCl A1C1. and RA1X_ have been
5 3 ^
l6 17the subject of extensive investigation ’ since they
can induce rapid exchange at room temperature and are 
little affected by steric constraints. Both aromatic 
and aliphatic positions can be labelled, and useful 
selectivities exist.^
3.IB Heterogeneous methods of isotope exchange
Heterogeneous exchange was first performed in the
1930’s and involved the equilibration of hydrogen and
19 20deuterium gas on transition metal surfaces ’ . Much
effort was subsequently expended in trying to characterise
the mechanisms concerned, and later, in the 1950’s, the
emphasis switched to the use of isotopic water instead of
gas in an attempt to cut down on competing reactions such
as hydrogenations, and also because this was more convenient
experimentally. Gradually the classical theories of
20Farkas and Farkas have given way to the "ir-complex
21adsorption" theory , but this will not be discussed here.
It rapidly became apparent that the best catalysts were
Group VIII metals such as platinum, nickel (including Raney
nickel), rhodium and iridium, the most active almost always 
22 23being platinum ’ , The experimental procedure simply
entails thermostatting a solution of the substrate ( or the
neat liquid) at 120°-150°C in the presence of a finely 
divided Group VIII metal (generally a pre-reduced halide 
or oxide) together with labelled gas or water as isotope 
source. Aromatic compounds tend to be easily labelled by 
this technique, although poisoning of the catalyst often 
occurs with nitro- or halogeno-substrates , either because 
of hydrogen atom scavenging on the surface, or because of 
very strong Tt-bond adsorption and consequent displacement 
of the isotope source. Additionally, however, it is well 
known that alkyl groups attached to benzene rings also are
2ksusceptible to labelling , and for some metals, notably 
25nickel , this exchange is the predominant one. The
pattern of labelling that results is usually typified by
a sharp decrease in the amount of label from the OC-position
26to the terminal position . An important feature of these
reactions is that they are characterised by an fM ! value
27greater than unity (about 2 to 3 in the case of benzene ),
Here ’ M 1 refers to the multiple exchange parameter of
27Anderson and Kemball , and is equal to the average number
of isotope atoms entering the substrate molecule under
initial conditions. It is also noteworthy that as regards
the aromatic labelling of rings containing substituents,
positions ortho to even moderately large groups are
21severely if not completely deactivated ,
3 ,1C Homogeneous methods of isotope exchange
Homogeneous catalysts have been used for some years
as promoters in isomerisations, hydrogenations,oxidations
2 8carbonylations and polymerisation reactions , But their
use in isotope exchange reactions was unknown until 19&7
29 30when Garnett ’ reported the labelling of benzene and 
some derivatives by the homogeneous catalyst sodium 
tetrachloroplatinate(II), Na^PtCl^ , The reaction medium 
was 30 mol% CH^CO^D-D^O containing a small amount of 
hydrochloric acid to minimise disproportionation of the 
catalyst at the temperature used(75-130°C) :-
2PtCl|“ - N Pt° + PtClg" + 2 Cl” (3.1)
The presence of an aromatic such as pyrene also hinders this. 
Neither the precipitated Pt(0) nor the Pt(IV) salt catalysed 
the exchange. The technique is experimentally convenient 
since many organic compounds are soluble in the acetic acid 
medium, and the procedure is always a one-step operation 
(whereas heterogeneous exchange often involves a pre­
reduction stage). Moreover, compounds which are difficult
to label heterogeneously , such as nitrobenzene and
30acetophenone , proved no problem for this catalyst system.
Nevertheless the two types of catalysis share certain
fundamental properties , and this has led to the belief
that they have common reaction mechanisms- thus a study of
the homogeneous system could provide a suitable model for
2 -the more intractable heterogeneous system. With PtCl^ , for
example, the multiple exchange parameter is again greater
31than unity (about k in the case of benzene ), and ortho­
deactivation occurs^,
Alkylbenzenes undergo side chain exchange, with
preference for incorporation of label at the Ot- and
32 3 3terminal positions , In 19^9 Shilov and co-workers
showed that the method was applicable to alkanes. Exchange
rates were found to be slower (but of the same order of
magnitude) than those for aromatic compounds, with the
3 kmost reactive being cyclohexane , The alkane reactivity
diminishes in the order primary > secondary > tertiary, and 
35Hodges et al have observed a correlation of exchange rate
with ionisation potential (provided that this latter
property refers to the appropriate orbitals). Kinetic 
3kstudies showed that the exchange was first order in
substrate and varied inversely with chloride ion concentration
(for which reason perchloric acid became favoured in
2 -stabilising the PtCl^ solution).Several mechanisms have
3 3 6  37been advanced ’ and these have been reviewed by Webster .
Since (i) ortho-deactivation occurs , (ii) alkanes and
aromatics show similar behaviour (M>1, isotope effects of 
3kca. 1 ,7) the "associative" mechanisms,involving 
intermediates such as (II) and (III) below , seem unlikely. 
[Associative processes are characterised by the formation of 
a C-L bond before the scission of the exchanging C-H bond].
The alternative "dissociative" mechanisms are more attractive 
in that the TT-complexes invoked (e.g. (IV) and (V) ) can be
(II) (III)
Cl,
Pt
ClCl
Cl u
s Hv /=\ ,D 
HPt
C l ^  i^Cl 
S
(after Garnett)2'*' (after Gold)^
written for alkanes as well as aromatics. New light has
O Q  O Q
recently been thrown on the mechanism of this exchange ,’
(IV) (V)
S
1JV
^  Pt' 
C l ^  | ^ C 1
s
Pt.
Cl""' | ^C1
Cl
(after Garnett)2'*' (after Gold)^
Two other metals have been found to give catalytically
active homogeneous chloro-complexes, namely, iridium and
rhodium. Sodium hexachloroiridate(III), Na^IrClg, behaves
2 -very similarly to PtCl^ in that it catalyses exchange in 
Zj- o 4l
alkylbenzenes and in alkanes . 'M1 values are again high,
and the order of reactivity is CH > CH > CH . Although less
J 2
efficient a catalyst, it does not need the presence of
mineral acid, and can survive long reaction times(150 hr,)
over a wide temperature range(130-170°C). The same
42comments apply to rhodium trichloride ,RhCl^, which is the 
least active of these three catalysts, but is again very 
stable to heat.
Hydride complexes such as TaH(PPh0)(C_H_)_ and
3 5 5 ^
NbH^CC^H^)^ are known to catalyse aryl exchange in the
k3presence of gas , but the mechanism is quite different 
to those above- for example ,'Mf is unity , and no side- 
chain labelling occurs.
Several of the above mentioned catalysts were
selected to tackle the problem of labelling a number of
adamantane derivatives;namely, heterogeneous platinum and
Raney nickel, and the homogeneous catalysts RhCl^ and 
2-PtCl^ . Extent of deuteriation was monitored.mass 
spectrometrically, and for a few compounds nmr 
spectroscopy (in conjunction with a "Lanthanide Shift 
Reagent", LSR) was used to determine the pattern of labelling.
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL
This work was carried out within the spectroscopy
section of the Lilly Research Centre, Windlesham. The
compounds used were obtained there, pure,, and were further
checked for identity and purity by GC-MS. All such work
was performed on an LKB 9000 linked to a VG Datasystem 2000
computer. Diagrams 3-Cl) to 3-(VIII) show the structural
formulae of the substrates, all but one of which are
3 7derivatives of tricyclo[3•3.1•1 ’ ]decane, commonly known
as adamantane. Table(3.1) contains GLC data on these
3-(I) : X= COCH^ , Methyl 1-adamantyl
ketone
X 3-(II): X= CN , 1-Adamantanecarbonitrile
3-(HI) : X= H , Adamantane 
3-(IV): X= COCH^Br , Bromomethyl
1-adamantyl ketone
3-(V) : XrrNH^.HCl , 1-Adamantanamine
hydrochloride
3- (VI) A d a m a nt. a n - 2 - o 11 e
3-(VII)
3-(VIII) Camphor
compounds obtained from a Hewlett-Packard 5720A fitted 
wuth an 0V1 column (6 1). Various other columns were use 
but the details are not presented here,
TABLE(3.1) GLC conditions for adamantane derivatives.
Compound Solvent Column Temperature3
/°c
Retention 
Distance*3 /cm
H1CO Acetone 0V1 180 4.3
3-(II) • • •• • •
CO•co
/---V
H
 
H
 
. 
H1co Hexane 99 • • 1.6
3-(rv) Acetone 99 200-
270C
4.8
3-(v) • • 99 130 6.1
/*\
H>1CO • • 99 180 3.0'
3-(VII) *• 99 280 2.5
3-(VIII) • • 99 150 2.7
a. Pressures : Air , 12 ; nitrogen, 35-40; hydrogen, 20-
25. (In lbf in"2).
b. These are not referenced to any standard and are 
intended as a qualitative guide only.
c. Temperature gradient of 8°C/min.
Four different catalytic systems were tried out on selected 
compounds. Two of the systems were homogeneous, the other 
two heterogeneous. In brief , the former methods entailed 
the use of a soluble metal salt (K^PtCl^ or RhCly) in a 
50 mol0/ CH3C02D-D20 medium, whereas the latter methods 
depended upon the catalytic activity of finely divided 
transition metals(platinum or nickel). Typical procedures 
for each of the four techniques are described below,
(i) K^PtCl^ exchanges
34The method of Hodges et al was used, Deuterioacetic 
acid, CH^CC^D, was prepared by refluxing AnalaR acetic 
anhydride(k ,0 ml) with a slight excess of 020 (0,8 ml) for 
30 minutes. After drying the product over anhydrous 
Na2S0^ the nmr spectrum was taken. No carboxylic proton 
could be seen (normal amplitudes). Substantially deuteriat 
perchloric acid, DCIO^, was obtained by diluting 2ml of 
commercial perchloric acid (72/w/w) with 0Q0 (2ml), then 
evaporating to half-bulk. This was repeated several times. 
The resulting solution was standardised against sodium 
hydroxide solution ,and was found to be 9.5 M.
Generally, 40-60 mg of the substrate were dissolved in 
the deuterioacetic acid(0.7ml), and 4-6 mg of potassium tetra 
chloroplatinate(II) in D20(0,22 ml). Deuterioperchloric 
acid(20(il) was syringed into this latter solution in order 
to raise the acidity of the medium, and to remove the 
potassium as the insoluble perchlorate- this settled to the 
bottom of the mixing vial, enabling the supernatant solution 
to be easily separated and then added to the acetic acid
solution, A small amount of an aromatic compound such 
as benzene or naphthalene was dissolved in the acetic 
acid to act as a stabiliser for the platinum catalyst, so 
lengthening the time taken for the disproportionation to 
occur. The resultant reaction mixture was sealed in a 
thick walled glass tube(0,8 mm o,d.) without evacuation, 
and thermostatted for 20-50 hours at 100°C.
The concentrations used can be summarised as :-
[DCIO^] ~ 0.2M, [PtCl^ ] ~ 0.02M, [substrate]~ 0,3M, and
[stabiliser] ~ 0.01-0.03M , The CH^CC^D-D^ mixture was
kept at 50 mol% in all cases except for cyanoadamantane,
where a 63 mol% acetic acid concentration was used. All
samples were homogeneous apart from those containing (VII)
which were just saturated.
Compounds 3-(I) to 3-(VII) were all subjected to the
above technique. At the end of some runs precipitated
platinum metal was thrown down, but this is known to be
30ineffective as a catalyst under these conditions. After 
cooling , the contents of each tube were extracted into 
aqueous NaOH solution(2M)/ ether (I2ml:30ml), The aqueous 
layer was further treated with another aliquot of ether, 
and the combined organic layers were dried over anhydrous 
Na2S0^. Rotary evaporation was used to remove the bulk 
of the ether, the remainder being allowed to evaporate off 
at ambient temperatures. The residues(50-90/ yields) were 
subjected to GC-MS analysis.
(ii) RhCl^ exchanges
The experimental procedure is very similar to that
described above for K^PtCl^, and differs only in the choice
of temperature and the choice of additives. The tendency
2-to disproportionate is considerably less than for PtCl^ , 
hence no stabiliser is required, A higher temperature can 
be set (130°C), and there is no need for mineral acid;indeed
42this can hinder exchange ,
A typical reaction mixture thus contained : RhCl ,H 0,
j
from Koch-Light(9mg, 0.04M); 0^0(0,lml); CH^CO^ (0, 8ml) and
substrate(90mg,0 ,3-0 ,5M ),
Compounds 3-(VI) and 3-(VIII) were selected for
treatments of this type. For comparison, the method was
also applied to a simple monocyclic compound, cyclohexanol,
The samples were all left at 130°C for over 100 hours, by
which time precipitation of the metal had generally begun.
The subsequent work-up and analysis was essentially the same
2 -as detailed above for the PtCl^ exchanges,
(iii) Heterogeneous Pt exchanges
A finely divided active form of platinum was prepared
23by borohydride reduction of "Adam’s catalyst” (PtO ), 
Sodium borohydride,NaBH^ ,(l.Og), was added slowly to a 
suspension of the catalyst(0,25g) in water(100ml), When 
effervescence had ceased the mixture was warmed to about 
70°C for 5 minutes in order to destroy excess hydride. After 
allowing time for the precipitated• platinum to settle, most 
of the water was decanted. Inorganic salts were removed
by washing repeatedly with water, care being taken to 
ensure that the metal was never exposed dry to the air 
since this would impair activity. As a last stage the 
metal was usually washed in a little 0^0 before being 
added as a slurry to the substrate contained in a simple 
glass tube(0,8mm o,d.) . A f t e r  tamping down the mixture 
with a glass-wool plug, the sample tube was necked and 
temporarily sealed with a serum cap. The tube was then 
evacuated with the aid of a syringe attached to a vacuum 
line, and 0^0 was added, together with a solvent for the 
compound, generally dioxan. The mixture was then frozen 
in liquid nitrogen prior to sealing in a flame. Typical 
quantities were substrate (60-80mg) ; D^O( 100|il); dioxan 
(100(11); platinum(60-70mg) ,
Compounds 3-(I) to 3-(IV),and 3-(VIII) were chosen for
this study. The samples were thermostatted at 130°C for
40-70 hours before extraction into ether/water and work-up
as above,[Adamantane was extracted into CCl^]. For the
sake of comparison the same method was applied to a simple
aromatic compound, acetanilide(0 .5g) ,except that a lower
temperature was used(l20°C), and the D^O was replaced by
HT0(20(il, 1,0 Ci), Work-up was by extract ion with tetra-
hydrofuran, followed by removal of the ether and recrystal-
3-lisation of the product from hot water. The H nmr was 
obtained in the usual manner,
(iv) Raney nickel exchanges
Raney nickel(grade 1T11) was prepared according to the
45method of Dominguez et al - 50/50 nickel-aluminium alloy
(4g) was added, with constant stirring, to a 10% NaOH 
solution(60ml) at ’90—95°C over a period of 20-30 minutes. 
After completion of the addition, the stirring was 
continued for one hour before the water was decanted. The 
Raney nickel was then washed with an excess of water until 
the washings were neutral to phenolphthalein. Finally, it 
was washed once with ethanol prior to storage over the same 
solvent. Care was taken when handling the metal since on 
drying it tended to be pyrophoric. Samples were made up 
as for heterogeneous platinum except that the tubes were 
evacuated for a few minutes longer in order to remove the 
alcohol. The solvent, if used, was either 200(j,l of dioxan 
or cyclohexane. About 75-150p,l of was usec*. Compounds
3- (II) , 3- (HI) , 3-(V) and 3- (VIII) were chosen for this 
study, and were thermostatted at 130°C for 50 to 250 hours. 
Work-up was as described previously although chloroform 
was used in place of ether for extraction of adamantane,[The 
chloroform was dried with MgSO^, not Na^SO^],
Non-Aqueous Exchanges
In order to find out if the homogeneous metal catalysts
used here retain their activity in non-aqueous media a
number of experiments were carried out , The solvents
selected were dioxan and dimethyl sulphoxide(DMS0), both
46aprotic, with dielectric constants of 2,2 and 49, 
respectively (25°C),
(a) A solution of 3-(VII),(21mg), in DMS0-dg (0,35 ml) 
containing D^O (50[il) , RhCl H^O (6mg) and a trace of TMS
was thermostatted at 93°C for 4l hours in a capped 5mm nmr 
tube. The nmr spectrum was periodically taken on a
Varian A60 spectrometer known to give an integration accuracy 
of ±2% ,
(b) RhCl^.H^O was also used to make up samples of 3-(VII) 
and 3-(VIII) in which DMSO-dg was replaced by dioxan, with 
the same quantities as in (a), Both samples were kept at 
90°C for 25 hours before being subjected to GC-MS analysis,
(c) About 25mg of 3-(VI) and 3-(VII) were dissolved in 
DMSO-dg (0,5ml) and to this was added an aqueous solution of 
PtCl^ prepared in the usual way from K^PtCl^ (4mg), DCIO^ 
(9|ll) and (50|il) , Both samples were thermostatted at
70°C in nmr tubes 3-(VI) for 26 hours and 3-(VII) for 85 
hours. Again, nmr spectra were periodically taken.
LIS-Studies
The complex nmr spectra of adamantanone and acetyl- 
adamantane were resolved by the use of the lanthanide shift 
reagent(LSR) 'Eu(fod)^,d^y' , the ligand 'fod' being
partially deuteriated heptafluorooctane-3,5-dione, (VI),
D C-C-CO-CH — CO-CF — CF — CF (VI)
j I  ^ 2 2 3
CD3
47The method of Cockerill and Rackham was used and a 
'Europium shift parameter',6 , was determined for each type 
of proton in the two substrates by following nmr spectral 
changes upon addition of the LSR to solutions of the
compounds in CDCl^, A Varian A60 spectrometer was used,
the solutions being referenced to internal TMS . The LSRwas
freshly dried in a conventional heated jacket vacuum
desiccator before use.
Once equipped with the relevant shift information,
the same LSR study was applied to adamantanone and acetyl-
2 -adamantane samples which had been subjected to the PtCl^ 
exchange technique, and then purified by CH^OH/CHCl^ 
elution through a silica-gel column, Nmr integrals were 
carefully measured in order to locate sites of deuteriation,
3,3 RESULTS and DISCUSSION
The main body of the results are summarised in Table(3.2) 
in terms of* the degree of deuteriation, A more complete 
account of each catalyst system is given below,
3.3A Raney Nickel,
Although Raney nickel has been shown to be an effective
48catalyst for the tritiation of alkyl groups in compounds
such as propylbenzene it promotes little isotope exchange
in the adamantane derivatives studied here. Indeed,
reduction of any unsaturated substituent seems much more
likely. Thus, a mass spectrum of the adamantan-2-one
reaction product gave a large (M++3) peak at m/e 153,
indicative of reduction to the monodeuteriated alcohol
(^TCDOH), This was confirmed by the appearance of the
nmr spectrum. Similarly, GLC and MS evidence was collected
which proved that in the case of cyanoadamantane extensive
hydrolysis occurred rapidly , but with no concomitant
labelling. The forcing conditions to which the parent
compound,adamantane, was exposed(460 hours at 130°C)
resulted in the production of d^ and d^ labelled species
(30,5%,8,0% respectively). This unusual pattern is
strongly reminiscent of that obtained by Schrage and 
49Burwell for the heterogeneously catalysed vapour phase 
exchange of adamantane with deuterium gas;(d^ = 31% ,
= 6%), Certainly the conditions used here (75^1 0 0,
50[il cyclohexane at 130°C) would allow of a similar 
explanation of the exchange mechanism , but this is a moot
[continued P.184]
T^LE_(3.2) Deuteriation data for isotope exchange in 
adamantane derivatives, using homogeneous 
and heterogeneous catalysts.
COMPOUND
DEGREE OF DEUTERIATION®
PtClJj (100°C) RhCl3 (100°C) Pt (130°C) RANEY NICKEL (130°C)
H1n
EXTENSIVE 20 
d1= 8%, d2= 31S,
d3=49%, d4< k%
-
EXTENSIVE 50 
d1 = 30%fd2=2«<;td3=7S -
HH1 LITTLE 20 
d1 = 5S -
FAIRb 50 
d1=ll^,d2=6S,d3= ^
240
N0NEb
3 -HI
70
NONE -
50
NONE
FAIR k(>0 
d1=30.5S,d2=8.0S
3-1V c 20NONE - NONE0 -
3-V NONE 20 - - -
3-VI FAIR 20 
d 1=28%,d2 = 6 % , d < 2 %
120
NONE -
240
NONE
3-VII
EXTENSIVE 20 
d1=19%,d2=20%,d3=I0% - - -
3-VIII
-
EXTENSIVE 120 
d1 = 37?;,d2=31?o,d < 2 %
50
NONE
140
NONE
CYCLOHEXANOL -
EXTENSIVE 120 
d1=22«,d2 = 2I^,d3 = l8°i,
d4 = 13?o, d_ = 8°«
-
ACETANILIDE - -
EXTENSIVE 30 
TRITIATION 
(see Figure3.3)
-
Most of the samples were duplicated. Typical reaction 
times are given at the top right hand side of each square . 
A concomitant hydrolysis to the amide(m/e 179) was a 
competing reaction.
A facile degradation occurred, and none of the starting 
material was detectable at the end of the reaction. 
Reduction to the alcohol was noted(see text).
point in the context of this work.
It is clear therefore that except in the case of 
unsubstituted alkanes the use of Raney nickel as an 
exchange catalyst is not a recommended procedure owing 
to its high reactivity as regards reduction,This form of 
nickel is also well known as a desulphurisation agent,and 
indeed, when the above procedures were applied to a 1,5- 
benzodiazepine derivative containing a thioether linkage 
(not reported here) six different breakdown products were 
detected , with little of the original compound surviving 
even with very short reaction times(l0-20 hours),
3•3B Platinum
The activity of the platinum prepared by borohydride
reduction of Adam's catalyst was well demonstrated in the
1 3
experiment with acetanilide. The H and H nmr spectra 
of the product are shown in Figure(3.3), and it is clear 
that the aromatic hydrogens have been randomly labelled 
(integrations of 2,0 :2,0 :0,8 for o:m:j3 , respectively). 
However, the peak at 2,05 ppm proves that a substantial 
amount of the tritiumCca. 15%) has entered the methyl group 
of the side-chain. The labilisation of these methyl 
protons can be envisaged as arising from two main factors- 
the activation of OC-CH linkages by the carbonyl function, 
and the increased surface-substrate binding facilitated by 
the TC-orbitals of the carbonyl group and the aromatic ring, 
Steric effects would be expected to have a greater influence 
on the latter factor. Inspection of Table(3 .2) shows that
3-(I) containing a CH^CO- group underwent deuteriation 
whereas camphor,3-(VIII), with a hindered methylene group, 
did not. This mitigates against the importance of the C-H 
activating effect. Compound 3-(lV) contains a methylene 
group activated by an adjacent carbonyl group and a bromine 
atom, but the reaction conditions used left no discernable 
trace of this substrate after 50 hours, Cyanoadamantane,
3-(H), underwent some deuteriation(d^~ 11%) although 
hydrolysis to the amide (also deuteriated) was a competing 
reaction, A mass spectrum of the product is shown in 
Figure(3.1) along with several others. This result with 
the cyano compound is encouraging since the labelling must 
be in the adamantane framework- the question of where is 
dealt with in section 3.30 ,
3.3C RhCl3
The preliminary test with the simple monocyclic
alcohol, cyclohexanol, was successful in producing an
extensively deuteriated product - the mass spectrum ( M+ 
only) is shown below.
lee
Adamantan-2-one showed no signs of deuteriation, and in 
view of this it seems likely that the labelling of camphor 
(d ,-3790. was totally restricted to the enolisable a-protons, 
Rhodium(III) thus does not appear to be a promising 
exchange catalyst for polycyclic aliphatic compounds, but 
it would be interesting to look at a greater variety of 
substrates,
3.3D l’tcajj-
This homogeneous catalyst has emerged in recent years 
as a most useful exchange catalyst for aliphatic C-H bonds 
(see section 3.1). About half of the substrates studied 
underwent deuteriation. Compound 3-(IV) again proved too 
sensitive to reaction conditions to survive, while amino-
-adamantane and adamantane were totally inactive (although 
c 5 0M Quillin claims 10% deuteriation of the latter compound 
under similar conditions). The failure of the amino 
derivative to undergo exchange perhaps emanates from the 
formation of a strong Pt-N linkage even in a low pH medium. 
Platinum is well known to have an extremely high affinity 
for primary amines^, However, compound 3-(VTI), a complex 
secondary amine with a phenyl substituent, has incorporated 
some deuterium. The GC mass spectra of undeuteriated and 
deuteriated 3-(VII) are displayed in Figure(3.2), Comparison 
of these indicate that the m/e 206 peak (i.e. M + - Ph) is 
unchanged while the m/e 211 peak (i.e.M+ - side chain) is 
associated with a typical ’deuterium cluster” in the
deuteriated material. Thus the deuteriation arises from
the labelling of the phenyl ring only. Formation of a
Pt-N bond probably has caused the reaction rate to be
sluggish (since d^ and d^ species are absent) but the
inhibition is not too drastic with this more sterically
hindered amine,
Acetyladamantane, 3-(I), was extensively labelled by 
2-the PtCl^ system ,In order to find out exactly how much
deuteriation was due to acid-catalysed enolisation this
compound was subjected to LSR study. Table(3.3) contains
the relevant spectral change data, and Figure(3 .5) presents
the information as a plot of the ’induced shift’, A5 i ,e ,
6r - 6r _q , against the mole ratio, 'R * of LSR to ketone, 
p p_ p
Above a ratio of about 0,5 , curvature became apparent.
Since the compound is monofunctional and of high symmetry
(C^^ with respect to the adamantane framework) assignments
were easily made on the basis of a simple dipolar interaction
giving rise to the induced shift,[-The shift drops rapidly 
_ o
(°c r ) with increasing separation of the lanthanide binding
44
site from any proton J, Armed with the LSR results it 
was possible to obtain nmr integrals of the separated proton 
signals in the deuteriated sample, and these showed that 
only the methyl signal intensity was reduced(to about 16% 
of the anticipated intensity), The side group has thus 
been labelled in preference to the adamantane skeleton.
Table (3.4t) gives the results of an LSR study on 
adamantan-2-one. Analysis was again helped by the high 
symmetry of the compound(C^) , and the calculated relative
shift gradients are extremely close to those obtained by 
52Hajek using the LSR, Eu(dpm)^. The proton intensities 
2_
of the PtCl^ deuteriated sample (to the nearest 0 .5%) are 
given below.
TABLE(3.5) Nmr integrations for deuteriated adamantan-2-one
PROTON3 % of PR0TIUMb
H 1 9^.0
H 2a 98.0
H2P 100,0
H3 96.5
h4 100.0
a. For numbering see Figure(3.6)
b. Based on H^= 100%, mean of two spectra
Since the error in integration is about ±2% it follows that 
the sites of labelling which are evident from the* above 
results are the and positions, i.e. the bridgehead 
positions. This is contrary to the normal order for simple
alkanes(see section 3.1) but corroboration of this
c 50conclusion comes from M Quillins report of preferential
exchange of the bridgehead hydrogens in the parent
hydrocarbon (using the same catalyst). Also , it has been
53recently established  ^ that methine hydrogen exchange in 
Pt-film deuteriations with gas is faster than methyl 
exchange. A detritiation study of specifically labelled
adamantan-2-one could well prove worthwhile in the
2_
elucidation of the mode of action of PtCl^ ,
3.3E Non-aqueous exchanges
The non-aqueous systems described in section 3.2
uniformly failed to promote the incorporation of deuterium
into adamantanone or compound 3-(VII), Perhaps more
vigorous conditions might improve on this , but , as the
results stand, the catalytic activity for exchange is
completely inhibited , Presumably strong solvation of the
metal ions by the DMSO or dioxan prevents the formation of
substrate-metal bonds. Indeed, a number of r h o d i u m - D M S O
5kcomplexes have just been characterised - these were found
to coordinate via either the oxygen atom or sulphur atom.
Little work has been performed on the effects of non-aqueous
2 -media on the other catalytic properties of PtCl^ and RhCl^, 
However,the latter compound has been shown to be an effective 
homogeneous catalyst for the transfer hydrogenation of
55nitrobenzene in methanol, dioxan , ethyl acetate and DMSO ,
But conceivably such puissance may derive from the efficient 
complexing power of the substrate rather than the activity 
of the catalyst. Certainly, in the present work, the 
ability of these homogeneous agents to promote exchange is 
diminished but it would be interesting to re-investigate 
these systems with compounds bearing stronger donor functions,
3,3F Conclusions
It is evident from this work that the hydrogen isotope 
labelling of the adamantane skeleton is an extremely
difficult task, even when compared with the analogous 
labelling of monocyclic and bicyclic compounds. The 
varying success of the systems investigated suggests that 
the use of the milder homogeneous conditions constitutes 
the most profitable line of attack. Other metal catalysts 
such as EtAlCl^ would well be worth investigating. The 
importance of the substituent has also been highlighted, 
particularly with regard to its stability, activating 
ability and TT-donor strength.
TABLE(3.3) Chemical shift changes for the protons of
1-adamantyl methyl ketone on the addition of 
Eu(fod)3 >d27 [CDC1 37°C]
CHEMICAL SHIFT / 6 PPMX 0 0.0**3 0.086 0.122 0.191 0 . 3 1 2 0 , 4 0 4 0 . 5 4 9
Me 12*1.0 162.0 2 0 3 . 5 2**1.0 3 1 4 . 5 4 5 8 . 0 516.5 625.0
981
122.0
H1
OS 132.0 1 5 9 . 5 1 8 2 . 5 230.0 3 0 5 . 5 368.0 4 4 7 . 0
653
103.5
H2 OS OS 138.0 1 4 6 . 0 161.0 186.0 202.0 223.O
204
121.0
H3cx OS 1 1 0 . 5 1 1 6 . 5 126.0 1 4 1 . 0 OS 1 8 9 . 5 2 1 4 . 5
223
9 9 . 0
H3P os
- .. •• -
OS 170.0 190.0 -
Notes a. 'R ' = [LSR]/[Ketone]
P
b. 'G' = Least squares gradient of*6 ' against R . i.e. the
P
"induced shift gradient", -
c. 'I' = Least squares intercept, equal to the chemical 
shift of the proton at R =0 [Me = 2,04 ppm, H^= 1.73,
H 2= 2 -°2’ H3« =
d. 1 OS 1 = Overlapping signals. .
The and protons give multiplet signals which
gradually separate into an AB pattern.The initial 
shift values are thus approximate,
e. The relative shift gradients are 4.8:3.2:1.0:1,1 for
Me:Hl :H2 :H3a •
f. See Figure(3.5) for proton numbering.
TABLE(3 »k ) Chemical shift changes for the protons of
adamantan-2-one on the addition of Eu(fod)^,d 
[CDCl 37°C],
CHEMICAL SHIFT / 5 PPM
\  R
\  p
H X
0 0 . 1 4 0 0.260 O.388 0 . 5 1 0 0 . 5 7 2
H1 1 5 2 . 5 276.0 3 5 5 . 0 4 5 0 .0 5 1 4 . 0 5 3 8 . 0
727
168.0
H2a OS 182.0 221.0 2 7 0 . 0 3 0 9 . 5 3 1 5 . 5
347
1 3 3 . 0
«2P
OS 166.0 189.0 2 1 9 . 5 2 4 3 . 0 2 4 8 . 5
212
1 3 5 . 5
H3
OS OS OS 202.0 222 0 226.0 -
H4 OS 1 4 5 . 5 1 6 3 . 5 185.0 202.0 205.0
158
123.0
Notes : -
a. Symbols as in Table(3.3) •
b. Proton numbering as in Figure(3 .6) .
c. The relative shift gradients are 4,6:2,2:1,35:1,0 for 
H 1 :H2rx :H2p :H,i •
d. The value of *1’ for is higher than the observed
value (by 15Hz) indicating that probably the first
addition of the LSR was misread.
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(a) Mass spectrum of 1-cyanoadamantane (M+=l6 l)
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(a) H nmr spectrum of acetanilide, PhNHCOCH^ .
Operating frequency : 90 MHz 
Solvent : d^-DMSO 
NH peak not shown
D^O external lock (
8,0 6.0 4.0 2.0 6
(b) H nmr spectrum of acetanilide after heterogeneous 
(Pt) tritiation . [96 MHz]
m-o-
CH 2.05 ppm 
7.69 ppmo-
7.06 ppmP-
(a) H nmr spectrum of adamantan-2-one
Operating frequency : 60 MHz
Reference : TMS
Temperature : 37 C
Solvent : CDC1
Concentration : 35mg/0 .5ml
x
5.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0
(b) As above, in the presence of 
Eu(fod)^.d2^
Offset : 500 Hz
[LSR] : 188 mg/ 0.5 ml
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
4.1A Tritium nmr spectroscopy
3Origins : The H signal from tritiated water was first
1 2 observed in 1964, and in the same year Tiers ^t al
published the first high resolution (40 MHz) nmr spectrum
of an organic compound (ethylbenzene containing 32 Ci ml ^
o
in the side-chain), No further work on H nmr was reported
for several years since the high levels of radioactivity
required discouraged its routine use as an analytical
technique. However, in 1968, a collaborative project was
set up between The Radiochemical Centre (Amersham) and the
University of Surrey, It soon became evident that the
improved radiochemical working techniques, coupled with
advances in nmr spectrometer hardware, would so drastically
3reduce safety hazards that H nmr spectroscopy could be
developed into a routine method of analysis. Accordingly,
3
the first full evaluation of H nmr appeared in 1971, and
since then the same group have pioneered further extensions
3-13to the technique and its applications,
3Uses : Perhaps the most obvious application of H nmr
is the determination of the pattern of labelling in a
14
tritiated molecule » Not only are the relative extents
6of tritiation readily ascertainable but also important
o
stereochemical information can often be deduced , In
addition, the non-destructive nature of the method is a
15valuable asset when assaying very complex compounds , and 
even when simple substrates are considered it has been
observed that so-called specific tritiations can lead
3
to inadvertant labelling, H nmr spectroscopy is
unambiguous and simple to perform, in sharp contrast to
the laborious chemical degradation techniques otherwise 
17
carried out , and thus it must be regarded as being the
method of choice for the tritium assay of a molecule. In
biochemistry, the method has great potential in unravelling
the intricacies of in vivo chemical transformations . Reports
have appeared , for example, on the biosynthesis of
penicillic acid^’^  , and on the bacterial A^-dehydrogenation
19 3of testosterone , in which H nmr played a major role. Many 
simple chemical reactions are also susceptible to this 
technique if hydrogen transfer is a key step. An elegant
confirmation of the proposed machanism for the Reimer-
3 4Tiemann reaction was based on H nmr studies ,
3
Methodology : Initial H nmr work was carried out on
continuous wave spectrometers , but in the last decade
these have given way to the more sophisticated Fourier
Transform (FT) spectrometers , which possess several 
20 3advantages , H nmr spectra in this work were recorded
on a Bruker WH90 pulse (FT) spectrometer operating at 96MHz
(90MHz for ) and 25°C(±1°), and equipped with quadrature
detection and disc storage , A deuteriated solvent(either
internal or external) provided the field-locking signal,
and tetramethylsilane (TMS) the proton reference signal,
4 5Generally 10 to 10 free-induction decay signals ("FID’s” 
or "transients") were acquired into 8K channels, with a 
pulse width of 1 to 3 [is (10° to 30° flip angle) and a
repetition interval of 1,6-3.4 seconds. Simultaneous
broad band proton decoupling was usually carried out since
this resulted in simple spectra and , moreover, led to
signal enhancement owing to the "nuclear Overhauser effect"
21(hOe), Recent claims in the literature stating that
large differential nOe's were likely to cause serious
errors in quantitation have been refuted'*’? It has been
shown that generally differential nOe's are small and hence 
3satisfactory H nmr signal integrations can be obtained
without the use of an "nOe suppression" pulse sequence
(inverse gating) which would greatly increase acquisition
3times. Referencing of H nmr spectra was accomplished by
4the calculation of a "ghost" reference signal . The 
resonance frequency of the proton signal from TMS was
13multiplied by the Larmor frequency ratio (1,06663974) ,
the result corresponding to the resonant frequency of the
triton signal from monotritiated TMS (if this were present
in the solution), An important aspect of tritium nmr
theory is that triton and proton chemical shifts should be
virtually the same since the screening constants are to a
16
good approximation equal , and the use of one reference
1 3compound for both H and H nmr is obviously desirable. The
ghost referencing procedure has now been confirmed by the
13actual synthesis of monotritiated TMS, ^
The process of sample preparation is one which must
be undertaken with due care, but is nowadays a safe routine
22job. Tritium is one of the least toxic radionuclides , 
and the amount of radioactivity now required for nmr(1979)
is of the order of 0,5 mCi per peak in each sample (for
lA hour acquisitions). Thus good spectra can easily be
obtained from samples containing 5-20 mCi, and problems
arising from self-radiolysis are seldom encountered ,
Nevertheless it is good practice to make use of disposable
gloves, spill trays,etc, , at all stages of sample handling.
Regular blood and urine checks are also advisable,
especially for those involved in high activity work, A
safe microcell assembly for triton samples has been
23described in detail , the method hinging on double 
containment of the radioactivity, A variety of micro­
cells have been tried out but the one discussed below has 
proved to be of great utility for most classes of substrate. 
It consists of a 3mm nmr tube (Wilmad Glass Corporation Inc., 
uncatalogued 'special reference capillary') which has been 
joined to 5mm o.d. tubing in order to facilitate handling 
(see diagram’I) , The sample (A0-80|il) is introduced into
the combined tube which is then serum capped , frozen and 
then evacuated with the aid of a syringe attached to a vacuum 
line. The handling tube is removed (by sealing in aflame)
and finally the 3mm tube (now containing the sample) is
mounted in a standard 5mm nmr tube. Tight Teflon spacers
at either end of the sample tube ensure smooth spinning in
the external fluid (CCl^ or deuteriated solvent). In cases
where low activity or poor solubility precludes following
the above procedure, a 10mm o.d. cylindrical microcell is
used, capable of holding 470(j,l. This has the disadvantage,
3
however, of producing H spectra with poorer resolution.
Also this microcell cannot conveniently be evacuated,
4,IB Photochemically induced hydrogen isotope exchange
Relatively little work has been reported on photo­
substitution reactions involving hydrogen isotope exchange. 
One of the first examples of this class of reactions was the 
electrophilic photosubstitution of hydrogen in aromatic
hydrocarbons which were irradiated in acidic media. Thus
2 49,10-dimethylanthracene was shown to undergo deuteriation ,
25and naphthalene and anthracene tritiation . Havinga 
studied the photochemical dedeuteriation of 1-d- and 2-d-
naphthalene and extended the method to benzene derivatives
2 6 2 7such as anisole and toluene , and nitrobenzene . Some
confusion arose in the literature since contrary reports
were published concerning the absence of photoexchange for
28 29the same compounds ’ ; Nevertheless, the occurrence of
hydrogen isotope photosubstitution is now well established
and possibly early disparities were due to the difficulties
30 31m  reproducing experimental conditions, ’  ^ Side-reactions
are often extensive, and the photochemical lamps used vary
both in spectral emission characteristics and in intensities.
These investigations have shown that the rate of hydrogen
exchange during irradiation is greater than the rate of the
dark(thermal) reaction. Positional reactivities may also
change, as for example in anisole, where the reactivity is
6 :1:2 (o:m:p) for the excited state but is 1 :0:1 for the 
26ground state , The basicity of a compound is increased
by several orders of magnitude when it is excited into a
32singlet or triplet state , and attempts to correlate the
results of labelling experiments with calculated electron
30densities have met with qualitative success ,
Pryor has carried out research into the solution phase
reactions of the hydrogen atom radical, produced by
33photolysis of deuteriated or tritiated thiophenols . 
PhotoeXchange is here effected by the addition of the 
hydrogen atom to the aromatic ring to form a cyclohexadienyl 
radical, which then undergoes further reaction. For 
simple monosubstituted benzenes the positional reactivity 
pattern was found to be o> m> p for a wide range of
34substituents. In 1974, however, Yoshida and co-workers 
discovered strikingly different tritium incorporations in 
the course of thiophenol photolysis experiments similar to 
those of Pryor, All substituents were found to activate 
the nucleus to exchange(relative to benzene), but electron 
donating groups gave an o > m > p  pattern whereas electron- 
withdrawing groups gave a p »  o > m  pattern. Now, Neta had
35shown that the hydrogen atom was mildly electrophilic 
in nature, addition to aromatic compounds being hindered 
by electron withdrawing groups. These results therefore 
suggested that the Japanese workers reaction was 
fundamentally different from those studied by Pryor(radical 
substitution) and by Havinga(electrophilic substitution).
It is thought that the use of different U,V. lamps (e.g. 
high pressure as opposed to medium pressure) resulted in a
o (\
change of mechanism i.e. the photolysis of the thiol 
became less favoured , Further evidence was presented 
which pointed to the intermediacy of an "exciplex", an 
excited state complex between an electronically excited 
molecular particle and a dissimilar one in the ground state. 
Thus, the relative reactivity of benzonitrile was greatly 
reduced when the U,V. radiation was first passed through a 
benzonitrile’chemical filter” but the tritium incorporation 
pattern remained unchanged. The basicity of the aromatic 
substrate was dismissed as a determining factor when
o
tritiation with [0- H]-acetic acid was found to be several 
orders of magnitude slower than with [S- H]-propanethiol, 
suggesting that free tritons(T+) were not involved in the 
reaction. Such hypotheses were put on a firmer basis when 
amine systems were tried in place of the thiols, Tritiated 
diethylamine, and a mixture of HTO and triethylamine both 
proved able to effect tritiation of aromatic compounds in
o ’? o o
the same manner as described above ’ , Furthermore,
fluorescence quenching experiments provided direct evidence 
for the interaction of the singlet-state aromatic with the
37ground state amine , and the mechanism shown in Scheme(I) 
was proposed. The exciplex decays either by exciplex 
emission(not shown) or by electron transfer from quencher 
to quenchee to generate a radical cation and radical anion, 
followed by triton transfer to the latter, the orientation 
being determined during this stage by the preference for 
p and o-eyelohexadienyl radical formation,
SCHEME(I)
CN
PhCN + TNEt,
+ NEt. <-
-> [PhCN -TNEt2]
[PhCNr+ TNEt*]
CN
+ HNEt2
Determination of the tritium distribution in the
irradiated material was carried out by careful and
painstaking chemical degradations, followed by liquid
37scintillation counting of the purified derivatives , Such
a technique gives fairly accurate results but is extremely
time consuming. The work in the present chapter is
3
concerned with the feasibility of applying H nmr 
spectroscopy to such studies, even though the extent of
tritiation is known to be very small (0,1-1,0% at best).36
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL
4.2A Materials :
Triethylamine, -(C^ -H ) N, was shaken with anhydrous 
CaSO^ and left to stand for several hours. The supernatant 
liquid was decanted and air distilled, care being taken to 
exclude moisture. B.Pt. 89.5°C (Lit, 89.3°)3^. The 
distillate was stored over Linde 4A molecular sieve.
Benzonitrile, C^-H^CN, was vacuum distilled, G.L.C. 
showed no impurities,[10% SE30 on Chromosorb G-AWDCMS,80- 
100 mesh, 100°C).
Acetonitrile,CH^CN, was dried over K^CO^, then distilled, 
B.Pt. 82°C (Lit.8l.60)3?
Methyl benzoate, CgH^CO^CH^, was vacuum distille‘d at 42?
AnalaR m- and p-dicyanobenzenes were used without 
further purification, their melting points being in 
agreement with literature values. Fresh aniline (’Aristar') 
was also used immediately.
The nmr spectra of all the compounds used were first 
obtained as a further check on identity and purity.
4.2B Deuteriations :
In these experiments (as in all those reported here) 
homogeneous solutions of the aromatic substrates were 
achieved by the addition of suitable quantities of 
acetonitrile, the proportions typically being 1 :5 5^ :15 by 
volume (water:amine:substrate:acetonitrile).
Several preliminary deuteriation experiments were
performed in order to assess safety hazards (since high 
activities were being handled) and secondly to verify the 
feasibility of the method. Thus, for example, acetonitrile 
(90(al) , Dr>0 (5^1) and NEt^ (30|j,l) were mixed thoroughly in 
a "combination" nmr tube (see section 4,1) in a warm ultra­
sonic bath. Benzonitrile (30[il) was then syringed in, and, 
after another five minutes for mixing , the tube was removed. 
Degassing of the reaction mixture was accomplished by three 
conventional freeze-thaw cycles, and the sample tube was 
subsequently sealed in a flame. It was attached (by elastic 
bands) to the outside wall of the immersion well(cooling 
jacket) of the U.V. source - this was a Baird and Tatlock 
125W, medium pressure photochemical reactor, generating a 
wide range of wavelengths from 265-366 nii^ but with enhanced 
365-366 nm bands, Yoshida suggests that 313 nm radiation is
o ZT
the most useful for this type of reaction. Ideally , 
borosilicate glass should be used but the fairly thin 
pyrex of the nmr tube is unlikely to cut out much near-U.V. 
radiation.
Experiments were also carried out on m-dicyanobenzene, 
Owing to its low solubility in the acetonitrile medium, only 
5 mg quantities were used. After about 40 hours irradiation 
the reaction mixture was subjected to mass spectral and TLC 
investigation.
4.2C Tritiations :
The tritiation reaction mixtures were made up as 
detailed above for deuteriation , but they differed in two
respects - D^O was replaced by high activity HTO (4-5 |il ,
200-250 mCi), and a small quantity of TMS (ca,3 p, 1) was
added as an internal reference for the nmr analyses.
Irradiations were performed as before, at ambient
temperatures, the entire apparatus being positioned in a
well-ventilated fume cupboard as a safety precaution. After
20-100 hours irradiation (care being taken to ensure that
the lamp was continuously cooled) the samples were removed
3for nmr analysis. Each H nmr spectrum was obtained within 
2,5 to 3*5 hours acquisition time.
The substrates investigated were : p-dicyanobenzene 
(terephthalonitrile), m-dicyanobenzene (isophthalonitrile), 
and PhX, where X = CN, CO^CH^ and Reaction conditions
for typical samples are summarised in Table(4.l).
TABLE(4.1) React ion conditionsa for the photochemical 
tritiation of simple benzene derivatives.
Compound
Volume of 
substrate 
/(-ll
Volume of 
acetonitrile 
/jll
Irradiation time 
/hr. '
PhCN 25 75 25
PhC02CH3 20 25 100
PhNH2 25 70 90
m-DCBb (5,0 mg) 75 40
p-DCBb (2,5 mg) 120 95
a. NEt3 = 15-25 M.1 , TMS = 3-4 |i 3, HTO =4-5 [ll (0.20-0,25 Ci), 
at ambient temperature,
b, DCB = dicyanobenzene,
4.3 RESULTS and DISCUSSION
4.3-4- Deuteriations :
+Irradiation of benzonitrile (M 103) in the amine- 
D^O reaction medium resulted in the incorporation of 
deuterium.[d^~10%f overall deuteriation- 2%] , m-Dicyano- 
-benzene was also successfully labelled , and the 
experimental procedures were deemed satisfactory for 
analogous tritiations to be performed. In the case of the 
dinitrile, TLC analysis corroborated the findings from the 
nmr spectra , i.e. the only photochemical reaction which 
involved the aromatic substrate was a hydrogen isotope 
exchange reaction. Samples stored in the dark for over 
200 hours showed no evidence of exchange,
4.3B Tritiations :
3
The H nmr spectrum of an irradiated bezonitrile
reaction mixture is shown in Figure(4.1) It is immediately
clear that the degree of tritiation of the aromatic nucleus
is low, representing in fact about 0 ,2% of the total tritium
3
present. Without H nmr spectroscopy even this simple 
result would have necessitated many man-hours spent in 
obtaining the specific activity of the isolated and 
purified substrate. The negative peak at ca,8,0 6 arises 
from a "fold-back" of the enormous HTO signal. Thus, in 
order to verify that the small peak at 7.7 6 really derives 
from tritiated benzonitrile, the reaction mixture was 
extracted into ether/dilute hydrochloric acid. The ether
■was separated, dried over anhydrous Na^SO^, then evaporated 
off, and the residue was taken up in dg-acetone, Again we 
see a peak in the aromatic region at. 7 * 72 6 [Fig, (4, 2) ] and this 
can cdefinitely be ascribed to benzonitrile since no fold- 
back obscures the spectrum. The aliphatic signal at 1.4l5 
must arise from a neutral or acidic solvent derivative 
since all the other high field peaks in Figure(4.1) have 
been effectively removed by the acid wash. In later work 
it was found that.the fold-back problem could be eliminated 
by a more judicious choice of the pulse point frequency, 
i.e. nearer the anticipated HTO frequency so that this is 
the only signal affected. Table(4.2) summarises the relevant 
nmr data for all the substrates. As with the deuteriations 
no isotope exchange occurred in the dark.
TABLE(4.2) H nmr data for photochemically tritiated
benzene derivatives.
Compound Solventa
Chemical shift 
of aromatic peaks 
/ 6 ppm
As s i gnment^
m-DCB CH^CN/NEt^ 7.71 m- to CN
p-DCB •* none -
PhNH2 •• 6.66 p/m
PhC02CH3 7.53 p/m
PhCN ** 7.70 —
(PhCN) dg-acetone (7.72)
a. D O  external lock
1b. Made by analysis of H nmr spectrum, and reference to 
"Sadtler Standard Spectra".
Assignments have been made for those compounds 
possessing large chemical shift differences between the o- 
ring protons and the m- and p- protons. Generally it is 
difficult to separate the m- and p- signals without a full 
analysis of the nmr spectra or specific tritium 
labelling. Nevertheless, the results support those of 
Yoshida et al in that tritiation occurs mainly at one site 
(presumably the p-position). The labelling of m-dicyano- 
-benzene is interesting in that steric effects as well as 
electronic effects may well be implicated. Several 
experiments to tritiate the p-isomer failed; possibly the 
poor solubility contributed towards this. Relatively 
large tritium incorporations into aliphatic positions 
occurred in all the samples ,but further work showed these 
to be almost totally absent when the number of freeze-thaw 
cycles was doubled. Evidently the aliphatic tritiations 
originate from radical pathways involving oxygen .
The conclusion to be drawn from this work is that
3 .
it is indeed feasible to apply H nmr spectroscopy to the
study of low-yield photochemical tritiations. Several
advantages are obvious, the greatest of these being the
speed and ease of tritium assay. Furthermore, monitoring
the whole reaction mixture without work-up is a priori
preferable to restricting the field of view to the extracte
and purified substrate. Occasions will doubtless arise
when important and interesting side-reactions will occur,
3
and H nmr spectroscopy is likely to detect these.
Obviously the work reported here must be regarded as 
being a preliminary study since the amount of tritium
incorporated was not sufficient to enable the entire 
labelling pattern to be obtained. This drawback,however, 
can probably be circumvented in the future by an ’order of 
magnitude’ increase in the degree of tritiation. Suitable 
measures to effect this would be : (i) increasing the
amount of HTO , (ii) changing the U.V.lamp to one which 
generates light enriched in 313 nm radiation.
Nmr spectra of irradiated benzonitrile reaction
mixture
(a) H nmr spectrum (90MHz)
D_0 external lock
MeCN
HDO
10
(b) ->H nmr spectrum (96 MHz)
HTO
10
3
H nmr spectrum of ether extract of 
benzonitrile reaction mixture.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
5,1A Gas tritiation
Many methods have been devised for introducing tritium 
into organic compounds. A summary of the most important 
procedures is given in Table(5,l) . There are of course a 
large number of other methods which are not dealt with here, 
[e.g. Those involving enzymatic, photochemical or electro­
chemical procedures]. Details of methods (1),(2), (A) and
(5) to (8 ) have been presented in chapter 3 • The use of
TABLE(3.1) Methods of tritiation
METHOD ISOTOPE SOURCE PHASE OF SUBSTRATE CATALYST USUAL CONDITIONS
RECOIL LABELLING (LITHIUM SALT)* SOLID - NEUTRON BO'IBAPOMENT
VILZBACH LABELLING T2(g) SOLID/LIQUID - R.T. FOR 1-20 DAYS
GAS-SOLLTION
EXCHANGE
T2(g> SOLUTION GROUT 8 
METAL or
OXIDEb
R.T. FOR 0.1-20 HOURS
HETEROGENEOUS HTOC SOLUTION GROUP 8 120°.l80°C FOR 3-20
SOLUTION EXCHANGE METALd HOURS
LEVIS ACID HTO SOLUTION/NEAT EtAlClj, R.T. FOR AROMATICS*
CATALYSED EXCHANGE LIQUID SbCl_,J
(ETC.)
[ALKANES : 83°C FOR 
1-10 DAYS’
HOMOGENEOUS METAL HTO SOLUTION I^PtCl^. 100°C FOR 5-20 HO'RS
SALT CATALYSED (ETC.)
EXCHANGE
BASE CATALYSED HTO SOLUTION OH",OR*, 20-80°C FOR 1 HOUR -
EXCHANGE (ETC.) 1 DAY.
ACID CATAL)SED HTO SOLUTION SOLVATED DILUTE ACID AT HIGH
EXCHANGE PROTON TE'ITERATURES OR STRONG 
ACIDS AT LOVER 
TEMPERATURES
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS T... HTO OR 
HYDRIDE*
SOLUTION/
SOLID -
VARIABLE
6 qa. Tritium is produced by the Li(n,a)JH reaction,
b. Usually supported on carbon, CaCO^ or BaSO^,
c. Sometimes tritiated acetic acid is used.
d. Prepared by pre-reduction of the metal halide or oxide.
e. For example, NaBH^T
tritium gas, as in methods (3) and (9), provides the best
pathway to labelled compounds of high specific activity.
A milli-atom of tritium contains about 29,1 Curies of radio-
1
activity* Thus, a millilitre of T^O has ca. 2700 Ci.
The gas can safely be supplied pure (i.e, > 98%), in contrast 
to T^O, which is self-luminescent, highly difficult to store 
and hence is supplied greatly diluted with water. For 
example 50 Ci/ml HTO is effectively a 2% solution of T^O .
It is only with T^ gas, therefore, that it is possible to 
approach the theoretical maximum degree of tritiation.
(29.1 mCi/mM per exchangeable hydrogen).
An important aspect of a tritiation reaction is the 
pattern of labelling likely to result. As a rule, the 1 gas 
solution* exchange, method (3), is expected to produce a 
generally labelled product, but instances are known (see 
below) where fairly specific labelling occurs. Vice versa, 
synthetic pathways involving pure tritium should in theory 
give rise to specific labelling but drastic exceptions to 
this generalisation have been noted. Often the reason for 
this stems from the reaction conditions paralleling those 
used for gas-solution exchange, A detailed account is given 
below of this exchange method and of the two principal 
synthetic reactions utilising T^ gas, viz. (a) reduction of 
carbon-carbon double or triple bonds ; (b) dehalogenation
of chlorine, bromine or iodine, especially in aromatic 
compounds. For other unsaturated functions, such as ester, 
carbonyl and nitrile, the use of tritiated metal hydrides is
preferable on account of the milder reaction conditions 
needed,
(i) Heterogeneous metal catalysed exchange in solution.
The inherent disadvantages of the Wilzbach technique
have been somewhat alleviated by the appearance of new
developments such as microwave discharge activation of 
2gas , However, a much simpler and more widely used method
3
has been pioneered by Evans and co-workers. Rapid exchange
kbetween gas and water occurs in acid solution , whereas
5
organic solvents take up much smaller amounts of tritium , 
Thus,in Evans 1 s procedure the substrate is first dissolved 
in an organic solvent (10-50 mg in 1-5 ml) or in an alkaline 
aqueous medium. The solution is then added to the catalyst 
(50-250 mg) which is usually palladium on charcoal or its 
oxide on barium sulphate. The solution is stirred in the 
presence of tritium gas(10-25 Ci) for 5 minutes to 20 hours, 
at ambient temperatures. Good yields and high specific 
activities are obtained with a wide range of compounds. For 
example, when folic acid, (I), was tritiated for 1 hour in 
k% KOH solution, with 10% Pd on CaCOy , about 22%> of the
tritium appeared in the pteridine moiety, 29% in the p-amino-
benzoic acid residue, and the rest in the glutaric acid
residue^, This can be compared with its tritiation using
HTO.[Pd/C, 2 ml KHCO^ solution, 120°C for 16 hours]^, About
half of the label appeared in the pteridine group,
3
Extensive work has shown that various hydrogens in 
three main classes of compound are likely to be very . 
susceptible to this technique, thus making specific labelling 
a possibility :
(a) Carbohydrates, Reducing sugars readily exchange hydrogen 
at the C(l) position, while non-reducing sugars give very 
low radiochemical yields. It is probable that the acyclic, 
free aldehyde form is essential for the exchange,
(b) Benzylic compounds, A large number of compounds are 
specifically labelled at benzylic positions, and, to a lesser 
extent, at allylic positions. Aromatic amino-acids such as 
phenylalanine, (II), are hence easily labelled, but aliphatic 
amines such as alanine itself, (III), give very poor yields.
(II)
CO_H
/  C02H
CH^—  CH (III)
X n H 2
The optical activity of L-phenylalanine is preserved during 
the tritiation. Some racemisation occurs if the benzylic 
centre is asymmetric.
(c) Nucleics, Purines, nucleosides and nucleotides are
readily labelled by this method. Derivatives of adenine,(XV),
3
give exceptionally high specific activities. For example , 
adenosine-3 1,51-cyclic phosphate gave 25Ci/mM whereas the 
analogue with guanine, (V), gave only ICi/mM,
(rv)
(V)
Before leaving the topic of gas-solution exchange it is 
appropriate to mention that the use of a homogeneous catalyst 
in place of the platinum group metal has , as yet, little to 
recommend it, Pri-Bar has, however, reported the tritiation 
of naphthalene (0.3 Ci/mM) in non-aqueous DMSO containing 
K2PtCl4 .7
t
(ii) Reduction of unsaturated carbon-carbon bonds
The experimental conditions for the catalytic reduction 
of compounds with tritium parallel those for the corresponding 
hydrogenations. Where high pressures or temperatures are
necessary it is wiser to search for an alternative pathway. 
The procedure simply entails dissolving the substrate in a 
suitable solvent (with promoters or inhibitors, as required) 
and then stirring at ambient temperature with a catalyst, 
most often Pd or Pt on charcoal, in the presence of tritium 
gas. Thus,
T
\  /  2 \  /
C =  C ------- > CT— CT
Pt
T T
2 \  / 2
— C =  C—    ----> C T= CT ---------> — CT0— C T —
/ \  2 2
1Lindlar1 Pt
catalyst
Since the rate of reduction is usually faster than that of 
any exchange process, a specifically labelled product is 
expected. However, when (-)-alprenolol, (VI), was 
tritiated (as the tartrate) in water with T^ in the
g
presence of 10% Pd on charcoal , it was discovered that
OH
OCH-CH-CH-NH-CH(CH )
u  ^ j cL
-CH — CH^CH
oc {3 y . (VI)
the tritium distribution in the product, dihydroalprenolol, 
was not 50% at the (3 position and 50% at y , but was in fact 
7% at a, 25% at (3 and 68% at y. While the small amount of 
tritium found at the OG position is not altogether surprising 
since this is a benzylic centre, the very uneven labelling 
of the (3 and y positions is clearly more difficult to
Further examples of non-specific labelling are often
provided by the gas tritiation of unsaturated fatty acids.
Thus, chemical degradation of a sample of tritiated
octadecanoic (stearic acid) prepared by catalytic reduction
9of trans-octadec-9-enoic acid (elaidic acid), (VII),showed 
that only h.5% of the tritium was located at C(9) and C(10),
CH3 (CH2)7^ / H
/ C = C  (VII)
h /  ^(ch2 )?co2h
the remainder being distributed along the alkyl chain,
particularly towards the methyl end. This is explained in
terms of double bond shifts during the tritiation - Pd is
noted for its tendency to catalyse such migrations^.
11Non-specificity has also been reported to occur 
during the catalytic reduction of 0C(3-unsaturated carbonyl 
compounds. Intramolecular tritium rearrangements were 
suggested.
An interesting example of the occurrence of allylic
labelling comes from the tritiation of N-acetyl-2, 3-dehydro-
12valine,(VIII).[Acetic acid solution, Pd on charcoal] .
CH NHCOCH
r> l/ 3V = c ^  ( v m )
ch3 co2h
The tritiated valine produced contained 6k% of the total 
tritium at the C(4) methyl groups.
As regards the catalytic tritiation of alkynes similar
problems can arise if the reduction is taken through to
the alkane. However, partial reduction to the alkene can
give fairly high specificity. For example, cis-octadec-9-
-enoic acid (oleic acid), (IX), <)0% tritiated at 0(9) and
13C(10), is produced from the reduction of octadec-9-ynoic 
acid (stearolic acid). Uneven labelling still arises In 
the gas tritiation of activated triple bonds, as for example 
in tetrolic acid^^, CHy-CiOCO^H.
(iii) Catalytic halogen-tritium replacement.
Again, the experimental conditions are similar to
those in the corresponding hydrogenolysis. Thus,aromatic
halides are reduced in neutral or alkaline media whereas
aliphatic halides always need alkaline media for reduction,
lAunless strongly activated , The order of halogen
reactivity is I > B r > C l » F ,  and palladium is the catalyst 
15 3of choice . HX is a by-product of the reduction, and
this can poison the catalyst (even when supported by CaCO^),
Obviously the presence of an acid acceptor is desirable,
but in the context of isotopic labelling this measure must
be carefully balanced against the possibility of base-
catalysed exchange leading to non-specific tritium
incorporation. Once again conditions are such that gas-
solution exchange can occur, and this is a factor to bear
in mind. Thus, when 3'»51-dibromofolic acid [see (I)] was
dehalogenated in A% KOH solution (T gas with Pd/CaCO for
3
lr-2 hours) about 5&% of the tritium appeared at the C(9)
position . Similarly, the dehalogenation of 7-bromo-
3-prenenolone, (X), gave a product whose H nmr spectrum
contained three peaks corresponding to 52% of the total 
tritium at the 7oc position, 28% at 7(3, and 20% at the 
allylic 4oc position.
Me COCH
Me,
BrHO’
6
5,IB Reduction of enone systems
Hydrogenation of the enone function O C =  clCO- )
preferentially reduces the olefinic double bond unless
steric effects interfere. With aldehydes it is possible
17to reverse this selectivity by the use of a combination
of zinc ions and ferrous ions, the former being inhibitors
of carbon-carbon double bond saturation while the latter
promote: carbonyl reduction. Palladium is much less likely
than platinum to reduce the carbonyl function, especially
17in the case of cyclic ketones . Thus the hydrogenation
of 4-(2-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)but~3-en-2-one, (XI),tended 
l8to result in over-reduction even at room temperature when 
platinum oxide was used at 3 atmospheres pressure.
MeO OH
CH=CH-CO-CH. (XI)
The situation is more complex when the reduction of
19dienones is considered. It has been suggested by Stork
that when two reducible double bonds are present the one
which is not resonance stabilised is more prone to reduction,
20In accordance with this Edgar et al found that only the 
non-conjugated double bond in (XII) suffered reduction when 
hydrogenated in methanol over Pd on BaSO^. This can also 
be viewed as the sterically preferred reduction of a mono­
substituted as opposed to a tetra-substituted olefinic bond. 
However, many instances are known where Stork1s suggestion
0
I
r^ SV CH2_CH“CH2
k ^ C H .
(XII)
breaks down. For example, the conjugated double bond in
the steroid, (XIII), was preferentially reduced in ethanol
21with Raney nickel In dienone systems which are totally
V CH3
Me
Me
CH C-0
CH
(XIII)
I I 1 1 1
conjugated (—CO-C-C—C—C-) the double bond which is remote from
22the carbonyl is usually easily reduced , An interesting 
example of this concerns ergosta-4,6,22-trien-3-one,(XIV),
22
Me
Me
64
(xrv)
Stepwise reduction can be effected , the 6,7-bond saturating
23first, followed by the 4,5-bond . It was suggested that 
the enol (or enolate) was involved in the selective reduction 
of the 4,5-Lcmd over the 22,23-bond.
The work reported below is concerned with the gas 
tritiation of cyclopent-2-en-l-one, 5-(l)» and a derivative, 
5-(II). The latter compound has been synthesised at The 
Lilly Research Centre, Windlesham, as a prostaglandin 
analogue. Prostaglandins are unsaturated, hydroxylic
0
5- (I)
fatty acids derived from the C q prostanoic acid. They are 
now known to be intimately associated with a wide variety of
-236-
physio logical actions such as kidney function, reproduction,
24blood pressure regulation and muscle expansion . 
Prostaglandin PGE^ , (XV), was one of the first to be
CO_H
5-(II)
isolated(1957). Its relationship to 5-(H) is obvious.
Separation of similar prostaglandins tends to be arduous
although chromatographic methods have been developed for 
2 5
most types. Initially it is often difficult therefore,
as with 5-(H)i to accurately assess the products of
hydrogenation. Such a situation should be resolvable with 
3
the aid of H nmr spectroscopy, and , with this in mind, 
the gas tritiation of 5-(H) was embarked upon, using 5-(I) 
as a preliminary model compound.
C0J1
10
CH
HO 13
(XV)
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL
5•2A Apparatus
A general view of the entire gas tritiation manifold 
is shown in Illustration(l),whilst Illustration(ll) presents 
a 1 close-up1 of the "tritiation tree" - this is the part of 
the apparatus which is directly responsible for tritium gas 
handling, i.e. introduction, transfer, and storage or reaction. 
Generally , tritium gas is supplied in an ampoule (5-50Ci,ex 
The Radiochemical Centre, Amersham) containing a fragile,but 
well protected,break^seal [see (XVI)]. The end can easily be
fitted with a BIO cone to enable the ampoule to be securely 
connected to the'tree'at 'A*, just below a small side-tube
pocket with a magnet and then hurled down upon the break- 
seal of the ampoule to release the tritium. Volumetric 
flasks (1-10 ml capacity) fitted with B7 cones provide the 
stock reaction vessels - these connect with the 'tree* at 'B'. 
Gas handling and measuring is facilitated by the mercury 
system which comprises a 28cm graduated burette(5 ml) with a 
250 ml bulb, 'C ', at the bottom (i.e. the main stem of the 
'tree') and a movable 300 ml reservoir, fD', equipped with a 
3-way tap. Both ends of this system are joined to the main 
vacuum line (at T1 and T6), which also contains outlets for 
a Pirani gauge('Edwards PR10-C') and a B19 cone (at T8)
< (XVI)
containing: an iron bar This bar can be drawn from its
which can either he attached to filtration apparatus or 
to a 'Buchi' rotary evaporator. All evacuated gases are 
passed through a liquid nitrogen trap to condense out 
volatile tritiated compounds. Exit gases from the vacuum 
pump are led directly back into the fume-cupboard exhaust 
system, and thence to the atmosphere.
Several features of the apparatus deserve special 
mention. For example, the horizontal capillary cross­
pieces of the tritiation tree are slanted upwards at an 
angle of 7° to help prevent mercury from reaching the 
reaction vessel , The vertical side-arms of the tree are 
themselves somewhat fragile so that a solid glass has been 
fused to them at the rear to provide reinforcement.
Efficient agitation of the reaction mixture is accomplished 
with a flexible coupling magnetic stirrer. This makes 
manipulation of the reaction vessel a quick and easy task 
since the driver motor is situated at the back of the 
manifold. An important point to note is that the entire 
apparatus has been designed to make dismantling and cleaning 
a simple operation - the "ball and socket" joints (BS1 and 
(BS2) separate the apparatus into three main functions : 
the tree, the manifold , and the trap plus pump, A single 
wooden base provides support for all the equipment (which is 
of course mounted in a fume-cupboard permanently),
5,2B Tritiation procedures.
As a rule the substrate is first dissolved in a solvent
such as water or methanol, although neat liquids can also
be used. The catalyst is then weighed out into the reaction
flask, and the solution is added to this. Literature
reports of fires resulting from this procedure are well 
26known , and it is therefore good practice when dealing 
with inflammable solvents to cool the solution before putting 
it into contact with the catalyst. Ignition hazards are 
minimised by rapidly swamping the catalyst with the solution. 
At this stage a small glass-encapsulated iron stirrer paddle 
(manufactured from the tip of a disposable pipette and a 
paper clip piece) is dropped into the solution, and the top 
of the flask is well greased with 'Apiezon-L1 before being 
attached to the tritiation apparatus. Elastic bands 
(fitted on the glass hooks of flask and side-arm) hold it 
securely in place, but as an extra safety measure a beaker 
is also clamped under the reaction vessel.
In order to get a good vacuum it is wise to switch on 
the pump 30 or so minutes before the start of the reaction. 
Initially, all the taps except T7 and T9 should be closed, 
and the nitrogen Dewar should not be covering the trap. Tap 
T10 is then gently opened,and when the pressure is down to 
~10 ^mbar the Dewar can be raised. The tritium gas ampoule 
can now be clamped into position at 'A1 and the reaction 
flask attached to 'B' as described above, T1 and T2 are 
then opened. When the pressure has re-equilibrated, T5 is 
very carefully opened and then closed quickly as soon as
bubbles occur in the reaction solution. In the case of 
very volatile solvents it may be best to cool the solution 
down before evacuating the flask. The space above the 
ampoule is next evacuated by turning T3. The mercury 
system must now be evacuated extremely carefully to 
prevent heavy "tides" within the apparatus. Thus T6 is 
opened and Til then partially opened (to the manifold) for 
a few seconds. Next, T4 is momentarily turned to balance 
the pressure, and this alternate opening of Tk and Til is 
continued until both bulb and reservoir are under vacuum.
At this point the apparatus is ready for use. Taps T2 to 
T5 are shut off and the break-seal of the ampoule is smashed 
with the iron bar. When T3 and Tk are now opened , a 
depression of the mercury level (which must be in the burett 
should be observed. Transfer of the gas is maximised by 
lowering fD' to the base of the apparatus. T3 and T4 must 
now be closed . The volume of the tritium gas (at RTP) can 
be obtained by very slowly admitting air into 'D1 (via Til) 
and equalising mercury levels. A direct reading from the 
burette can be made. It is advisable to again evacuate 
the reservoir to bring the mercury back down into the bulb 
before proceeding. Tk and T5 are opened and ' D f is raised 
until sufficient gas has been forced into the reaction flask 
[Thus, if all 5 Ci (i.e. 2 ml at STP) are required then the 
mercury level is taken up to T4], Tap T4 is now closed , 
the stirrer motor is switched on and the reaction solution 
is left for 1-24 hours, During this time the vacuum system 
can be shut down by the use of an air-bleed. As always
with vacuum'l'ines it is essential to remove the nitrogen 
Dewar once air has been admitted.
At the end of the reaction period the stirrer is turned
off and the vacuum system restarted. The residual tritium
gas in the ampoule and reaction flask is vented off as
described previously. Initial work-up of the reaction 
mixture is performed on the same apparatus. The catalyst 
is filtered off on Whatman GF/F paper held on a sintered 
glass funnel. Having washed it with solvent the catalyst 
(and filter paper) is stored under liquid paraffin before 
disposal, again as a precaution against spontaneous ignition. 
Solvent is now removed from the filtrate by rotary evaporation. 
It is also convenient to remove labile tritium at this stage 
by successive evaporations of the substrate with a hydroxylic 
solvent such as methanol - 3 to k times is sufficient. Since 
this is high level radiochemical work it should go without 
saying that full safety procedures are maintained - the use 
of disposable gloves, absorbent paper and spill trays, and 
the preliminary decontamination of apparatus before removal 
from the gas tritiation fume-cupboard.
5.2C Reduction experiments,
(i) Cyclopent-2-en-l-one,5-(I), [ex Aldrich, pure by GLC]
Since the tritiation apparatus was untried, the initial 
experiments involved the use of hydrogen in place of tritium. 
Product analysis was by GLC,[Carbowax 20M on celite 80-100:$:
at 100°C, injection temperature 195°Cj retention times were 
1,9 minutes and 6,2 minutes for the ketone and enone , 
respectively]. In a representative experiment , 5-(I), 
(0 ,3 ml) was dissolved in methanol(0,7 ml) and added to the 
catalyst, 5% Pd on carbon (l03mg), After being stirred for 
6 hours in the presence of hydrogen gas (20 ml,RTP) the 
reaction mixture was worked up in the manner detailed above, 
GLC analysis showed that nearly 3% of the residue was 
cyclopentanone, the expected reduction product,[Theoretical= 
9%]* To check the distillation procedure used later, pure 
cyclopentanone(1 ml) was added to the residue, and distilled. 
The fraction distilling at 128°-130° was collected , and 
the GLC analysis of this showed that about k% was the 
starting material (B.Pt,135°C)^. Since the apparatus had 
proved satisfactory , a tritiation was conducted along 
similar lines, the main difference being the lower initial 
pressure,[Estimated as being about 0,1 atmospheres, as 
opposed to 1-2 atmospheres for the hydrogenations]. Thus, 
cyclopent-2-en-l-one (0 ,2 ml) was dissolved in methanol(0,8 ml) 
and added to the catalyst , 3% Pd on carbon (8lmg). The 
solution was stirred in the presence of approximately 1,2 Ci 
T^ gas (0,46 ml at RTP) for 0,6 hours , and then worked up as 
before, the final stage being distillation with cyclopentanone 
as carrier,(lml) , The H nmr spectrum of the distillate was 
obtained as indicated in chapter 4, Liquid scintillation 
counting showed the specific activity to be about 13mCi/mM. 
[Several dilutions were necessary to get a non- zero count 
owing to an unexpected overload cut-off in the Beckman LS100],
(ii ) 2-(2-Carboxyethyl)-k-hydroxy-3-(2-phenylethyl)-
cyclopent-2-en-l-one , 5-(H).
This compound was kindly supplied by The Lilly Research
Centre, Windlesham. Its purity was checked by nmr and by
TLC, [Silica gel, CHC.l :CH3OH :CH3CC>2H , 96:2:2, Rf=0.31 ,
U.V, visualisation], Duplicate tritiations of this substrate
were carried out in the usual manner. Thus, in one experiment
l6 mg of 5-(H) were dissolved in methanol (1.5 ml) and added
to the catalyst (10% Pd on carbon,32 mg) , The solution was
stirred in the presence of T^ gas (5 Ci) for 16,5 hours.
Filtration and rotary evaporation was then followed through
as above, but final purification was by preparative TLC ,
using the system already described. An analytical scale
TLC plate was also ran to obtain a radiochromatogram (on a
Panex Reigate RTLS-1 plate scanner). Finally, methanol
was used to extract the substrate (with 5-(II) as carrier)
from the silica gel. After removing the solvent by freeze
3
drying the residue was taken up in DMSO-dg and a H nmr 
spectrum was obtained. About 2,7 Ci of tritium were 
incorporated.
5.3 RESULTS and DISCUSSION
5.3A The reduction of cyclopent-2-en-l-one
The tritium nmr spectrum of the reduction product is 
shown in Figure(5.1) . A summary of the chemical shift 
information from the corresponding proton nmr spectrum, also 
shown in Figure(5.1), is given in Table(5 .2) . Apart from
the residual methanol there are few impurities present, but 
of course this is no indication of radiochemical purity.
TABLE(5,2) Analysis of spectrum (5.2)
Chemical Shift 
/6 ppm
Comments Assignments
ca. 2.0 Broad,large 
peak
-CH^- in cyclopentanone
3.30 Sharp
singlet
CH^ of residual MeOH
3.80 Broad peak OH of residual MeOH
5.13 Very sharp 
singlet
HDO in external lock
GLC evidence presented in section 5.2 proved that the 
catalytic hydrogenation of 5-(I) produced cyclopentanone,
o
Thus the tritiation should result in [2,3- H]-cyclopentanone.
_ 1 
Since the protons in this ketone are so similar, the H nmr
spectrum consists of a single broad peak at about 2.0 ppm.
The H nmr spectrum of* tritiated 5-(I) was therefore
expected to contain one main peak around 2.0 ppm , but clearly
the actual situation is very different, a large peak
appearing at 2,71ppm , and a shoulder peak can be picked out
at about 2.2 ppm , There are also indications of signals at
3.8 ppm, 6.1 ppm, and 7.9 PPm * The broad peak at 3 .8 ppm is
probably due to a trace of tritium remaining in the methanol.
As regards the other signals, careful inspection of the
nmr spectrum shows that this contains visible peaks at the
3same chemical shifts, implying that the H peaks must arise
from a major tritiated impurity and not a minor, highly
active impurity. Now, the organic impurity most likely to
be present is of course the starting material, and, indeed,
29the proton nmr spectrum of this comprises four sets of 
multiplets centred as shown in diagram(XVII), [CCl^, ppm from 
TMS ] .
0
(XVII)
2.69 7.72
The chemical shifts correspond accurately with those of the 
"anomalous" peaks in Figure(5»IB). The conclusion must
hence be that in addition to reduction, 5-(T) also undergoes 
a facile isotopic exchange under the gas tritiation conditions 
employed. The tritium incorporation at the C(k) position 
is an order of magnitude greater than that elsewhere, in
keeping with the previously mentioned susceptibility of
allylic centres to exchange. If double bond migration
were important then a more uniform distribution of label
would be expected. Thus the existence of a Tt-allylic
34complex, of the type described by Webb is indicated.[see 
diagram (XVIII) ].
RCH— CH — CHR' (XVIII)
*
5.3B The reduction of 5-(H)
Figure(5.2) contains the nmr spectrum of a solution 
of 5-(II) in DMSO-dg , The relevant chemical shift data is 
given in Table(5.3) .
TABLE(5.3) Proton chemical shift for 5-(H).
Chemical 
Shift 
/5 ppm
Intensity Comments Assignment
1.9-
2.9
- Region obscured by 
residual DMSO 
signal
-CH^- of side- 
chain and ring
U1 • H O 1 Doublet signal, 
with broad OH 
peak down field
-CHOH (J~6Hz)
7.39 5 Singlet Ph-
7.64-
7.73 2
Two doublets(not 
first order)
I0IIffil
01
-12 - Very broad peak -c °2h
Total reduction of 5-(H) could potentially give rise to four 
types of tritium nmr signal, even more if several stereo­
isomers were produced. Side-chain tritiation(to PhCHT-CHT-)
is expected to give one signal centred around 2.6 ppm (the
30benzylic methylene) with the other signal a little up
31
field of this . Ring tritiation would result in signals
32appearing in the 2.2-2.4 ppm region. For example , 
compounds of the type, (XIX), give methine signals at 2.29- 
2.32 ppm (-CHR-) [and 4.47-4.52 ppm (-CH0H-) ].
0
However, as Figure(5.3) shows, the tritium nmr spectrum
of the product is simple. The main peak at 2,72 ppm
undoubtedly arises from the reduction of the double bond
outside the ring. The absence of higher field signals
indicates that the ring double bond is untouched. Such
selectivity is not unexpected since tetra-substituted
olefinic bonds are difficult to reduce. At first sight it
is perhaps surprising that the tritiums a and (3 to the
phenyl ring should have equivalent shifts, but this has
33been noticed in prostaglandins of similar type . The 
question remains, however, as to the identity of the 
tritium giving rise to the smaller signal at 2,90 ppm •
Bearing in mind that the TLC plate scan showed the presence 
of only one tritiated compound, and in the light of the above
work concerning the reduction of cyclopentenone, the
simplest answer is that exchange has occurred in the ring .
The two possible sites of incorporation are the C(4) and
C(5) positions but the former is quickly eliminated since
a methine proton adjacent to a hydroxyl group would appear
30
in the 4.0-5.0 ppm region . Is then a chemical shift of
~2,9 ppm feasible for the C(5 ) methylene group? Well,
inspection of the nmr spectrum of 5-(H) shows that there
is a doublet centred around 2.8? ppm (J=6,0Hz) . It seems
likely that this arises from the 0 (5) methylene protons.
[J large, obscured by DMSO, J . -6,0Hz to the -CH0H-gem 49 ’ . ’ vie —
group]. Thus the above analysis is reasonable, and exchange
has probably occurred at the C(5) position. Allylic
exchange at the 0(4) has either not taken place, or is so
facile that the tritium was washed out during the TLC stage,
3
To conclude, H nmr spectroscopy has here provided an 
immediate answer to the problem of where reduction in a 
dienone system has occurred. Although a combination of 
techniques such as U.V. spectroscopy and ^H nmr can produce 
the same result the speed of analysis is diminished. In 
addition the occurrence of isotopic exchange has been 
demonstrated and this has important consequences in the 
field of radiopharmaceuticals.
Nmr spectra of catalytically tritiated
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ILLUSTRATION(I)
The gas tritiation apparatus 
[The front supports have been removed for clarity]
ILLUSTRATION(II)
The Htritiation tree"
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